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TWIST&
SHOUTl
Sideways and Banner Printing
Utility for Dot-Matrix Printers

Jal}Uan-ebruary April

REVENUES

Widqet Sal.s (units) 4365 2345 3215 4322
Price Each 11..2 1.28 1.28 1.28

--------------
i1idqet Salem Ul 461l7.1 3001.60 4115.20

Gadqet Sales (unit.) 1422 3452 3434 4561
Price each 42.3 2.34 2.34 2.34

--------------
Gadqet Sales C$l 98"ll1.1 8011.68 8035.56----------

TOTAL REVENUES 145!1l1.211019.28

Available for all CP/M and
MS/DOS computers for the
low price of $34.951
Special Offer: For the two
computer family - one
MS/DOS and one CP/M
copy of TWIST &SHOUTI
for just $49.951

I I I

SHOUT YOUR
MESSAGE IN
A BANNER!

TWIST: Did you ever have to print out a spreadsheet that was too wide for your printer? You spent the rest of the
afternoon with scissors and tape putting all those little pieces into one useable printout. Well, TWIST is the answer for
those giant spreadsheets... no more cutting and taping because it twists your printer's output SIDEWAYS and lets you
print spreadsheets (or any text file) of any width on one continuous sheet of paper.

SHOUT!: Get your message across in no uncertain terms - now you, your computer and your dot-matrix printer can
say HAPPY BIRTHDA Y MOM in eight inch high letters in any of three special type styles. Create banners, signs,
posters or oversize greeting cards with ease. Anything you can type on the keyboard can be SHOUTed by your printer in
gigantic letters!

TWIST & SHOUT! is available for all CP/M and all MS/DOS computers and supports these dot-matrix printers: Apple
Dot Matrix Printer, Imagewriter and Imagewriter II, BMC MicroGraphic, C. Itoh 8510 Prowriter, 8600B and 8610 BPI,
Okidata 82 or 83 (with Okigraph or PC-Write ROMs), 84, 84 Step 2, 92, 93, 192 and 193, CTI CT-80, DEC LA50, all
Epsons and compatibles, Gemini 10X, 15X, 1OX-PC and 15X-PC, Hewlett Packard Thinkjet, all IBM Graphics
printers, Proprinters and compatibles, IDS Prism 80/132 (with Dot Plot) and MicroPrism, Legend 880 and 1360,
Mannesmann Tally Spirit and MT160, MPI Sprinter, Printmate 99 and 150, NEC 8023AC, Panasonic 1091. More
printers are being added all the time! If your printer isn't on the list - call us - we'll probably add it at no charge!

TWIST & SHOUT! sells for $34.95 plus $4 shipping/handling and is available now! Order one CP/M version and one
MS/DOS version for just $49.95 plus $4 shipping/handling. Overseas airmail add $12. Foreign checks must be in US
funds drawn on a US bank. California residents, add 6% sales tax (Los Angeles County, add 6 1/2%) The CP/M version is
stocked in Osborne, Kaypro and Morrow disk formats. If your CP/M computer can't read an Osborne, Kaypro or Morrow
disk, we'll make TWIST & SHOUT! available in virtually any other CP/M disk format for an additional $5 disk transfer fee.

loplace COD or credit card orders: Call TOLL FREE: 800·824·7888 (Ask for Operator 409)
~ Alaska, Hawaii, call: 800-824-7919 (Ask for Operator 409)

MasterCard~ ~:~:Xn~c:~6~8e~~i~~~~~~~~~~~~~le8i~~d:~~~I~ [70235,1346]

For more information, a free brochure (reveiw reprints, other products) or to order, contact:-----....-.. /Wi' ~

TEe H N 0 LOG I E S, INC.

22458 Ventura Blvd, Ste. E
Woodland Hills, CA 91364



Too many subscriptions expire with this issue.
(Check your mailing label.)

RENEW NOW!
DON'T MISS AN ISSUE!

What's coming up? • THEME ISSUES: Repairs and Mainten
ance (August/September 1986), Educational Software (October/
November 1986). More themes on page 40 inside. • REVIEWS
of new Hardware and Software, including Westwind's hard disk

add-on for your Morrow, XtraKey, Accounting Plus and MAGI
base2, Decision Analyst and a comparison of Thoughtline and
Kamas' Out-Think. Many more. - COLUMNS for beginners
and for advanced. And the same high-quality articles.
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EDITORIAL

Are Morrow Enhancements worth it?

From the phone calls, letters and article
submissions that flooded MOR for this issue, we
learned that improving basic MD hardware has become
quite a popular activity. This seems especially true
when the improvements are ones MD owners can perform
themselves. Turning an MD2 with single-sided drives
into an MD3 with double-sided drives appears to be a
favorite challenge. We received four submissions on
this topic alone. One of these we selected for our
lead article. Other materials submitted were so spe
cialized we believed they would only interest a small
segment of readers. We loaded these contributions
onto one of the FLOBs for this issue. (see page 54).

You may find in this issue ways to make some, if
not all, of your computer wishes come true. Many MD3
owners would like to have a four-drive MD3. B.H.
Marshall tells you how you can get it (page 11).
Others might like a really big RAMdisk. Eric
Prerninger explains how you can get this in the form of
DriveC2from 'Westwind (page 47).

We've learned that many of you who are writers
would like to add a portable to your MD. For you,
we've printed a review (for old times' sake) of the
PIVOT II look-alike called Z-171 (page 45), along with
a review of the Bondwell 2, which runs CP/M 2.2 (page
41). To top it off, we have included yet another
article (page 36) on how to connect certain portables
to your Morrow machine for file transfer.

Do. you want to double the baud rate on your MD3
terminal? In the past you couldn't (due to an
infamous Morrow engineering slip-up) , but after
reading Dave Grothe's article on page 17 you'll know
how to make this change yourself for less than $15.00
and a few afternoons of your time. Do you want to
upgrade the ROM (and BIOS) of your MD3? Your wish is
granted. Read Maxwell SYndstrom's article on page 26
and order the MD3 ROM/BIOS Update kit from MOR. And
there is more....

Butremernber, just because there is more does not
mean more is better. For all the tinkerers among us
forever improving our machines, there are many who
remain quite content with their basic, no-frills MD
model. These easily satisfied types are not sluggards
or dummies. They may be sane, productive folk who ask
only that their computers process words and file data
with the least amount of fuss.

The fuss factor is what each of you must consider
for yourselves. Is it worth it to install any or all
of these enhancements? That is a value judgment only
you can make. To the tinkerers, these add-ons sparkle
and shine like the powers in a wizard's magic wand.
But even magic does not come free. If it doesn't cost

in coin--and some of these enhancements are dirt
cheap--it may cost in time and require a good slice of
your energy. Ask yourself, before adding' orie more
add-on, do I really need this? Will I have fun
installing it? Will the power or pleasure it gives me
be worth the effort?

All we are really doing in this issue is letting
you know some of what is available to you. It is for
you to decide what these enhancements are worth.

~ .

~~

COVER STORY
You may have been wondering about those stacks' of

equipment on the front cover. Our cover photo shows two
richly enhanced Micro Decisions, an M03 (1) and an MDl6 (2).
They share the MT70 terminal (3), sitting on top, and two
printers not in the photo. The M03 uses a TurboTape (4),
which is a 21 MB hard disk and controller with a backup
(streamer) tape built in. No need for floppy backups anymore.
You could have up to 3 MB of RAMdisk added in with the disk,
but here the Drivec2 RAMdisk is located in Ram-in-a-Box (5).
The latter two devices are made by westwind, which bundles it
with a special version of SUperCalc, enabling you to use
enormous spreadsheets. (see review on page 47.) The .
Prometheus 1200 modem (6) is also used by the M03.

The MD16 uses a home-brew 16 ME add-on disk, which
consists of a eMI 5619 hard disk drive built into a power
supply-equipped enclosure made by Integrand Research (7).
Total cost for this home-made disk, including cables and
connectors, is about $450, in addition to a lot of your own
time fiddling with the hardware and changing the BIOS. The
AuxilIary MDl6 part is connected to the Hayes 1200 smartmodem
(8). .

2

Shared equipment consists of the Data-Doc Cross-switch
(9), enabling both computers to share two printers, of which
the MP200 (not in the picture) uses a 64 KB Microbuffer (10) ~

The little box on top is the E-Systems GangBox (11), which
switches the MT70 between the MD3 and the MD16. Indispensable
items are the latest copy of MOR (13) and the best of FLOBs
(14). last but not least is a telephone (12) to call your
local computer guru or your repair shop in case things go
wrong, but that will be dealt with in our next MOR issue.
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A PUFF PIECE?

Dear Editor:

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

themselves. MaR is helping many of us to learn to use
those tools well, regardless of the brand of hardware
we purchased or purchase. Carry on.

James E. Bottom, Salem, OR
I have some concerns about the usefulness and

purpose of MaR at all. Its new cover proposes to make
MaR into a forum for CP/M users in general. But I
fail to see how deeply it can cover CP/M if it does
not get just a little technical. I have observed as
the months have gone by that MaR has become, in fact,
less and less technical, and more and more aimed at
the novice user. I cannot help but feel that by
abandoning your more knowledgeable readers you will
also lose your most dedicated supporters.

I only hope that you will not let MaR become just
another little puff piece whose only purpose is to
show readers how computers can be "fun" and "easy to
use." I greatly fear, however, that this is in fact
what is happening, and that MaR will lose its
usefulness to me and many others.

Ralph W. Mathisen, Columbia, SC

[The fact that MaR is a magazine nearly entirely
written by its readers, added to our editorial
intention to strike a balance between more and less
technical articles, will save us from ever becoming a
puff piece. The MaR readership still has people in
the novice stage, and they should not be forgotten in
favor of all the knowledgeable readers. Still, we are
printing quite a few technical articles in this and in
the next issue. For some very detailed or long
articles that we feel are of interest to only a small
section of our subscribers--but that certainly merit
publication--we have made room on one of the FLOBs.
we wish we could print all the good articles sent to
MaR, but we can't. --Ed.]

CHAPTER 11 REASSURANCE

Dear Editor:

Regarding your April/ May editorial: well done.
I'm sure there are a lot of folks out there in MaR
Land that need the reassurances you provided. I for
one wasn't shocked to see Morrow fHe for bankruptcy
under Chapter 11--it was extremely unfortunate;
however, it was not surprising, nor alarming.

MaR took off months ago in the right direction to
support a solid base of interested readers in the true
spirit of the original CP/M hackers--providing mutual
support because of a "need to know" and love for the
activity of "computering," not for the computers

PP'S ANNOYING EMPTY SPACES

Dear Editor:

We find this publication to be the only source
for information on or about the MORROW line;
therefore, please keep up the good work.

The letter to the editor from Peter campbell in
MaR April/May 1986 regarding the empty spaces
produced by Personal Pearl when printing labels was of
great interest to us. We tried his method of
producing a report for NewWord from which the labels
could be made without all the extra spaces. There is
one problem to consider if using an old mailing list;
check the comma location before running.

Nyal o. Garmon, SCottsdale, AZ

LCDUMP FRUSTRATION!SOLUTION

Dear Editor:

I had the frustrating experience that many
LogiCalc users must have had when I attempted to use
the LCDUMP program to print out specifications of a
spread sheet I had designed, and then watched in
astonishment as half of the output went to the printer
and the other half to the monitor. No reply was
forthcoming from Software Products International when
I wrote them for help.

I thought I had heard the last word on the topic
when I received the question and answer booklet from
Morrow under David Block's signature. It stated
flatly, on p. 25, that the problem could't be fixed.

Recently I was following the useful advice to
browse back through earlier editions of MaR, and guess
what I found in Volume 1, #2, June 1984, p. 36.
Instructions to fix the problem which work.

You type LCDUMP""p<R> to the "A>" prompt, and when
asked for the output file name, type CONSOLE:. A
complete output file then goes to both the printer and
the monitor. Problem solved. Moral: Read and reread
your old MaR's.

Jim Hedstrom, Diamond Bar, CA
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[WA SYSTEIt1S./NC.
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FULL

SERVICE
COMPANY
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SERVICE

OFFERING:

SALES

(415) 455-8086

- Hardware, Software and

Supplies

YES! We still service

Morrow Micro Decision

SUPPORT - Call us for our reasonable

rates for training and

support contracts

AND •••

SOFTWARE - Even if we have to

write it!!!

39267 Liberty Street
Fremont, Ca. 94538

(415) 792-7945

* Sorry Visa/Mastercard Not Accepted *

Get what you've always wanted-

Get the Proportional Printing Program which

REALLY WORKS!

PropStar gives type-set quality true propor
tional spaced printing from ordinary NewWord and
WordStar document files. Prints on daisy-wheel prin
ters with ps type-wheels (and certain matrix &: laser
printers), including Diablo, Qume, NEC, Brother, C
Itoh, Juki, Silver-Reed, Canon, Fujitsu &: others.

PropStar is a stand-alone program, not a patch,
gives higher quality print than modified WordStar.
PropStar follows the rules for typesetting, maintains
spacing between letters, never crowds text, offers
continuous underline, increases letter spacing in
"bold" text to avoid run-together letters. PropStar
doesn't move text, so you get what you see on your
w.p. screen, supports most W.S. print features.

Available on more than 40 CP/M formats inclUding
MD-2/3/11. MS-DOS version also available. Only
$ 49.95, Visa &: M/C accepted, or send check with
order and we pay postage. Comes fully pre-installed
so please specify computer and printer models.

CIVIL 21\1 RESEARCH DRIVE, SUITE I

COMPUTING LIVERMORE, CALIFORNIA 94550

CORPORATION

MOR's new Managing Editor.

The long search is over and MOR has a new managing
editor. Marilyn Werden brings with her an impressive
set of skills and years of experience to go with it,
enough to move MOR to increased levels of quality.
Glad to have you join us, Marilyn.

sales Tax for Cali£ornians.

When you sell subscriptions for a magazine that comes
out at least four times a year, you don't have to
charge sales tax. But if you sell MOR Manuals and
FLOBs, then it's a whole other matter. That's what
MOR found out when slapped on the wrist for not
charging sales tax on those items. The State of
California has made it clear that it will hold up its
rules and hold out its hand to collect the tax we
mistakingly thought we were exempt from. So, from now
on, if you live in California, add 6.5% sales tax to
your orders for FLOBs, MOR Manuals, Morrow User's
Guides, Upgrade Kits and all that good stuff.

Hard-to-get Morrow Software Manuals.

MORreceives requests for copies of manuals belonging
to the bundled software that came with your machine.
Some people loose them, some people buy used machines
without manuals, some people even assemble new Micro
Decisions from scrounged parts. That's why MOR has
decided to make those manuals available to you.
You'll find a list of the 12 Morrow software manuals-
not to be confused with the more teclmical MOR
Manuals--on page 53. Unfortunately, MOR only has a
limited supply.

ROM Update kit and ROM/BIOS source listings.

You can now acquire a ROM Rev. 3.1 upgrade kit for
your MD3. Why and how you should do this is explained
in Maxwell Syndstrom's piece on page 26. Included in
the kit is a ROM chip, printed instructions on how to
replace it, a DS/DD floppy with several files to help
you make the BIOS modification and another floppy with
the latest versions of the MD3 CP/M Distribution
Master--most of which you already have, at least in an
older version. Turn to page 53 for the order form.

MO-HD System program listings, docs on
diskettes.

MOR is releasing a new set of 11 DS/DD diskettes with
system program source listings and other information
about the BIOS, Firmware and Utilities for MD5, MD11,
MD16 and MD34 computers. A new MOR Manual "MD-HD
Systems' Notes" of about 120 pages is also available.
Call MOR for details.
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The Final, Absolute Word on Installing
Double-Sided Drives in Your MD2

by Greg Smith

Although my single-sided MD2 had been performing
valiantly for the two years I had owned it, I found
myself wishing I had the extra power of an MD3. I
seemed to be filling up those single-sided disks
faster and faster. I kept wishing I could put
Correct-It on the same disk as WordStar or NewWord,
but, alas, 186K just wasn't as big as I had
originally thought it was. To my rescue came Victor
Chan, who wrote a "how to" article on upgrading to
double-sided drives (published in the BAMDUA
Newsletter, Vol. 3, #10). Despite my limited
experience in patching, I braved the hexadecimal world
and started altering my CP/M. It didn't work. I
tried everything conceivable to get those half-height
disk drives to work, but no luck...until this spring
when I stumbled across an article submitted to MaR by
Jim Holder that provided the missing "patch." From
this article, Victor Chan's article, and some input
from Beatty's article in MaR Vol. 2, #1, February
1985, p. 20, I have assembled an article that will
guide you into the world of 768K of on-line storage.

Some Things You Should Know About the Changes

1. Even with the new double-sided drives in
place, you can run your old single-sided disks just as
you always have; you simply won't be utilizing the
double-sided feature of your new drives. This will
allow you to make a gradual transition from all
single-sided to all double-sided diskettes.

2. Most MD2s have a Rev. 1 motherboard (no par
allel port), while most MD3s have a Rev. 2 motherboard
(no expansion drive port). There is no need to change
motherboards to upgrade to double-sided drives, if
you're happy without a parallel port.

3. While you must modify the BIOS (in CP/M), you
need not upgrade to the latest BIOS and ROM revision
to successfully increase your disk capacity.

4. The power supply should not need changing,
because most of the half-height, double-sided drives
avaiJ.able consume less power than your old single
sided drives.

What Does Need Changing?

Just your disk drives and the BIOS portion of
CP/M. The CP/M we'll deal with later. For now...

Greg Smith is an undergraduate student in
international business at Cal State Hayward. He spent
countless hours upgrading his MD2 to an MD3 last fall,
and has now deigned to share this knowledge with the
rest of us mortals.

The Hardware Changes

What you need are two half-height, double-sided
drives and a mounting plate. I recommend that you buy
name-brand disk drives (e.g., COC, Shugart, Panasonic,
Teac, etc.; I have heard from some people that Qume
drives tend be problematic, although I've seen no
concrete evidence). Basically, the biggest considera
tion is price. Look for good drives, somewhere
between $75 and $95 each. You might try mail order or
computer swaps.

The mounting bracket simply consists of a square
piece of metal with four holes drilled into it to..
allow you to mount one half-height drive on top of the
other. Ask about mounting brackets wherever you
purchase the drives.

Outside of the two drives and mounting bracket,
the only other things you'll need are a screwdriver, a
couple of undisturbed hours and some patience (a pair
of long-nose pliers might come in handy, too) •
Especially for those of you who are timid about taking
a screwdriver to your Morrow, I recommend you order a
copy of Section #1 of MaR's Technical Manual (see
MaR, Vol. 2, #6, December 1985/January 1986, p. 51).
Section #1 outlines the specifics of removing the
drives from your particular chassis revision.

Step l--Removing the Old Drives:. Unplug
everything connected to the back of your Morrow.
Around the base of the beige lid on your machine are
four screws. Remove them (but do not remove any of
the screws exposed on the gray, underside of the case
until you remove the power supply). Standing in front
of your Morrow, slide the beige cover towards you,
until the cover is completely removed.

To facilitate the removal of your drives, you
should temporarily remove the power supply. (See
Figure 1, p. 6.) To do this, tip the Morrow on its
side (whichever side is easiest for you). You will
see four screws on the bottom of the Morrow that
outline the power supply. Remove them. Unplug all of
the plugs that emanate from the power supply, and set
the power supply out of the way. (Be sure to note what
you unplugged to ensure you can plug everything back
in when you are finished.)

In the back of each drive, three cables can be
found: one connected to the red LED on the front of
the Morrow, one connected to the motherboard near the
power supply (which powers the drive) , and the ribbon
cable, also connected to the motherboard, which
transmits data. Unplug them from the drives. Now you
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Figure 1.
(reproouced from MOR Technical Manual, section 1,
p. 5-19)

can probably identify the screws found on the sides
and/or bottom of the disk drives, all of which need to
be removed to allow you to remove the old drives.
Take note of how drive A was mounted so you can mimic
the mounting when installing your new drives.
Finally, knock out. the black faceplates that contain
the red lED on the front of your Morrow; you won't be
needing them any longer.

Now for aesthetics: You have opened a gaping
hole in the front of your Morrow where drive B used to
be. You might just put a screen on it to allow extra
air to circulate, you mi.ght try to find a insert panel
for it (just like the MD3s from Morrow have), or you
might want to get creative with the new window in your
Morrow. No matter what you choose, I recommend that
you somehow cover the opening to keep dirt, dust, cat
hair and everything else out of your machine.

Replace the power supply and plug in all of its
little cables (you did keep track of where each cable
went?) • Slide the cover on again and plug everything
into the back of your Morrow that you disconnected at
the beginning.

You now have an MD2 with double-sided drives
that will work with all your old single-sided
diskettes just like before. To make sure:

Turn the machine on and insert your old single
sided system disk into drive A (the bottom drive).
Did you get an A>? Yes? Then replace the screws
securing the lid and skip to "Patching CP/M." No?
Then open up your computer again. Is everything
plugged in? You might want to try reversing the data
cables (i.e., so pin #1 on the cable is connected to
what appears to be pin #34 on the drive). Just fiddle
around in there; and if all else fails, go back to the
beginning and try again. It will be easier the second
time anyway.

Patching CP/M

You will need three disks: your CP/M "system"Step 2--Preparing the New Drives: One setting
needs to be checked before installing the new drives.
Each drive will have a Drive Select jumPer, usually
labeled "DS." (See Figure 2.) Sometimes the four
possible positions for this jumper are labeled 1-4;
sometimes the four possible positions are labeled 0-3.
No matter which way they are numbered, make sure the
jumper is set on the lowest setting on both drives.

Now, mount the two drives on top of each other
using the mounting bracket. Then, place the two
piggyback drives inside the Morrow where drive A
formerly resided. Mount the piggyback drives
securely, copying the way drive A was previously
mounted, and then connect the power cables and the
ribbon cables to your new drives. It should be
readily apparent where they go. To make sure the data
cable is connected correctly, manufacturers
customarily number some of the pins on the drive where
the data cable will be attached (numbered 1-34). On
the data cable itself, one edge is Painted red. That
edge is pin #1; thus, the other edge on the cable is
pin #34. Connect the ribbon cable formerly connected
to drive A to the bottom drive so that pin #1 on the
cable matches the pin #1 on your new drive. Likewise,
connect the ribbon cable formerly connected to drive B
to the upper drive. The power cable is shaped so it
will only fit on the drive correctly, so you needn't
worry about which wire is which in the power cable;
simply connect a power cable to each drive.

Figure 2.

-4 3 2
'OS

1
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Step S--Finding MTAB: To find MTAB, you must
now look inside the copy of CP/M you captured in the
file CPM64S.COM.

You will see a line containing a number of
values, one of which will be H=jjkk, where jj and kk
are bytes that will be generated by your computer.
Write down the values for jj and for kk, and
substitute the value for jj in the following
procedure:

Step 6--Alteri.ng SYSGEN.COM: Here you must
alter SYSGEN.COM to allow it to write on a single
sided disk regardless of how CP/M is configured.

Step 7--Modifying BTAB: You must modify BTAB for
the new drive A.

Now that you have found the three tables, you
need to modi£y them, starting with...

disk, a "scratch" formatted disk and a "patching" disk
that has been SYSGENed and contains PIP.COM,
SYSGEN.COM, FORMAT.COM and DDT.COM (DDT.COM is found
on the "Programmer's Utility Disk" that came with your
Morrow). For those of you who have NSWEEP, DISK or
some other file maintenance program, you may
substitute it for PIP.COM. For those of you who don't
have one of these programs yet, get one--but in the
meantime use PIP.

Throughout the remainder of the article, you will
see examples of what will appear on your screen when
following the instructions. AnYthing that is not
underlined will be generated by your computer;
everything that is underlined, you must enter. Among
the information that you must enter, you will find
"<cr>". "<cr>" means hit the Return key; don't enter
the characters "< c r >." Armed with this knowledge,
you are ready to modify CP/M.

Step 3--eapturing a Copy of CP/M: Place your
patching disk in drive A and your scratch disk in
drive B. In order to change CP/M, you must first
capture a copy of the CP/M system that hides on the
first two tracks of all of your "system disks." You
used SYSGEN to put CP/M on the first two tracks, so
you will use SYSGEN to get a copy from there:

A>SYSGEN<cr>
SYSGEN VER d.d MOO.d
SOURCE DRIVE NAME (OR RETURN TO SKIP) A<cr>
SOURCE ON A, THEN TYPE RETURN <cr>
FUNCTION COMPLETE --
DESTINATION DRIVE NAME (OR RETURN TO REBOOT) <cr>
A>SAVE 48 CPM64S.COM <cr>

You now have a copy of your single-sided CP/M
system with a copy of the SYSGEN program in a file
named CPM64S.COM.

You must find and alter three sets of bytes
within CP/M to allow CP/ Mto utilize the double-sided
features of your new drives. The three tables are the
Boot TABle (BTAB) , which the computer looks at when it
boots, the Disk Parameter Block (DPB) , which outlines
how much space is on a disk, and the Motor TABle
(MTAB) , which regulates the motors in your disk
drives.

To change these three tables, you will use DDT.
Don't be afraid of DDT just because you've never used
it. Just follow along. Each byte in the program has
an address that, as you might guess, tells you where
in the. program the byte is located. The address comes
in the form XXXX, where X can have a value of 0
through 9 or of A through F. Don't let the letters
scare you, just know that any letter between A-F is
OK.

The first table, BTAB, is easy to find because it
is universally located at 0980.

Step 4--Finding the DPB Table: To find the DPB
table, you must enter a few codes as shown below:

A>DDT<cr>
DDT VERS. 2.2
-A100<cr>
0100 MVI C,lF<cr>
0102 CALL 5<cr>
0105 RST 7<cr>
0106 <cr>
-G100<Cr>
*0105
-X<cr>

-Hjj,CF<cr>
dddd OOmm
_...C

A>

A>DDT CPM64S.COM<cr>
-S2344<cr>
2344 ww <cr>
2345 yy .<cr>
-Hyy,CF<~

dddd OOxx

-S389<cr>
0389 C2 O<cr>
038A B8 O<cr>
038B 03 O<cr>
038C dd .<cr>

-S980<cr>
09800121<cr>
0981 08 OC<cr>
0982 58 7D<cr>
0983 05 04<cr>
0984 6F AF<cr>
0985 03 <cr>
0986 05 <cr>
0987 1C <cr>
(continued)

[The "-" is DDT's prompt, just
like "A>" is CP/M's prompt.
It signdfies that DDT is
waiting for your next
command.]

[Disregard the values for
dddd, but write down the value
for mm. Then, write down the
combination mmkk and label it
"Address of DPB."] . .

lWrite down the two bytes ww
and yy, substituting yy in the
following procedure. Write
down the combination xxww and
label it "Address of MTAB."
Once again, disregard the
values for dddd.]

[Disregard the value for dd.]

[A quick note about how DDT's
"S" command works. The first
four characters are the
location or address of the
byte. The next two numbers
displayed are the byte itself.
You may now either enter a
<CR> to leave the byte
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Step 10--Changing the Log-On Message (op
tional) : The last patch that needs to be made is to
change the message that appears after each cold boot
from "Single Sided System" to "Double-Sided MD2
System." This text can sometimes be difficult to
find. If the values at 2DA1 don't match the ones
listed here, skip to Step 11. Don't worry i£ you
don't patch this message; it won't have any effect on
how your system runs.

0988 FF <cr>
0989 28 <cr>
098A 00 <cr>
098B 04 <cr>
098C OF <cr>
098D 01 <cr>
098E 5E C2'<Cr>
098F 00 <cr>
0990 7F BF<"Cr>
0991 00 <cr>
0992 CO EO<Cr>
0993 00 <cr>
0994 20 35<Cr>
0995 00 <cr>
0996 02 <cr>
0997 00 <cr>
0998 EF 43<Cr>
0999dd .<cr>

unchanged or enter a new
value, followed by a <CR>.
Later, you will be given just
the values to be substituted,
and by following this format,
you will be successful.]

[Disregard the value for dd.]

03
05
1C
FF

dddd dd .<cr>

03 03 03 03
05 05 05 05
IC 1C 1C 1C
FF FF FF FF

[After entering the last
value, enter a period to
return to the command line.]

Step 8--Modifying DPB: Next, patch the DPB
portion of CPM64S.COM, using the "s" command again.
Start by substituting the value for mmkk that you
found in Step 4 for mmkk in the first line below.
After altering the first six bytes as shown in the
first six lines, continue entering the values in that
column, continuing through the remaining three
columns, reading from top to bottom. As always,
disregard whatever value appears for dddd.

-Smmkk<cr>
mmkk 28 <cr>
dddd 00 <cr>
dddd 04 <cr>
dddd OF <cr>
dddd 01 <cr>
dddd 5E C2<Cr>

00
BF
00
EO
00
30
00
02
00

dddd dd .<cr>

28 28 28 28
00 00 00 00
04 04 04 04
OF OF OF OF
01 01 01 01
C2 C2 C2 C2
00 00 00 00
BF BF BF BF
00 00 00 00
EO EO EO EO
00 00 00 00
30 30 30 30
00 00 00 00
02 02 02 02
00 00 00 00

[After entering the last
value, you should enter a
period (".") to return you to
the command line.]

-S2DAl<cr>
2DA1 2A 20<cr>
2DA2 2A 44<cr>
2DA3 20 6F<cr>
2DA4 53 75<cr>
2DA5 69 62<cr>
2DA6 6E 6C<cr>
2DA7 67 65<cr>
2DA8 6C 2D<cr>
2DA9 65 53<cr>
2DAA 20 69<cr>
2DAB 53 64<cr>
2DAC 69 65<cr>
2DAD 64 64<cr>
2DAE 65 20<cr>
2DAF 64 4D<cr>
2DBO 20 44<cr>
2DB1. 53 30<cr>
2DB2 79 20<cr>
2DB3 73 53<cr>
2DB4 74 79<cr>
2DB5 65 73<cr>
2DB6 6D 74<cr>
2DB7 20 65<cr>
2DB8 2A 6D<cr>
2DB9 2A 20<cr>
2DBA dd"'C
A>

Step 11 - Saving the New CP/M: You must save the
changes you have made by entering:

Step 9--Modifying MTAB: Next, change the MTAB
table, starting at the address found in Step 5,
substituting it for xxww in the following:

-Sxxww<cr>
xxww 01 21<cr> 22 21 21 21
dddd D8 DC<cr> 5D DC DC DC

7D 7D 7D 7D 7D
04 04 04 04 04
DF DF DF DF DF

A>SAVE 48 CPM64D.COM<cr>

[Note that the "D" in
CPM64D.COM stands for double,
as opposed to the "s" used
earlier, which stood for
"single.'1

Step 12--Making a Temporary System Disk:
Next, with the blank "scratch" diskette in drive B
(top drive), put the double-sided system on it by
doing the following:
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A>CPM64D<cr>
SYSGEN VER X.X MDx.x
SOURCE DRIVE NAME (OR RETURN TO SKIP) <cr>
DESTINATION DRIVE NAME (OR RETURN TO REBOOT) B<cr>
DESTINATION ON B, THEN TYPE RETURN <cr>
FUNCTION COMPLETE -
DESTINATION DRIVE NAME (OR RETURN TO REBOOT) <cr>
A> ---

Place this scratch disk (presently in drive B)
into drive A and press the Reset button on the front
of your MD2. If you were able to complete Step 10,
you will see "Double-Sided MD2 System" after the
copyright notice.

If you ask for a directory of drive A (with DIR),
you will probably get a mess displayed on the screen.
Don't be concerned, this happens because you have put
a double-sided system on a single-sided disk.

FUNCTION COMPLETE
DESTINATION DRIVE NAME (OR RETURN TO REBOOT) B<cr>
DESTINATION ON B, THEN TYPE RETURN <cr>
FUNCTION COMPLETE -
DESTINATION DRIVE NAME (OR RETURN TO REBOOT) <cr>
A>

Step lS--Copying Files to Your. New System
Disk: The only remaining step is to copy the files
from your old single-sided CP/M system disk onto your
new double-sided system disk. To do this, take the
disk in drive B, place it in drive A and press the
Reset button on your MD2/3.

Place your old single-sided CP/M system disk in
drive B and enter a Control-C. For those of you who
have NSWEEP or a clone, use it to copy from your old
CP/M system disk. If you don't possess such a
program, use PIP as follows:

Reinsert the "working" diskette in drive A (top)
and enter Control-c.

A>PIP A:=B:*.*[VO] <cr>

SPECIAL CREDITS

Good Luck! n

Congratulations, you are now the proud owner of
an MD2/3.

Cover Design & Tracing -- Steven Alliel
on p. 2

-- JeffWeissmanCover photograph

If you find that heat is a problem with your new
hardware, you might want to consider installing a fan
or somehow making it easier for your disk drives
and/or power supply to breathe. But most of you wiJ.l
not experience any heat problems.

Most of your system disks will have to be
transferred to double-sided floppies and then SYSGENed
with the new system. Of particular interest to
WordStar users is the fact that you can now fit
Correct-It on the same disk as WordStar. And by
using the "R" command, you can run Correct-It from
within WordStar.

Label the disk in drive A as your double-sided
CP/M system Disk.

A>PIP<cr>
*A:=B:FORMAT.COM[VO] <cr>
*A:=B:SYSGEN.COM [VO] <cr>
*A:=B:PIP.COM[VO] <cr>
*<cr>
A~

Step 14--Formatting Your First Double-Sided
Disk: You may format over your old single-sided disks
now and make them double-sided, since single-sided
and double-sided disks are physically the same.
Single-sided diskettes, however, pass lower quality
standards. Consequently, beware of bad sectors if you
plan to recycle your single-sided diskettes into
double-sided diskettes.

Put your "patching" disk in drive B (top drive),
and enter:

Step 13--Copying Files to the Temporary
System Disk: Copy FORMAT.COM, SYSGEN.COM and
PIP.COM onto the "scratch" disk. For those of you who
have NSWEEP or one of its clones, you may substitute
it for PIP.COM and use NSWEEP to copy the three files
to the "scratch" disk. For those of you who don't
have NSWEEP, use PIP as follows:

Production Assistance -- Steven Aibel

Drawings on pp. 6, 11 -- Augusta Lucas-Andreae
& 12

Caricatures on pp. 14, -- Robert Johnson
24, 28 & 34

ROM/BIOS Upgrade -- Steven Wartofsky
Coordinator

A>FORMAT<cr>
Disk drive to be used (A-E) B
Single or double-sided format (S or D) D
Insert diskette to be formatted in drive B,

then press [RETURN] <cr>

You will see 79 tracks formatted, instead of the
usual 39. When the formatting is finished, copy the
CP/M tracks from drive A to drive B using SYSGEN.

A>SYSGEN<cr>
SYSGEN VER X.X MDx.x
SOURCE DRIVE NAME (OR RETURN TO SKIP) A<cr>
SOURCE ON A, THEN TYPE RETURN <cr>

FLaB Manager -- Steven Wartofsky
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... a superb program accompanied by an exceptionally clear manual at reasonable cost.

- - Morrow Owners' Review, April/May 1986

The quality of the graphs produced by DataPlotter is better than anything J had seen before....
J highly recommend this program to anyone who needs to make high -quality graphs.

- - Profiles Magazine, 1985

DI.k Drly•• 1l.9X

MILLISECONDB

....,

-.01

DataPlotter T'1

Line Graphs &Scatterplots $69
Bar Graphs & Pie Charts $69

~ (1Y~~~~I~?~!:~
~ Add $3 shippin~.

urk $8 outside US and Canada.

Softroore T'1 Specify type of Printer.
131 N. Leverett Rd.
Leverett, MA 01054 (413) 773-86H7 Visa. ~\iC

No need for color monitor or graphics board.
Make graphs on dot matrix printers.

Easy to Use. No Pro~rammin~.

ea.put..... 19.1n CP/M 2.2, 3,80, or 86, MS·DOS or PC-DOS. ..
Excellent Manual. Most disk formats. :

I:..
U
C .02

oJ
L.

I N I 9 B 3SAL E S

Prl nt..... 2:l.4X
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Your 4-Drive Morrow:
Adding 2 More Drives to Your MD3

by B. H. Marshall

a BU-+I2.

a BK-)COM
a BK-
a R-+S

POWE<:RTD

'1!»U-+12
DRIVESa

a BK-}COM
a BK-

a R-+5"

a R_+12}
a BU--I2.

a OR: +12 FROM POWER
- SUPPLY

0 YEl:-+5

a BK-COM

Figure 1.

properly, li£e will be much happier for your computer
and its four· drives.

You can also see the power supply with its connections
to these drives. (See Figure 1.)

To move the power supply out of your computer-
and, not incidentally, to add your two new drives--you
must first take the cover off of your CPU. Remove the
screws on the CPU's beige lid and slide the case off.
You will see the two internal disk drive ports on the
front edge of the printed circuit board (PC board).

c=J DRWESONLY

c=J CaMP, ONLY

COMRONLY

c=J CO~OR'VES

To install the new power supply, first mount it
in an aluminum chassis (mine was 8 x 12 x 3 inches)
and run a 16-gauge cable from it to the computer.
Then disconnect the power connections linking the
original supply with the disk drives, remove the old
supply and copy the connections to the new supply.

(continued)

MICRO DECISION REV 1.1.

3+ PIN CAROEDG-E

+------~'C4-HTREAR OF p.c.aOARD-----t

Before I actually added my two
new drives, I first checked my power
supply under the calculated working
conditions of having four disk
drives. The supply didn't appear to
be strong enough, so I also bought a
small switching-regulated power
supply to install (from BCD Electro,
P.O. Box 830119, Richardson, Tex.
75083-0119; $24.50, includes
shipping and schematic).

You will need to buy two DS/DD drives of the type
used on IBM machines, which you can usually find for
less than $100 each. I discovered
that the Shugart SA 455 drive is
identical to my original half-height
Panasonic JA-551 2N DS/DD drives
(made by Mitsushita), but I'm sure
that there are others that will work
as well. You will also need to buy
two 34-pin displacement-type con
nectors (I recommend the Scotchflex
pin 3463-0001, Amp pin 583717 or
Radio Shack pin 276-1564) ,about 18
inches of 34-pin conductor ribbon
cable and some strapping material to
duplicate the mounting of the two
original drives. (Four-pin 5V and
12Vconnectors (Ampp/n 1-480424-0),
which you'll also need, will come
with the new drives.)

The Hardware

Micro Decisions can be made to operate with four
disk drives. In this article, I will explain how I
added two more drives to my MD3 (Kohjinsha model),
Rev. 2.0, ROM 2.3A.

B.H. Marshall has been with Southwestern Electric
Power Co. over 36 years as a communication engineer
and, most recently, as a project engineer in the Relay
Dept. He purchased his MD3 in November 1983.

As I said, I seriously doubt
that the original power supply would
carry the +5V load. But whether you
decide to use the original supply or
get a new one, the power supply
still must be moved out of the
computer/drive chassis to make room for the new drives
and prevent excessive heat buildup. This heat buildup
problem is very important and, if you take care of it
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TO ORICHNAL B: DRiVE BoAR.D TO DRIVE C: TO DRIVE '0: TO DRiVE S:
ON MO~Ef{BOARD

PIN.3-+ 7IN~+
DI!>P1.ACEMEHT TYPE CONNECTORS
SHOWN !"ADINa-CARD EOGt; OPENING-

Figure 2.

This new power supply, like the original, has two
+12Vs, one +5V and one -12V output. The maximum
currents I measured with four drives were as follows:

4.0 amps @ +5V--drives and computer
1.0 amp +12V--drives only
<100 milliamps +12V--computer only
<100 milliamps -12V--computer only

(There may be other versions of this ooard, and I
suggest using a voltmeter to check voltages at the
power connectors.)

Now, on to the drives: First, remove the B drive
connector and cable from the motherboard. Then,
remove the two connectors from the old riboon cable
and replace them in exactly the same way on the new,
longer riboon cable. (Note: At no time during this
procedure should you disturb the A drive port on the
left side of the ooard; ooth of the new drives'
connections will be made to the B drive.)

Next, connect the two new displacement-type
connectors at appropriate points along the riboon
cable, keeping in mind that this cable will run from
the B drive port on the PC ooard to the lower C drive,
to the upper D drive, and back over to the upper B
drive. (See Figure 2.) Considerable pressure is
needed to install the displacement-type connectors on
the riboon cable, and a bench vice will come in handy
here.

Before the new drives are physically installed,
you must first set the drive select jumpers and
install the termination packs. The drive select
jumper blocks and 14-pin termination packs are located
near the left rear of the disk· drive's printed circuit
ooard. (See Figure 3.)

If you look on your drive select jumper, you win
find that the existing B drive is set to #1. You
should set your new lower drive C to #2 and your new
upper drive D to #3.

Each drive has a 150-ohm, 14-pin terminating pack
attached to it. But since you want the signal
currents to only terminate on drive B (remember, the
current is going from the B drive port on the PC board
to C, to D, and back to B again, where it win
terminate), remove the terminating packs on drives C
and D. If this seems a little confusing, think of it

as being sort of like a sprinkler system: If you have
three sprinkler hoses hooked together (like your
drives B, C and D are now), you have to make sure the
end is capped on the final hose or all the water will
run out the end rather than shooting through the
sprinkler holes the way you'd like.

Now, with an power connectors unplugged, set tbe
power supply to +5V and +12V (+ or - 10 percent) and
check at the connectors for proper voltage. You can
either do this yourself with a voltmeter or you can
take your power supply to an electronics shop and have
them do it for you. But however you do it, make sure
it's done correctly. Remember, if you make certain
all connector voltages are correct, you won't damage
anything even if something else in the system doesn't
work right.

At this point, I'd doublecheck the 34-pin cable
and connectors. If all looks well, replace the cover
and turn on the power.

Now let's see if everything really is all right.
Place a system disk in drive A and log onto drive B.
Drive B should respond. Now select drive C. Your
virtual drive statement should appear, which tells you
that at least your original system is still intact.

14-Pin Terminating Pack

Now place your original CP/M distribution disk in
drive A and formatted blank disks in drives B, C and
D. Boot the system and follow the prompts; what
you're going to do is reinstall your CP/M system for
four drives instead of two. Next, SYSGEN the disks in
drives B, C and D. After you're finished doing this
and you get back to the main menu, type <ESC). Then
remove your CP/M distribution disk from the A drive
and put it in a safe place. You can now ooot with one
of your new system disks and have fun.

If you have trouble along the way, check the 34
pin data cable; this is the system's weak point. And
if you have any questions, I'll be happy to answer
them by phone (318/631-0564, through 11 p.m. CST) or
by maiJ (B.H.Marshall, 5910 Burke Circle, Shreveport,
LA 71108).

Good luck! n
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NOW is the time to buy a DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE!

Quiet printing is possible

Your MD-2 Micro Decision computer is a. good
machine, but its old, slow, noisy single side disk
drives just don't hold enough data for your increased
data requirements. Don't scrap it, convert!

Civil Computing will convert your MD-2 into a
more modern MD-3 by replacing your old MD-2 single
side drives with new, fast, quiet double side drives,
and making the necessary software changes.

Here's how we transform your aging MD-2 into the
equivalent of a modern, expensive MD-3 ...

replace both drives with new Qume QT142 drives,
• convert your single side CP1M to double side.

Civil Computing has tried several brands of disk
drive and we've chosen Qume drives for every reason
except price. Qume drives aren't as cheap as some,
but they're are fast (6 m.s.), and much quieter than
the others, and made by ITT, a domestic company.

Only $ 350.00 plus return shipping and applicable
sales tax on parts portion. Visa & M/C accepted.

B CIVIL 2111 RESEARCH DRIVE, SUITE I

() .. COMPUTING LIVERMORE, CALIFORNIA 94550

CORPORATION (4151 455-8086(415) 585-9700

NOISE?

Easy to install and operate!

paper handling easier!

your mass mailing

25% discount on MKM sound enclosures

·tully assembled·

'One year warranty'

222 Theresa Srreet
San Francisco, California 94112

with a custom tit sound cover.

,90% noise reduction·

CALQUEST PACIFIC C08.P08.ATION

THAT IS EASY TO USE AND READY TO RUN

$49095
$4.00 SHIPPING

USE THE RIGHT TOOL
FOR THE JOB.

TMANIS
A MAILING LIST

AND FILING SYSTEM

I USE APOWERFUL DATABASE
TO KEEP MY MAILING LIST ...
AND ACANNON TO KILL FLIES.

Mail to: James River Group, 125 N. First St., Mpls, MN 55401 (612) 339-2521

GREAT FOR:
Sales Leads, Customer Inquiries, Club
Records, Birthdays, Xmas Card List. Can be
used as a Calendar or List ofThings to Do.
All of these can be mixed together but still
retrieved by category. Or you can keep a
separate list for each.

RUNS ON:

Telephone _

Computer Model _

Disk Format (Circle One) SSSD SSDD DSDD

Price is $49.95 plus $4.00 shipping and

handling. ($8.00 foreign)

D Paid by check (amount enclosed) _

D or VISA or MC # _

r-----------------------------
: Name _

: Co. Name _

: Address _

: City/State/ZIP _

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

: Exp. Date _

I D or Ship UPS COD (adds $2.50)

: MN Residents add 6% Sales Tax.
I All orders shipped within 24 hours. 30 day
I money back guarantee.

Sanyo (all)
Tandy (all)
TeleVideo
Zenith 100 & 150
8 "CPM
Othercompatibles

IBMPC,XT,
PCjr,AT

Kaypro (all)
Morrow (all)
Osborne (all)
Panasonic
Radio Shack CPM

Apple CPM
Columbia
Compaq
Corona
Eagle (all)
Epson OX-10

WOK WHAT IT DOES:
• Up to 2500 names or subjects (4000

MSDOS).
• Up to 12 lines of notes with each name.
• Prints mailing labels (alphabetically or by

zip).
• Prints Rolodex style cards.
• Prints a phone list.
• Puts names in a new file for use by

Mailmerge.
• Prints any of the above, selected by name,

state, zip, type, or date of entry.
• Searches names or notes for any word (for

example: "July 4" or "John Brown" or
"Mississippi").

L...- ..1- _
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FROM THE MAILBOX

by Bill Steele

I'd like to launch a small se]£-reliance project:
Silvia Ator of W. Willington, CT, writes, "Could you
refer me to a book (or books) where I can learn 'all'
about microcomputers?" That's sort of like wanting
books that tell "a ll" about love: not only is the
subject vast, but each person will want to know about
a different aspect. There are a few books that stand
out in my mind--ones that explain things clearly but
in depth, without assuming either that you already
know a lot or that you're too dense to understand
anything. I'd like to compile a list with perhaps one
or two titles on each of several subjects. I have a
few nominations, but I'd like to hear yours.

Stanley C. Mortel of Owosso, MI, asks if anyone
has tried adding 80-track drives to an MD2, as
described in Derek Lee Beatty's article in the
February 1985 MOR, and if it worked as described.
r'll add the request that anyone who has tried ~
project described in these pages write in and tell us
how it went. We need to know about problems, and
positive reports may give others confidence to try.

For "Richard," whose last name I can't make out:
According to Dave Block, the MD power supply will
support two floppy drives of any kind, and the
operating system will handle any disk capacity up to
around 8 megabytes. As I've noted before, the patches
to CP/M and FORMAT.COM will be different for each
drive capacity. We still need someone to explain how
to do these patches for any setup.

We're more on our own than ever, so if you know a
solution to a problem, don't assume someone else will
write in; there are not so many of us that you can
count on that. Whether you have questions or answers,
keep them coming: Bill Steele, P.O. Box 782, Ithaca,
NY 14851, 607/273-2132, MCI: WSTEELE, 254-5833.

Chandos Brown of Hartford, CT, offers some
comments on Brian L. Swinney's inquiry about
converting his MD2 with the CPU boards advertised in
Byte. First, Mr. Brown says that he doubts that the
Southern Pacific 0064180 is still in production, and
lias to its compatibility with Kaypro, surely this
means only that it utilizes the Kaypro disk format."
The Kaypro motherboard, he explains, includes video
driver circuitry (Morrow doesn't--that's all handled
by the terminal), and the Kaypro uses a non-standard
keyboard. To make the conversion on an MD, he says,
you'd have to add a video board and replace the
keyboard. However, Mr. Brown has used the SB-180
board to build himse]£ a whole new computer, using the
disk drives from his MD3. It works with his Liberty
terminal and "with the exception of SmartKey and
Uniform, all my CP/M software runs beautifully (and
perceptibly quicker)." He warns that to install this
board in a Morrow, you would need technical data on
the power supply and might have to rewire the
supply.

He also asks if there's an upgrade ROM for the
Freedom 100 (MDT50) terminal that would implement
automatic terminal blanking. Not according to Uberty
Electronics (see last issue's column). Does anyone
know of a way to do this? You could write a program
that would send the terminal the codes to blank the
screen, but to be useful it would have to be a routine
that could be used from inside another program.

Alfred Butler in Allston, MA, installed the CP-88
co-processor and is happily using it with SUperCalc-2
and some public domain utilities, but has had trouble
finding out what other MS-DOS programs he could run.
"In most cases, after I described my system the
salesperson would ask me if my computer was IBM
compatible. This teed me off because why did I
describe my system in the first place?" Reports are
that WordStar, dBase II, PC-File III, Multiplail,
SUperCalc 2 and Open Systems Accounting packages will
run with the board; lotus, Sidekick, dBase III, Basic
A, GW Basic and Symphony definitely won't. Any
others? --

Someone called from Florida and gave my answering
machine a suggestion about Julian Ashe's problem of
letters running together on WS printouts: He may be
deleting "real" spaces and leaving the spaces WS
inserts to do justification. Sorry, I.couldn't make
out your name on the recording, but thanks.

Ron Sarner at the State University of New York at
Utica 1.8 trymg to use his MD3 to talk to various
minicomputers running Unix, but at 9600 baud finds
MDM730 and MDM795 too slow--characters get dropped.
He'd settle for a good fast dumb terminal program.

From lois Brown, Spencer, TiN: "ls anyone out
there filing Medicare forms or #1500 medica!' insurance
forms with an MD3? Where can I obtain the necessary
software?" You can use MailMerge or Pearl to fill out
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forms. It will .take some cut-and-try to get
everything in the right places on the page, but if
they change the forms on you, you won't have to buy
nt:w software.

An addendum to myself: In my article "How Not t.O
lose Your Files" (MaR Vol. 2, #4, Aug./Sept. 1985, p.
23), I explained how to escape the dreaded ''Not enough
space to store data on disk" message by copying to the
virtual drive. George Bellak of New York City tried
it, but NeWWord refused to cooperate. Seems his
NeWWOrd was installed so that only A and B were
"legal" drives. To find out what drives your NeWWord
recognizes, go to the No-File Menu and type "L" to
change logged drive, but don't type the drive letter
right away; the prompt screen that comes up will
include the line ''Legal drives are..." If only A and
B are listed, run NWINSTAL, select "Computer Related
Items" and then "Install Legal Drives," and add Drive
C. Do it now, not after you lose a big file! After
doing this, George found out that copying to the
virtual drive still won't work if you're logged onto A
and working on a file that's on B.

Michael G. Kellogg of Concord, CA, writes that
"The problem A.H. Donn encountered trYing to program
the function keys on the MT 70 is not with his
terminal, but the documentation. I found several
errors in my manual (most corrected in later
printings) including that code sequences for FA
through FD are reversed for unshifted and control.
The sequences for FlO are completely wrong in my
manual; they are listed as unshifted 50H, shifted 52H,
control 53H. Actually they are 49H, 69H and 1CH.
Codes for the arrow through home/clear keys are listed
as single codes, but in fact they are double codes
like the rest of the function keys. Finally, in the
legend to Table 3-2 it is indicated that the terminal
is in Morrow mode with configuration paddle 8 set to
ON. Morrow mode is attained by setting paddle 8 to
OFF. You can check what function keys are sending by
typing them at the A> and looking up the hex code for
the ASCII characters that are displayed. However,
Rev. 3.1 of Morrow CP/M strips the beginning 1CH so
that it is not displayed, even when in Morrow mode."

Bill Boyle in Syracuse, NY, tells me that
Supersoft in Champaign, IL, has a complete ANSI 66
Fortran for CP/M, at around $300.

Chuck Kelso, Jr., of Shelt.on, WA, gets R/W error
messages on the MOll hard disk--reformatting has done
no good--and wonders if there is a hard disk
equivalent of the public domain program FINDBAD, which
locks out bad sectors of a disk. Sorry, Chuck, I'm
told that Morrow's hard disk FORMAT program already
does that, although it doesn't create a file that's
visible in the directory. I'm afraid you have a
hardware problem. Along with the tech manuals, MaR
has acquired a disk of diagnostic programs for the
hard disk drive (and another for floppies) that was
originally available only to service agencies. See
page 54 to order.

, s

Escaping to Terminal and Printer Control

A couple of recent letters to the MaiJbox shared
a common theme. Julian L. Ashe of Fresno, CA, says
his MP100 printer "printed in a different spot for
each program. On Smart Checkbook it printed so far to
the left that the tractor feed could not be adjusted
far enough for the printing to begin even on the
sprocket holes. A technician installed a plastic tube
on the microswitch that limits the left travel of the
carriage, but the feed still has to be as far left as
it will go for Smart Checkbook, to the right 3/8ths
inch for WS and 9/16ths for Pearl. A hell of a
nuisance." Well, I don't know why it does that, but
you can deal with it by sending an escape sequence
that resets the left printer margin. Meanwhile, M.
Jon Koerner of St. Paul, MN, wants a way to send
escape sequences to his terminal from a SUBMIT file to
toggle on the numeric keypad function key mode for his
terminal. The catch is that the SUBMIT utility with
CP/M 2.2 won't accept the ESC character and some other
control codes, although the one with CP/M 3.0 will.
Thinking about both these problems led me to find a
neat trick for sending commands to the printer or
terminal.

You can type in terminal commands from theA>.
To send keystrokes to the printer, type:

PIP LST:=CON:

and stop the process with Control-Z. Or you carl send
commands to the printer or terminal with a BASIC
program, and to the terminal alone with a Pilot
program (see John Vanderwood's article, "Deciphering
Your Terminal Manual," MaR Vol. 1, #5, Dec. 1984, p.
27) • But MBASIC.COM takes up 24K of disk space, and
PILOT.COM is 32K.

Here's a simpler way: Using the non-document mode
of your word processor, make a file containing the
control sequence(s) you want too send to the terminal'
or printer. You can enter ESC and other non-printable
codes in these files by typing Control-P followed by
the character (ESC will appear on the screen as "....[").
Then, at the A> or in a SUBMIT file, the line "PIP
CON:=<filename>" will send a file to the terminal, and
"PIP LST:=<filename>" will send it to the printer.
The advantage of this approach is that you can change
the contents of these files easily. You c.an also send
a file to the printer from inside WS or NW by calJing
PIP from the R option of the menu.

WS also has "initialization" and
"uninitialization" strings for the printer and
terminal, into which you can patch your own codes. In
the WS patcher use the labels TRMINI, TRMUNI, PSINIT
and PSFINI. NW has TRMINI and TRMUNI, but no printer
strings. In Verse 2.xx (i.e., any version beginning
with "2."), you have to use DDT to patch them, at
addresses 035F and 0364. In Verse 3.xx (i.e., any
version beginning with "3."), they're on the "Special
Patches" menu. n
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JUST RELEASED!
MS-DOS EDITION

FREE SOFTWARE HANDBOOK $17.95
The CP/M edition is in its third printing; the
PC-DOS/MS-DOS volume took a year to research
and write, but it's out in time for Christmas gift
giving. Separate editions for CP/M &. MS-DOS.
Features top programs in public domain:

- What they are - How to get them
- When they're useful - How they work

(Handbook plus software disks $62.95. Disks only
$54.95. Please specify machine &. disk format.)

78 Disks of CP/M and MS-DOS Public Domain
Software! See Christmas issue of our Quarterly or
call for our P.O. Disk catalogue. Per disk: $11.95

~.,~

-;::::''o:~,. The Ultimate Database CP/M $99.95
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE! MS-DOS $149.95
Fully relational database, uses up to 16 files at
one time, natural language interpreter -- talk to
Salvo in English, powerful 4th genera tion language
-- write whole programs in 2 or 3 lines.

Checks®Balanc~; CP/M or MS-DOS $64.95
Easy-to-use accounting package for personal
and business use. MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE!
"If anyone had told me that I would be balancing
my checkbook and enjoying it, I would have
suggested he was a candida te for a rubber room!"
Dave Gerrold, Profiles Magazine

@

NEW! SmartKey4 for CP/M Kaypros $44.95
NEW! SmartKey5 for MS-DOS machines $54.95
SmartKey-II for Other CP/M Machines $44.95
Customize ypur keyboard and turn your most-used
commands J'.to one keystroke. A perfect gift!
SmartPrin Take control of your printer! $19.95
SmartKey with SmartPrint (any format) $59.95
NEW! SmartDisk Multi-format Utility $44.95
Creates 112 disk formats on any MSDOS machine.

RAMdisk with PC-DOS processing capability.
256K (expandable to 1 Mb) RAMdisk runs IBM's
PCDOS on CP/M Kaypro Osborne Xerox &. Morrow.
Co-Power 88 and 88 Plus From $324.95

().t'mflrandt ~ Charts, Graphs &: Plots $59.95
Kaypro &. Osborne CP/M Demo disk $6.00

"')~
(,~ TAXAN PRINTER BUFFER $239.00
(fj~.::\ 64K memo~y, comes pre-cabled for 1
'>':1.":"~~ ~~_--:::_: parallel prmter. Expandable to 256K &.
~~~~.;~{:-.-- 2 printers. Expansions just plug in, no

mechanical skill required.

NEW! PrintMaster Super Graphics - Low Price
The amazing Print Master lets you create -

- Pictures - Stationary - Signs
- Greeting Cards - Posters - Banners

All art in this ad was created by Print Master!
Runs on ANY CP/M Kaypro or Morrow &. most
MSDOS machines. Uses Epson, Gemini, Okidata, or
Toshiba Printers. Includes 111 predefined pictures.
Creates millions of unique designs. Very Flexible
and Easy To Use. MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE!
Print Master $49.95
PrintMaster Demo Disk $6.00

You've Never Seen Anything Like Print Master!

NEW BOOK! - The Creative PrintMaster $13.95

DISKETTES! SPECIAL 25 DISK PREPACKS

II
,,' Single-Sided: $1.20 each $30.00 Box
" Double-Sided: $1.40 each $35.00 Box

Includes warranty, envelopes &. labels
DISKETTE BREEDING CAGES

Tubs and Library Boxes for Perpetual Disk Growth:
5 Library Boxes (10 disks each) $10.95
Disk Tub (holds 25 disks) $15.95
Disk Tub (holds 50 disks) $19.95
Locking Disk Tub (50 disks) $22.95

PHOENIX The Incredible Self Re-Inking ribbon!
Guaranteed to outlast 12 mortal ribbons. Fits
Okidata, Gemini &. some C.Itohs. Pick one:

Printaholic $15.95 Heavy Abuser $15.95
Daily Habit $15.95 Occasional User $15.95

Write or call for our complete catalogue.
Attention Programmers! We publish software.
Contact us for information.

E!E0PLETRLK RSS0CIRTES.lnC. 0)
P.O.Box863652- E II~II ~iPlano, TX 75086 ~ ...::=;.
1-800-PT BOOKS 0 ~ ®

Inside Texas call: 1-214-423-4634 ~o••

Please include product price in U.S. Dollars + $3 ~
shipping &. handling, $7 for COD ($12 surface or' ,
$25 air mail outside U.S.) Texas residents add tax.



Doubling the Speed of Your
Terminal Port

by Dave Grothe

Rev. 2 Motherboard Versions

REV 2 KOHJINSHA
MOTHERBOARD

(All figures by Dave Grothe)

J3J2Jl

LI4'-------t-- TERMI NA L
[---I B251A UARTr-------:1

I CJ ,...-------+- J2 UART

I I
I I

I I

I I
I I
I I

I

I I
I I
~ ...J

Figure 1: Top View of Rev. 2 Kohjinsha
Motherboard. Here you can see the location of the
8251A UART devices for serial ports Jl (the
terminal) and J2 (the printer/modem). J3 is the
parallel printer port.

domain programs, such as SMODEM. All of them operated
correctly, indicating that Perfect Filer is the
exception rather than the rule. If you have a program
that you aren't sure will run at a higher terminal
speed, contact the publisher's user support service to
find out.

Two versions of the Rev. 2 motherboard were
manufactured: one by a Japanese company named
Kohjinsha and one by a company in Korea. Although
functionally identical, these two versions of the
motherboard have different component layouts. The
upgrade described in this article is designed for
installation on the Kohjinsha version, in which the
terminal port UART (Universal Asynchronous
Receiver/Transmitter) integrated circuit is placed in
an accessible location. For owners of Micro Decisions
with the Korean version of the Rev. 2 motherboard, the
upgrade circuit will function correctly; however, a
different method of mounting and interfacing the
circuit may need to be devised.

How can you tell which Rev. 2 board is installed
in your Micro Decision? The easiest method is to
remove the top cover from the computer and compare
what you see to Figure 1. This drawing shows the
placement of the UART integrated circuits for the
terminal port (Jl) and the printer/ modem port (J2) on
the Kohjinsha version of the Rev. 2 motherboard. The
terminal port UART chip is located directly opposite
J2, the printer/modem serial port connector. Look for

While preparing my tax retUD1s last year, I
became mildly peeved at the slow screen update of the
LogiCalc program during scroll and tab operations.
When I purchased my MD3 in 1984, I spent uncounted
hours at the keyboard in unbridled enthusiasm for this
spunky little machine. But later, when I learned that
earlier models in the Micro Decision line (those with
Rev. 1 motherboards) had the capability to communicate
with a terminal at a speed of 19,200 baud--twice the
speed of my system--I began to chafe at little things
like LogiCalc' s lethargic screen output.

Although I have used the upgrade described in
this article for almost a month and have encountered
no problems, I have been informed that at least one
program--Perfect Filer--does not function correctly
when the terminal is operated at 19,200 baud. I have
tested NewWord, Microsoft BASIC, Correct-It, LogiCalc,
Personal Pearl, Turbo Pascal and a number of public

For those readers who are interested in upgrading
the terminal port on their Micro Decisions, this
article will describe both the construction of an add
on circuit and the necessary modifications to the
Micro Decision motherboard to enable the te.rminal
serial port (Jl) to operate at a speed of 19,200 baud.
Those readers who have experience in building
electronic circuits should have no difficulty with
this project, while the less technically inclined may
be able to coax the hardware guru of their local users
group into lending a hand.

Caveat

And since the MDT-60 terminal that came with my
Micro Decision already had the capability to
communicate at 19,200 baud, the engineer in me
couldn't resist the challenge. I started searching
for a way to increase the terminal port speed of my
MD3. With the publication of the MOR manuals in
January, I finally had access to the technical
information necessary to design a terminal port
upgrade.

Other programs, I noticed, could also benefit
from a faster terminal port. NewWord, for example,
processes text with speed and grace. Yet scrolling up
or down by a screenful at a time creates a short delay
as the screen is rewritten--a delay that could be
slashed in ha]£ by doubling the terminal port speed
from 9,600 baud to 19,200 baud.

Dave Grothe is an electrical engineer for Motorola in
SCottsdale, Arizona, who uses an MD3 for writing and
recreational programming.
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Figure 2: Schematic Diagram of the Upgrade Daughterboard.
Three integrated circuits replace the terminal port 8251A VART
device on the motherboard. Connector P1 plugs into a socket on
the motherboard.

Motherboard Modification

To accommodate the daughter
board, the motherboard must be
modified by replacing the 825lA
terminal port UART with a 28-pin DIP
socket. To do· this, remove the
motherboard from the computer,
keeping in mind that it contains
devices that are easily damaged by
static electricity. Handle the
motherboard only by its edges, and
touch your hand to the bare metal
chassis of the computer Periodically
as you work.
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With the motherboard removed
from the chassis, locate the
terminal port UART, using Figure 1
as a guide. Remove the UART by
clipping each of its 28 metal leads
with a small Pair of diagonal, side
cutting pliers. Then remove each

lead from the board by grasping it with a Pair of
needle-nose pliers, melting its solder joint using a
low-wattage soldering iron and pulling the lead out of
its hole. To avoid damage to the motherboard, use the
minimum amount of heat necessary to do the job. After
all 28 leads have been extracted, remove any excess
solder from the holes on the motherboard using a
desoldering suction tool or a length of copPer
desoldering braid. [Warning! If you suspect that you

Installation of the terminal port upgrade
consists of four main steps: modifying the
motherboard, assembling the upgrade circuit on a
daughterboard, installing the daughterboanl in the
system and testing the system. These steps are

discussed in the Paragraphs below;
however, detailed, step-by-step
instructions can be found in the
file TRM19200 on FLOB/JUN86, Disk
#7, for those MOR readers who decide
to install the upgrade on their
computers.

Table 1 (p. 20) is a Parts list, with recommended
sources of supply. Including shipping charges, the
complete project should cost about $15.

Installing the Upgrade

These components are assembled on a small (2.0 by
2.8 inches) perforated phenolic board. The integrated
circuits are mounted in wire-wrap sockets. Connector
P1 is formed by soldering a 28-pin component header to
the leads of the socket for U3. Since this entire
assembly replaces the terminal port 8251A UART chip on
the motherboard, it is necessary to remove the UART
chip from the motherboard and install a 28-pin DIP
socket in its place. Connector P1 of the upgrade
assembly then plugs into the DIP socket on the
motherboard. For this reason, the upgrade assembly is
referred to as a daughterboard.
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A schematic diagram of the upgrade circuit is
shown in Figure 2. The upgrade consists of three

Hardware Description

+5 voe

a rectangular, 28-pin Dual In-line Package (DIP)
labeled with the part number "8251A" (possibly
embedded within other characters, like this:
IM5L8251AP"). The UART chip for the J2 port is
located directly adjacent to the terminal port UART,
but it is obscured from view by the floppy disk
drives.

In contrast to this, the Korean version of the
Rev. 2 motherboard has the terminal port UART chip
located opposite J3 (the Parallel printer port
connector) and somewhat closer to the front edge of
the motherboard. If you have a Micro Decision with
the Korean motherboard, your view of the terminal UART
chip may be obscured by the rear chassis support bar
for the disk drives, or by the right hand disk drive
itself if you have an MD2. The UART chip for the J2
port is located between the terminal port UART and
connector J3.

integrated circuits, two diodes, a capacitor and a
crystal. Integrated circuit VI, crystal Xl and
capacitor C1 generate a 2.4576 MHz clock signal.
Integrated circuit V2 divides this clock signal down
to a frequency that allows integrated circuit V3 (an
8251A UART chip) to operate at the desired 19,200
baud. Diodes D1 and D2 supply a reduced voltage to
integrated circuit VI, which it needs for reliable
oPeration.
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Installing the Daughterboard in the Computer

PERF 80ARD

28 PIN WW
SOCKET

CLIP PINS 9 AND
25 OF WW SOCKET

I I~
It ,..-

~
1--

I I

II I I I I I " I I I I I

SOLDER WW PINS TO
COMPONENT HEADER

" TINES

PI

To provide clearance beneath the daughterboard
for components on the motherboard, clip 1/4- to 3/8
inch off of the ends of each pin of the wire-wrap
sockets for U1 and U2. Then plug a 74IS124 integrated
circuit into the socket for Ul, and plug a 74IS161
integrated circuit into the socket for U2. Refer to
Figure 3 for the correct orientation of pin 1 on each
of these devices.

Figure 4: Detail View of Connector Pl. Since
wire wrap pins will not fit into the UART socket
on the motherboard, a 28-pin component header
serves as a convenient interface.

off each connection on the schematic diagram as you
wire it. Do not wrap more than one wire on each of
pins 9 and 25 of the socket for U3.

Using a small Pair of side-cutting pliers, clip
1/4- to 3/8-inch off of the ends of pins 9 and 25 of
the wire wrap socket for U3. Position a 28-pin
component header as shown in Figure 4. Each pin
(except for 9 and 25) of the wire wrap socket should
mesh between a pair of tines on the component header.
Solder each connection.

To verify that the modification was properly
installed, turn on the computer and run some software.
Since the only difference at this point is that the
8251A UART chip is installed in a socket instead of
being soldered directly to the motherboard, the
computer and terminal should function normally.

might damage your motherboard while desoldering, have
an electronics technician do it for you with the
correct tools. --Ed.]

(If they aren't functioning correctly, refer to
the troubleshooting procedure in Step 15 of the file
TRM19200 on FLOB/JUN86, Disk #7.)

Insert a new 8251A UART chip into the DIP socket,
making sure the index notch is lined up as shown in
Figure 1. Avoid handling the UART chip by its metal
leads. Re-install the motherboard and check to make
sure that all cables are reconnected prOPerly.

Mount a 28-pin DIP socket on the motherboard in
place of the UART chip. carefully solder each lead of
the socket to the motherboard using resin-core solder.
Clean any excess resin flux from the solder joints
using a cotton swab :~ipped in isopropyl alcohol.

Assembling the Daughterboard

Cut a piece of perforated phenolic board 2.0
inches wide by 2.8 inches long. Mount the DIP wire
wrap sockets for integrated circuits U1, U2 and U3 as
shown in Figure 3, and use a small amount of quick
setting epoxy to stake the sockets to the perf board.
Be sure pins 1 through 14 of the socket for U3 are
located in the row of holes closest to the edge of the
perf board or there will be insufficient clearance
between the disk drive and the daughterboard, once
installed inside the computer.

8 BQQ
<>

C1

010 t02 0 U3

To install the daughterboard, turn off the
computer and slide the cover forward to expose the
rear hali of the chassis. Remove the 8251A UART chip
from its socket on the motherboard, taking care not to
handle it by its metal pins. Plug the UART chip into
the socket for U3 on the daughterboard, referring to
Figure 3 for the correct. orientation of pin 1. Then
plug the daughterboard into the socket on the
motherboard and slide the cover back onto the
computer.

Figure 3: Parts Placement Diagram for the
upgrade Daughterboard. The upgrade circuit is
buiJt on a 2.0- by 2.8-inch perforated phenolic
board.

Mount Xl, C1, D1 and D2 in the positions shown in
Figure 3. Use insula+:!:..:1 hookUp wire to connect them
into the circuit as shown in Figure 2, and solder the
connections. Wire up the rest of the circuit (except
for connector Pl) using wire-wrap techniques. Check

Testing the System

Configure your terminal for oPeration at 19,200
baud. Since the baud rate of some terminals is
software controlled, while the baud rate of others is
controlled by dip switches, you will need to refer to
the user's manual that came with your terminal for
instructions on how to do this. Turn on the system
and run some software. The computer and terminal
should function normally, with the exception of a
noticeable increase in console display speed.

(continued)
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Buy
543500
565000
5250.00
510000
5200.00

NarES: 1. RS = Radio Shack
2. JDR = JDR Microoevices

1224 S. Bascom Ave •
san Jose, CA 95128
800/538-5000 (800/995-5430 in CA)

speedat which the computer can send characters to the
terminal for display. As a test, I constructed a 70
KB text file (about 20 full pages) with NewWord. The
TYPE command took 1 minute and 27 seconds to display
this file at the default terminal port speed of 9,600
baud. After modifying my MD3 for 19,200 baud
operation, the TYPE command took only 45 seconds--a 50
percent reduction. a

I Qty I Source I Each I Total

1.49
.22

1.69
1.09
1.38
1.89
2.75

.39
1.95

.05

.20

1.49
.22

1.69
1.09

.69
1.89
2.75

.39
1.95

.05

.10

Total: $13.10

RS
JDR
JDR
JDR
JDR
JDR
JDR
JDR
JDR
JDR
JDR

1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2

Table 1 -- Parts List

Perf board
28 pin ST socket
28 pin WW socket
28 pin component header
16 pin WW socket
8251A UART
74LS124 Dual VCO
74LS161 Binary counter
2.4576 Mhz crystal
10 pf capacitor
1N4004 diode

Description

GET PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWAREI
HUNDREDS OF FREE PROGRAMS AVAILABLE TO COPYI

PUBLIC DOMAIN Software is not copyrighted so no fees to pay' Accounting, data-base.
business. games, languages and utilities free for the taking! Some of these programs sold for
hundreds of dollars before being placed in public domain. Join hundreds of users enjoying a
wealth of inexpensive software. Copy yourself and save!

AVAILABLE ON MORROW FORMAT Rent
IBM PC-BLUE 1-154 Disksides .••••••••.••.•.•.•.••••••••••• 517500
SIGI M UG 1-240 Disksides • • . . . . . . • • • • • • • • . • . • • • . • • . . • • • • • • 515500
CPIM UG 1-92 Disksides ••••.•.•.••••••••. • • • • • . • . . . • • • • • . 5 45.00
PICO NET 1·34 Disksides . • . • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • 5 2500
KAYPRO UG 1-54 Disksides ..••••••.•.....•••••••••••••••• 5 65.00

Get a PO User Group Catalog Disk - 55.00 PP -- Specify Format!
Library rentals are for seven (7) days after receipt. three (3) more days grace to return. If you use
your credit card - no disk deposit. Shipping. Handling and insurance 59.50 per library. Call
(619) 727-1015 for 3 min. recording. Call (619) 941-0925 orders and tech info.

•

-- NATIONAL PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE

.
. I Db~G~s I 1533 Avohill Drive, Vista, CA 92084 EJ [VISA!
- I~ 1-BOO-621-5640 wail for lone. dial 782542 -,

If you have a Micro Decision with a Rev. 2
motherboard, the upgrade described in this article
will put some pep in your screen display by doubling
the maximum speed at which characters can be displayed
on your terminal screen. The increase in speed is
most noticeable in processes that are I/O bound; for
example, the TYPE command in CP/M is limited by the

Conclusion

(If your system doesn't function correctly, Step
29 of the file TRM19200 on FLOB/JUN86, Disk #7,
contains a troubleshooting procedure to assist you in
identifying the problem.)

.Software for the Morrow! !
Alist $39.95
A simple, easy to use database for
generating and maintaining alphabetical
lists. You can have up to 10 fields per
record, with 254 characters per field.
Alist is Wordstar-Mailmerge compatible
and can sort on 1 to 64 different AND
OR conditions.

Math Fury - $24.95
This program was written by Michael
Roberts, a 10 year old computer whiz,. to
assist his sister in her mathematics drills.
You are given addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division problems
within a 60 second period. The more
problems you get right, the higher your
score. This one is a must for any school

Alist plus $49.95 aged kids. •

An enhanced version of ALlST, which Game Disk $49.95
allow arithmetic functioning on any fields. . .
If has up to 40 data fields per record, Y~u get the follOWing games on one disk:
and can sort in ascending or descending C.nbbag.e ~he pe~ged board ~ame,Klon-
order. You are allowed greater flexibility dike solitaire, Pdlce (poker d.lce). Dpoker
in producing print-outs and reports. (draw poker), Ma~cha ~atchlng game

and VerrrT (Vertical tlc-tac-toe).

CalPlan $29.95
A calendar generator. Birthdays, an
niversaries and special holidays can be
included in the calendars along with the
standard National, Christian and Jewish
holidays. With CalPlan, you can design
your own weekly schedule and create a
daily planner to fit your needs.

LabelMaster $24.95
LabelMaster generates creative labels
using all the fancy features of the EP
SON printer. Mix high resolution
graphics and text in your customized
labels or forms. LabelMaster can even
serialize your labels.

Irata - AIist
2562 E. Glade
Mesa, Az. 85204
(602) 892-0015

Price includes disk, manual and shipping
via UPS ground. Terms: Company or
personal checks accepted, COD add
$2.50. Sorry no Visa or Mastercharge.
Az. residents add 6%. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

ALIST PLUS is also
available in MS-DOS
format.
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How I Quieted My Disk Drives and
Lived Happily Ever After

by Rick Charnes

My feeling has always been that if this computer
revolution is truly to be an advance over the machine
age, then one thing it has to be is ~.

Apropos of that, may I announce the resolution of
a problem that had been been bothering me for far too
long: I am now blessed with quiet disk drives. After
agonizing for a year and a half of enough squeaking
and grinding, moaning and groaning to drive the
strongest man to drink, my disk drives now bring
nothing but music to my ears.

I set out on my journey towards quietude six
months ago when I asked my dealer to uP':":)rade my MD2 to
double-sided. My machine started out its life with
horrendous single-sided NEC/TSA drives. If I had put
these next to a Mac truck, I seriously wonder which
would have been drowned out. When I began to notice
that my roommates were no longer coming into the
living room where my computer sits because they
couldn't talk above the din, I figured I'd give them
and myself a double treat and get more disk capacity
and less noise.

I went to my dealer and explicitly told him I
wanted the quietest possible drives. He had me listen
to Mitsubishi· drives on a Leading Edge computer. I
literally couldn't hear a thing. It was like heaven.
I said, "Do it."

well, all did not come up smelling like roses.
My computer came back from the shop making a
"clicking" noise that I definitely didn't like.
Mitsubishi drives have a feature called a "solenoid
head" in which, unlike most drives, the head is off
the disk in its resting position. This saves wear and
tear on both the disk and drive itself. When the head
comes either down to access the disk or~ when it's
done, it clicks. Normally it's a sign of a superior
drive, but after a year with those NEC/TSAs, the words
"superior" and "quiet" were identical to me.

"But," I told my dealer, "when you had me listen
to them on the Leading Edge, they were soundless.
What happened?"

''Well, the Leading Edge has a very heavy casing,
with padding. The Morrow is nothing but very thin
metal."

Rick Charnes is a librarian temporarily turned word
processor. He originally bought his Morrow to help
him write political articles but has since become
enamored of computer telecommunications.

That sounded fishy to me, but I was too furious
and I didn't know enough one way or another--so
instead I stayed up nights dreaming up 1,001 different
ways to poison computer repair technicians.

Lots of friends made suggestions about changing
the motor step rate in CP/M and doing all those other
nice things that previous articles in MOR have
detailed to quiet down disk drives, but I had a gut
feeling it was hardware-related.

After months of feeling helpless and resentful
and plotting sweet revenge, my dealer suddenly
commented to me one day (why I was still talking to
him, I'm not sure) that he had heard from a fellow
down in San Jose how to eliminate the clicking. All
that's required, he said, is to switch the jumper on
the drives from their position at HS to HM.

I had never heard of this, and I wasn't even sure
what a jumper was. But he explained it and I tried
it--and it didn't work.

A few weeks passed. I fumed some more and got
the phone number for myself.

Not expecting.· much, although recognizing that
hope springsetemal; I made the phone call. A most
helpful technician down in Silicon Valley explained
that the jumper is moved' to HC, not HM.

Already late for work, I could only spend a few
breathless minutes with my machine; but someone in
that great computer shop in the sky must have been
with me. The clicks were gone.

I don't remember ever walY-ing in to work as
joyously as I did that day. I felt like a new man.
What a happy ending.

Almost.

Upon returning home from work, I immediately went
to explore life with quiet, clickless drives. One
thing I was especially eager to try was BACKUP.COM,
which, for some reason, hadn't worked since I got the
double-sided drives. It would inexplicably freeze up
after reading exactly nine tracks.

I loaded BACKUP, put in a disk, and there it
went, reading, writing, verifying--track 9, track 29,
track 49, track sixty-ni....whoops. Oh, no--that
awful, gut-wrenching noise the drives make when
they're trying to read a disk but can't. I was hit by
the dreaded "Data Error" of the "A,R,I" type.

(continued)
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This was a job for FINDBAD, which I then ran on
the disks I was backing up. Oddly, it began finding
bad blocks on disks that had never before given me
trouble. A huge number of bad blocks, 10K worth in
the [UNUSED] .BAD fiJe. The mystery deepened.

Is it an ironclad rule of life that you always
solve one problem only to find you've created another
in its place?

Was this new problem related to having gotten rid
of the clicks? It had to be. But how? And why?

Rob said, "Rick, you've just got to slow your
drives down a little bit. The blocks aren't really
bad; it's just that the drives go past them too fast
to really see what's there. The heads don't have
enough time to 'settle' on the disk to read
properly."

We followed Victor's procedure, which referred us
to another article that showed us how to find the
address of the "Disk Drive Motor Table" and the "Head
Settling" byte, which is what we wanted. At this
point my own head could have used some settling.

I called up Rob, my friend and computer mentor
without whom my computer-life would have never begun.
All beginners should have a friend like Rob. He said,
"I'll bet it has something to do with timing."

Using Victor Chan's procedure for making a SYSGEN
"image" of CP/M, DDT to increase this byte to 08H at
the appropriate address for both drives and SAVE to
retain it, we then reset the computer.

I had taken a quick look at Victor Chan's article
in the November 1985 BAMDUA Newsletter about
installing double-sided drives, which had some helpful
information. I'm not a technical type (although I'm
learning), but I casually mentioned to Rob that I had
seen something in there about "motor wait time" and
"head settling time." He said, "I'll be right over."

He was convinced that it wasn't the step rate,
probably wasn't the motor wait time, and probably was
the head settling time. He was right.

Not only is the clicking now completely
eliminated, FINDBAD doesn't find a single bad block on
the same disks on which 1.2 hours before it found five,
and BACKUP.COM now works for the first time in five
months. I still don't quite understand it, .but
somehow eliminating the solenoid head feature did
something to the head settling time, and as soon as we
changed CP/M to compensate for it, the drives were
happy. Life can be so sweet. All because of changing
two bytes and a couple of jumpers. Computers are so
incredible, aren't they? a

Advanced Color On- Screen-Help Windows

o BASIC BUSINESS"
Accounting and Business Management Software

Basic Business II
MS-DOS or PC-DOS

Basic Business I
MS-DOS, PC-DOS or CP/M

$249.95

$89.95
$149.95 as of
July I, 1986

PARTIAL LIST OF FEATURES

with computerized indexing into the users manal

Inventory
• Up to 12 digit alphanumeric part numbering
• Supports standard / average / suggested resale costing methods
• Integrated with Sales and Purchase Order systems

Purchase Order
• Maintains PO and Inventory files
• Prints confirming POs
• Prints price variance report by part number
• Maintains vendor purchase history

Order Entry & Sales Analysis
• Supports ordering and shipment of stock and non-stock items
• Handles partial shipments / cancellations / changes of any SO
• Automatic credit checking during SO entry / invoicing / billing
• Provides extensive sales analysis reporting
• Maintains MTD billing and booking totals
• Line item/tOla} invoice discounts during SO entry and/ or invoicing

Point of Purchase (optional)
• Entry of invoices posts to all pertinent modules
• Invoices stock / non-stock items
• Line item discount and tax application
• Verities customer credit limits
• Supports cash/ check!credit card/ payment on account and returns
• Controls electronic cash drawer

CALL TODAY NatIonal (800' 821-8778
Callfomla (800' 521-7182

rn Houl'S: Mon - Fr18 am - 5 pm PDT
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME.

aduent. 3154·FE. La Palma Ave

p..oducts inc ~~~~~~806

Payroll & Job Costing
• Supports labor related job costing
• Maintains federal, state and local tax tables
• Handles vacation and sick leave time
• Prints W-2 forms and 941 infonnation

General Information
• All modules are menu driven / password protected
• Unlimited data entry in all modules
• Prints hundreds of detailed management reports
• Superior documentation for ease of use
• Stock or preprinted forms available
• Supports user defined notes / comments on all forms
• All modules completely integrated

General Ledger
• Unlimited user defined Chart of Accounts
• Prints all standard financial reports
• Up to 99 user-dermed departments

Accounts Receivable & Billing
• Open item or balance forward
• Verifies customer credit limit at invoice entry
• Supports service or inventory billing
• Prepares customer statements with dunning notes
• Maintains full cash now analysis
• Prepares mailing labels and customer lists

Accounts Payable
• Cash disbursement management for all vendors
• Supports hand written checks
• Automatically posts recurring invoices monthly
• User defined aging periods r-----------------------l
• Prints vendor mailing labels and lists

Trademarks: CP/M - DRI; dBASE - Ashton-Tate;
MS-DOS- Microsoft; PC-DOS-IBMsome disk formats slightly higher

N ever again wonder what to do next, or
how to do it Basic Business is the only

advanced accounting system that provides a
complete windowed help and index system.
Answers to your questions are as close as the
touch of a key.
Not another cigar box system, Basic Business
II offers features equivalent to those found in
systems costing hundreds more. Accounting
has never been easier or more complete.
Need less help? Considere the popular Basic
Business I. It has most of the features found in
Basic Business II without the windows and
help, and is upward compatible should your
needs change.
Consider the flexibility of Basic Business. You
can generate over300 reports or use the optional
dBase File Formats for ultimate information
gathering and reporting. Transfer information
to a database or spreadsheet program for total
custom reporting ability. Source code is also
available for those companies requiring
customization or having specialized accounting
needs.
Minimum Hardware Requirements: 80 X 24 CRT,
2-360K floppies, 132 column printer, 64K CP/M 2.><. 128K
MS-DOS or PC-DOS 2.0. PC/XT/AT or compatible.

30 day money back guarantee if all claims and features listed in
this ad are not true. MasterCard and VISA welcome. Add
$2.50 for shipping. CA residents add 6% sales tax.

Optional Products
Point-of-PurchaseModule $99.95
dBASE II/III File Formats $29.95
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Idea Processing
Pure and Simple.
Announcing the all NEW

aUT-THINK,"
outline processor.

See your ideas like you've never seen them before!

+ ease of learning
Completely interactive; no programming!

+ performance
Write more and faster than you ever
dreamed possible!

+ ease of use
Most functions are less than 3 keystrokes
away!

KAMAS
the programmable
powerhouse:

KAMAS COMBO PACK
the power and the $12995*
glory:

Rush me my choice now:

special
OUT-THINK introductory
the simple and $4995*
easy to use
outline processor:

$9995*

KAMAS owners: Send us your master disk and $25
for OUT·THINK.

D IE D • D Payment Enclosed

'Includes S/H u.s. & Canada. Overseas add: $10
for OUT·THINK; $30 for KAMAS or COMBO PACK.

Once you've entered your ideas, you can get
them out with a full complement of format
ting, printing and file conversion options
(including Wordstar compatibility). From a
two-page report to the Great American
Novel, OUT-THINK will rotate your headers
and footers with page numbers and give you
a Table of Contents to boot.

OUT-THINK is brought

~
to you by KAMASOFT.

O .
We pioneered outline
processing and
brought this amazing
new technology to
CP/M computers. For
over 2 years, our

KAMAS programmable o~t1ine processor has
been widely acclaimed:

.....,
Get extraordinary:r

+ idea leverage
OUT·THINK your competition!

'---. ........

Capture your fleeting ideas. And keep 'em
organized with OUT-THINK, the incredible,
new outline processor from KAMASOFT.
OUT-THINK unleashes the power in your
workhorse CP/M computer and turns it into
an Idea Processor.

Exp. Date

State Zip

Telephone

Signature

Name

Address

City

Card No.

Requirements: CP/M 2.2 or above (48K TPA).
Minimum 200K of disk storage. 80 column x 24 line
screen. (Note: KAMAS requires 56K TPA and Z80
processor.)

Terms: All orders prepaid. PO's accepted when
accompanied by payment. Foreign checks must be
drawn on US banks in US funds.

Our software is available for most
CP/M computers. Tell us aboutyours:

Computer Make/Model

Disk Size: 0 5W' SSDD
o 5W'DSDD D8"SSSD

MAIL ORDERS TO:

KlMAIIFTrM
2525 SW 224th Ave.
P.O. Box 5549
Aloha, OR 97007

CALL IN YOUR ORDER:
503-649-3765

Wordstar is a registered trademark of MicroPro, Inc. Z80 is a
registered trademark of Zilog, Inc. CP/M is a registered trademark
of Digital Research, Inc. KAMAS, KAMASOFT, and OUT·THINK
are trademarks of KAMASOFT, Inc.
© 1985 KAMASOFT, Inc.

"But for some people, enough is never enough. Some like the
challenge; others need the power. For you, we have the
KAMAS Combo Pack. You get OUT·THINK's ease of use
coupled with the extra horsepower of the KAMAS programming
environment. And both use the same outline files.

Our new OUT-THINK is simpler and easier
to use than KAMAS. Yet, it offers more print
ing and formatting options, better handling
and control, and faster operations. And at
$49.95 your ideas have never had it so
good. OUT-THINK is simply spectacular.
Try it for 60 days. If you're not completely
satisfied, return it for a full refund.

If you create and organize text in the
course of your work, you owe it to
yourself to get OUT-THINK.*

And OUT-THINK is
fast. Your ideas remain
at your fingertips.
OUT-THINK can
locate and retrieve by
keyword - even a
misspelled one
in less than a second per outline file.

You can keep track of your main line of
thought by collapsing the details from view.
Then, expand portions of the outline to
develop the specifics when you need to. By
collapsing and expanding, you can maintain
an overview and literally see how your ideas
fit together.

OUT-THINK supports
your thinking process
and keeps you in
touch with your ideas.
That's because
OUT-THINK works the
way your mind works
naturally.

Begin by brainstorming. OUT-THINK lets
you jot down ideas quickly, as you think of
them. If you want to elaborate, you can add
text with full screen editing.

Then develop your
ideas using a familiar
outline format.
Change the structure
as easily as you
change your mind.
Move an idea and all

attached text moves with it.



CP/M ALIVEI

by Ken Grymala
CP/M Does Windows, and IBMs, and••••

This month I am devoting my column to special
tools for CP/M computers. Even though everything I am
discussing is in fairly wide use, I'm always surprised
at the number of exPerienced users who are unaware of
what is commonly available to help make li£e easier.

If you feel strongly about other tools that will
help make our computer work and play even better, drop
a line about them to MaR, or to me, so that we can all
take advantage of them. These tools can be programs,
hardware or even special CP/M newsletters.

Compatibility Tools

From calls and correspondence that I've received,
I believe that many people do not realize that their
CP/M computers are quite compatible ·with mainframe
computers, sUPer-minis, IBM PCs, dedicated word
processors, Commodores and more.

The compatibility I'm talking about is file
compatibility. This means that you can swap your word
processing' files, database files and uncompiled
computer programs with these other computers.

In many cases, uncompiled programs written for a
PC-compatible computer in BASIC (".BAS" files), PASCAL
(".PAS" files), dBase II, and C (".C" files) will run
on your CP/M computer with little or no modification.
The opposite is also true. BASIC, pascal, dBase I!
and C programs that you write will run on PC
compatibles and other machines. The exception to
this is when these programs use graphics or special
"machine specific" codes. All you need to run these
programs is the specific language interpreter (like

Send your questions and comments to Ken Grymala
at P.O. Box 2540, Manassas, VA 22110.

MBASIC for BASIC) or the compiler (Turbo Pascal for
Pascal).

You may already own the tools that will give you
compatibility. But, even if you don't, they won't
cost you much money. Some are even in the public
domain.

Disk Compatibility. Something that seems to be
foremost In many people's minds is having "IBM
compatibility. II There are two easy methods to obtain
this compatibility.

The quickest and easiest method for obtaining
limited IBM compatibility is to have a program like
Multi-Form or Uniform (see MaR vol. 2, #4, Aug./sept.
1985, p. 52, and MaR Vol. 2, #2, April 1985, p. 23).
These programs, or programs similar to them, are
available for nearly all major brands of CP/M
computers. They allow you to read, write and format
MS-DOS and PC-DOS disk formats on your CP/M computer.
They also allow you to read, write and format nearly
every other 5-1/4 inch CP/M format ever conceived. I
regularly use this method to transfer WOrdStar and
NewWord text files, dBase I! files, and BASIC and
Turbo Pascal program flIes back and forth between my
Morrows and "compatibles." I also use this method to
trade information with other CP/M machines such as
Televideos and Kaypros.

Data Compatibility. The second method that
many people overlook in transferring data to and from
other computers is the use of a communications
program, with or without a modem. Programs such as
MOM?, MEX, KERMIT, etc. (FLOB/FEB86, Disk #3) are
great for transferring between your computer and other
computers. Of course, the other computer also needs a
communications program.

If you are located close to the other computer
(within about a hundred feet), all you need is an RS
232 cable, without a modem. Sometimes it's a little
tricky to get computers to talk to one another, so
it's helpful if you can find a friend with a "breakout
box" who understands the RS-232. But once you figure
out how to do it, it will be a simple matter from thel1:
on.

Communications programs generally work in one of
two ways. They either send "pure ASCI! files," or
they use a "data transfer protocol."

Almost all computers and dedicated word
processors can send and receive pure ASCI! files.
Transfer protocols are usually only standard between
computers of the same type.

ASCI! File Transfers. The pure ASCII files
consist only of letters, numbers and certain special
functions such as line feeds and carriage returns.
These are files that could be printed on a simple
teletyPe printer or displayed on almost any terminal.
The Control-T function of MOM? allows you to send
ASCII files. Opening a buffer file and using the MOM?
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function Control-Y allows you to capture an ASCII
file. Nearly every modem program available for
mainframe computers, mini computers, personal
computers of all types and dedicated word processors
permits the transfer of ASCII files.

Documents (as opposed to "nondocuments") prepared
with NeWWOrd or WordStar are not true ASCII files.
They have "soft" carriage returns at the end of lines,
they may contain control codes and they perform a
special technical modification by "setting the high
order bit."

Converting WordStar files to ASCII can be done
using PIP and its modifiers, but it's easier if you
use one of the public domain programs such as
HARDSOFT.COM (FLOB/AUG85, Disk #1). ASCII text files
may also be turned back into Word.Star files by using
the same HARDSOFT filter program's "s" option. These
programs will run under CP/M 2.2, CP/M 3.0 (CP/M
Plus), MP/M and TurboDOS without any problems.

I've used this method. to transfer text, database
files and programs to PC compatibles, VAXs, dedicated
word. processors, Commodores and several types of lap
portables, none of which run CP/M.

XMODEM and Other Protocol Transfers. If you
are transferring to another CP/M machine or to an MS
DOS/PC-DOS machine, you can usually use the data
transfer protocol method.

When a data transfer protocol is used, more
sophisticated data may be sent, such as compiled
programs or WordStar files that have control codes.
Using a transfer protocol also ensures that the data
received are exactly as sent; otherwise the program
will send them again and again until it gets it
right--or until it figures there is no use in trying
anymore.

MOM7 and many other public domain and commercial
programs use XMODEM, a.k.a. "Christensen" protocol
(named for Ward Christensen, the originator of
XMODEM) • This protocol is invoked in MDM7 when you
use the "s" (Send) and "R" (Receive) commands.

Many other proprietcu:y protocols are used by
commercial communications programs. Some claim to be
better than XMODEM protocol, but it is necesscu:y that
both computers are using exactly the same protocol,
otherwise they are useless. And this is where the
problems can begin. Christensen (XMODEM) protocol is
widely used in CP/M and MS-DOS communications
programs, but almost nowhere else. So, if you're
transferring to a Commodore 64 or a VAX, beware! You
will probably have to send a pure ASCII file instead.

Multi-Tasking BASIC

Another real bargain for BASIC programmers is
MTBASIC, or Multi-Tasking BASIC, from SoftAid, Inc.,
P.O. Box 2412, ColUmbia, MD 21045.

If you would like to write BASIC programs that
.can be turned into ".COM" files, and that can be
traded or sold without copyright infringement, MTBASIC
is for you.

MTBASIC is a true "diamond in the rough." It may
be a little rough around the edges, but its final
program product is unbeatable compared with any other
BASIC or BASIC compiler I'm familiar with. It doesn't
have quite as many commands as some other BASICs, but
I haven't found that to be a problem. And now and
then it can be unforgiving during the compile cycle if
you make a mistake. But being prepared by making
backups before it locks up your machine is very easy
(and wise).

MTBASIC allows you to set up as many as 10
different windows, anywhere on your screen, epch
running a different task. It also lets you set up
timers so that the different tasks may run at
different speeds. And since it "compiles" your BASIC
program into machine language, it runs very, very fast
compared to the MBASIC that came with your Morrow.

It is a little different from MBASIC, but
converting programs from MBASIC to MTBASIC is not
difficult. About 80-90 percent of an average MBASIC
program is usable without change.

One particularly nice feature is that MTBASIC
will either correct your mistakes, if it knows what
they are, or it will alert you to a mistake when you
have finished typing a line with an error.

MTBASIC compiles very fast, and it is extremely
simple to use the compiler. All you do is type
compile, and it compiles, unless it finds an error
that was not found before, in which case it puts you
back into the program where it found the error. If it
doesn't find any errors it runs the program. A 100
line program takes about a second to compile. Anybody
who has used the Microsoft BASCOM compiler with
MBASIC will really appreciate MTBASIC.

The only real complaint I have about MTBASIC is
the editor. The MTBASIC editor is usable for writing
short programs or for making minor corrections during
compiling, but it is really primitive. However, when
MTBASIC is used in conjunction with an external
editor, the combination is very powerful.

When I got MTBASIC in December 1985, it was not
available in Morrow format, so I ordered the Kaypro
format. MTBASIC comes with a 105-page manual that is
well written, but the manual does not have an index
(my second small gripe). Hopefully, they will add an
index in future editions.

MTBASIC is available directly from SoftAid for
$49.95, plus shipping. I ordered by phone one
afternoon, and the UPS man delivered my copy the next
afternoon. MTBASIC is also available from MOR
advertisers, such as Central Computer Products, for
only $47.00. n
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Updating Your MD with the Latest ROM
-How and Why

by Maxwell Syndstrom

MaR is now selling an Update Kit, which includes
a ROM chip, instructions and a floppy with the
necessary programs.

Why update your BIOS and ROM? First, recent ver
sions of some supplied software, like Key and NewWord,
make use of features contained only in the latest ROM
and BIOS revisions; if you want updates to such soft
ware, you may run into problems unless you update your
machine's ROM and BIOS as well. Second, there may be
some minor bugs in your current configuration, which
you've learned to live with, that the update fixes.
Finally, the ROM and BIOS updates supplied here are
the last revisions the MD3 is likely to see, so any
future software or software revisions will inevitably
make use of these BIOS and ROM revisions.

Here's a brief explanation of how you would
update your BIOS and ROM from our kit: But before you
do anything, be sure everything you're working with is
a copy of the original working disks/update kit disk
you have; that way, if anything goes wrong, you can
always go back to where you started. Do not try any of
this on your original system/utilities disk or on the
update kit disk you've received; back them up.

To update your MD3 to the latest (and final) BIOS
and ROM revisions, you must first find your ROM and
BIOS revision numbers. Turn on your computer and
terminal. The first thing you will see on the screen
will be the following:

Micro-Decision -- ROM Rev. 2.3
Copyright 1982,1983 Morrow Designs, Inc.

This message gives you the ROM revision number,
in this case 2.3. Next, insert a bootable disk in
drive A and hit return. You will see this message:

Micro-Decision -- 64K CP/M Verso 2.2 -- Rev. 2.2
Copyright '76,'77,'78,'79,'80 Digital Research, Inc.
Copyright 1982,1.983 Morrow Designs, Inc.

This message gives you the CP/M revision number,
2.2 in our example.

To Change the Software (Your System's BIOS)

To change the software, you should run PILOT,
which will automatically perform the changes for
you.

First, copy everything from the update disk we
have sent you onto a blank disk. Then copy your
current SYSGEN.COM, DIYI'.COM, SUBMIT.COM, PILOT.COM
and XSUB.COM onto that disk, as well. Then be sure to

run SYSGEN on that disk, to make it a "working" disk,
i.e., a disk with the CP/M system tracks on it. Next,
put a formatted disk in drive B. Put a copy of
PIP.COM or NSWEEP on the disk in B, and then type the
following at the A>: PILOT UPDATE<CR).

That's all there is to it; PILOT will
automatically create CPM64.COM, insert the CBIOS.HEX
we've supplied you with and then run CPM64.COM so that
t.he system tracks on the disk in drive B wiJ.l be
changed. Your disk in B now has the latest BIOS
revision, 3.1., on it. Using PIP or NSWEEP, copy
ASM.COM, DIYI'.COM, ED.COM, LOAD.COM, DUMP.COM,
DUMP.ASM, SUBMIT.COM, XSUB.COM and SYSGEN.COM from
your old system/utilities disk, as well as the files
we've supplied you with, onto this new system disk.
This will be the replacement for your current
system/utilities disk, with the new, compatible
FORMAT, BACKUP, etc. programs on it. If you try to
Reset and boot up with that disk in drive A, though,
it won't work. It shouldn't, because you're trying to
run the BIOS 3.1 revision on an incompatible ROM chip.
That's the next step.

To Replace the ROM Chip

First of all, be sure that you've turned the
computer off. Then unscrew the four screws holding
the beige cover on your MD3, and carefully lift off
the cover. And make sure you've discharged any static
by touching a ground (e.g., the metal box of the
computer or a metal pipe) so you don't transmit a
static charge to the ROM chip when you handle it.

Inside your computer you'll see a chip with a
little label on it, ROM 2.3 or 2.5 or some such
number. This chip, which is plugged into its own
little socket, has a little dent in it. W.l..'"ite down
the orientation of this dent. Now carefully unplug
the chip, pulling up gently on it, perhaps using a
small screwdriver to pry it out. (Your local
electronics store may can:y a "chip puller" made
especially for this purpose.) If you're very nervous
about this, ask a technical friend to help you.

After you have successfully removed the old ROM
chip, insert the new ROM chip you received from us in
its place, making sure its little dent is oriented
just like the old one and that it's seated firmly and
properly. That's ic; you should now be able to boot up
with your new BIOS disk and ROM chip.

Of course, don't forget that you now need to
SYSGEN all your old disks so they'll be compatible
with the update; they won't run until you do so. a
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CUSTOM PROGRAM HOUSE
Banner Plus $ 37.95 $ 18.95
- Use any printer to print you own huge banners & messages

If you need to write, or want to write clearly, your computer and the software program
Punctuation and Style can help you get there faster. It improves, clarifies, and enriches your
writing by identifying sentences with misused, redundant, faulty, cliched, or erroneous phrases,
and shows you how to improve them. It helps you rewrite and check your work by quickly
marking and annotating your files for easy correction. In addition to computer-fast identification
of awkward, muddy, pompous, and wordy sentence structure, it also finds missing or improper
punctuation, unbalanced quotes, wrong abbreviations, faulty capitalizations, and much more.
Punctuation and Style actually improves your writing by mercilessly pointing out grammatical
errors. After a few weeks with Oasis System's Punctuation and Style your writing is bound to
become more dynamic, expressive, and honest. In time, you'll stop worrying about grammar and
work on projeCting ideas instead. After all, that's what writing is about.

Punctuation and Style makes writing and rewriting much easier. The list price of Punctuation and
Style is $125. Central's price is $95. Experience the power of this valuable "Punctuation
Checking and Writing Improvement Software" yourself. Order today to get this program fast.

Do You Wish Writing Were Easier?

$ 34.00
$ 34.00
$ 59.00
$ 59.00

$ 64.00

$ 58.00
$ 44.00
$ 29.00

$ 74.95

$ 69.95
$ 49.95
$ 34.00

$ 39.95
$ 39.95
$ 75.00
$ 75.00

TraInIng software.
Speeds learnIng.
Gives fast results.

Morrow CP/M and MSDOS Software
TI TRAINING SOFlWARE
P/M
Basic
ultiplan
ordstar

ORLAND INTERNATIONAL
urbo Pascal 3.0
urbo Datebase Toolbox
urbo Tutor, Step by Step

DE SOFlWARE
hecks & Balances, Home Acct Pak

Central Computer Products

SOFTAIDS
MTBasic Compiler $ 49.95 $ 47.00
- Powerful language lets you build windows into your programs

3.25

Total

Sub Total

Postage & Handling

CA Resident 6% Tax

Morrow Model _

T/Maker Integrated is a highly acclaimed
powerhouse program that can turn your CP/M
Morrow into a computing workhorse. At last,
you can enjoy productive computing like never
before. Imagine doing full-featured word
processing, relational database management,
spreadsheet analysis, horizontal bar chart
graphics, and checking your spelling all within
the same program. No more switching back and
forth between barely compatible programs to
accomplish these simple tasks. T/Maker
Integrated is universally acknowledged as a
unique integrated software system that is just
plain easy to learn. There is an alternative to
doing things the hard way. T/Maker can put the
hidden and largely untapped power of your
Morrow at your command. T/Maker Integrated
is regularly $450. Central is proud to offer this
outstanding multi-function package for the low,
low price of $189. Yes, this includes the entire
feature-packed T/Maker package, so please treat
yourself to this excellent super productive
software today. Feel the power of true software
integration on your Morrow. Order today.

Name _

Full Power Computing
On Your Morrow

o Phone: (

o Check enclosed 0 Money Order enclosed

o Visa/Mastercard # _

o American Express Card # _

Exp. Date Sig. _

CENTRAL COMPUTER PRODUCTS
330 Central Avenue, Dept. MR6

Fillmore, California 93015~
(805) 524-4189

Dear Central,
Please send me the items listed below. I want fast,

friendly service. I understand that if I order 2 or more
items from this page I will receive the $16.95 book The
Compleat Morrow Micro Decision free. My check, money
order, or card number is enclosed. Thank you.

Description PrIce

Address _

City State__ Zip _

Credit Card phone orders accepted. Call toll free.
To order by mall use coupon, letter, or photo copy. Thank you.

© 1986 Central Computer Products

FIRM
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE
ORDER WITH CONFIDENCE

......

t Includes Parents' & Teachers' manual.

Software in Review

Software to Boost
and Keep High Scores

Now you can help your child boost or
maintain his grades. It's easy. Resource
Software International's educational programs
are specially made to help kids rocket to the
top and stay there.

Imagine this. If properly prepared, your boy
or girl can be accepted by the college of your
choice - no matter how many other students
are clamoring for admission. RSI software is
created by educators. It lets the child choose
the pace of instruction. Challenging computer
assisted learning at its best. Available for both
CP/M and MSDOS computers. The list price of
these programs is $39.95 each. Central's price
is only $37 each. Three for $99. Fun,
educational, and easy to use. Order today.

Description t Grade Level

Let's Have Fun Counting 1-3
Let's Have Fun Subtracting 1-3
Funzeez 2-5
Learning and Using Fractions 5-7
Learning and Using Decimals 5-7
Vocab Building 4-7
Letter Writing 6-8
Algebra 8-college
Trigonometry 8-college
Geometry 8-college
Elementary Chemistry 8-college
Basic Inorganic Terminology 8-college
Chemical Symbols 8-college
Metrics 7-college
High School Entrance Exam 6-8
SAT Super Score Builder 10-12

Decision Analyst. Helps you make
decisions where from 2 to 12 alternatives
exist. Can save a business or build one.
Professional printed reports. Powerful helper.
Use it to make difficult career decisions too.
Decision Analyst makes complex decision
making easier. Consultants charge hefty fees
for doing what this program does
automatically. Program and tutorial $129.
DateStamper. Date and time stamp all
your files. Know exactly when you last
worked a file. Organize your record keeping.
Prove to the IRS that you use your
computer in business. $42.
Word Finder. Puts 90,000 synonyms at
your fingertips. Works from within WordStar.
So, easy and helpful it's amazing. Puts
thousands of words on the tip of your
tongue right before your eyes. At your
request, synonyms instantly appears along
top of screen. Place the cursor on the word
you want to see in your file. Hit the return
key. The word in top of the screen replaces
the word in your file automatically. $69.
FontStar. Prints bright WordStar. Makes
Epson or compatible a super dot matrix.
Comes with 16 predesigned fonts. Make
your own too. Near typeset quality. $49.

$47.00
$47.00

$149.00

$ 69.00
$ 24.00
$ 46.00

$ 22.00
$ 29.95
$ 27.00
$ 45.00
$ 54.00

$ 49.95
$ 49.95
$ 12.00

$235.00

$ 59.00
$ 89.00
$ 89.00
$129.00

$339.00

$180.00

$ 89.00
$ 29.00
$ 49.95

$ 49.95
$ 49.95

$295.00

......

SOFTCRAFT
Fancy Font

SOFlWARE RESEARCH TECH
dFastest, dBase 33 times faster sort
Touch 'n'Go, Typing Tutor
SmartKey and Free Screen Smarts

DIGITAL MARKETING/PRO TEM
Bibliography $ 99.00 $ 79.00
Footnote and Pair * $ 99.00 $ 79.00
Grammatik * $ 75.00 $ 69.00
Index * $ 99.00 $ 79.00
Milestone, Project Planner $ 99.00 $ 89.00

otebook $150.00 $ 99.00
Writer's Pak - includes $250.00 $189.00

all * products and Random House Checker
- Call for prices on all other DM or PT products

FYI. INC.
FYI 3000 $295.00 $249.00
SuperFile with Sort & Merge $195.00 $145.00
- Free form textual matter database managers
- Index material spread over 255 diskettes

INFOCOM
Deadline $ 49.95 $ 43.00
Hitch Hikers Guide to the Galaxy $ 39.95 $ 37.00
Infidel $ 44.95 $ 39.00
Witness $ 39.95 $ 37.00
Zork I $ 39.95 $ 34.00
Zork II & III each $ 44.95 $ 39.00
- Call for prices on all other Infocom products

MENDOCINO SOFTWARE
Eureka, Disk Cataloger $ 50.00 $ 48.00
- Helps you tag, catalog, and find your files instantly

MICROSOLUTIONS
Uniform MD2 $ 69.95 $ 49.95

Reads 32 + computer formats
Uniform MD3, 5, 11 $ 69.95 $ 49.95

Reads 90 + computer formats

MYCROFTS LABS
Mite Communications $150.00 $109.00

OASIS SYSTEMS
The Word Plus $150.00 $109.00

PLU·PERFECT SYSTEMS
Date Stamper, General CP/M $ 49.00 $ 43.00

SAN FRANCISCO COMP
Power! $149.00 $ 99.00
DocuPower! $149.00 $ 99.00

SOFlWARETOOLWORKS
Eliza $ 24.94
MyChess $ 34.95
Word Wiggle $ 29.95
C~ $~%

Reading Professor, Speed Read $ 59.95
- Call for prices on all other Toolworks products

SORCIM
SuperCalc 2

TELlON SOFlWARE
Free Filer
Language Tutor, Teaching Tool

UNISON WORLD
PrintMaster Graphics 111 pics
Art Gallery I Graphics 140 pics
Creative PrlntMaster book $ 13.95
- Get Creative book free with purchase of both

Hardware
Data Spec - Printer and Data Switch Boxes

RS232 1 input - 2 output $ 69.00
RS 232 1 Input • 3 output $ 99.00
Centronics 1 Input· 2 output $ 99.00
Centronics 1 Input - 3 output $150.00

SWP MICROCOMPUTER PROD
256k CoPower-88 Plus $350.00
- Plus boards are expandable up 2 megabytes
- RAM disk. Just add PCDOS to get an MSDOS computer

Diskettes
3M SSDD MD2 diskettes lO/box $ 12.95
3M DSDD MD 3, 5, 11 10/box $ 15.00
3M Head Cleaning Kit $ 32.00 $ 21.95

Prices, specifications, and offers subject to change without notice.



GETTING PERSONAL WITH PEARL

by Bruce Gowens

One of the great features of Personal Pearl is
that up to five different fiJ.es can be accessed
simultaneously. This permits prompt masks (as in
JOUMASK, below) and lookup tables (as in ACCOUNT and
MERCH, below), as well as database arrangements that
save fiJ.e space.

Suppose you have a number of different databases,
each of which has need of name and address fields.
One might be customers, another members of a club,
another friends, and so forth. Let's also say that
you have to break up your phone biJ.I between your
roommate and yourself, and break up your own calls
between those for business, those for your club, etc.

Obviously you could have a different database for
each purpose. But by making a single database
consisting of the name, address, company name and
telephone number that is accessed by each of the other
bases, however, you need to store this information in
only one place. Let's call this input form NAMES.

Then another database can keep track of your club
members' dues statuses. We'll call this CLUB. When
you enter the last name, CLUB calls up the first name,
address and phone number from NAMES. It does not save
them into CLUB; it simply displays them so that you
can check that you have the right person. Reports

Bruce would like to see interesting Pearl
applications, hear of problems and know what you would
like discussed in this column. Send maiJ. c/o MOR,
with SASE and phone number if a reply is desired.

I~I-I~I
........ ..... r----'.............. .......... I DUES. I...... ..... .....

.............. I report I.... ·L J

Figure 1. CLUB shows the address, etc. it finds
in NAMES. DUES gets information from both CLUB
and NAMES.

from CLUB wiJ.I also go to NAMES to get that
information.

Another database, which we'll call AnJOURN
(ADvertising JOURNal) , can keep the financial
transactions for your magazine publishing business.
ADJOURN is keyed to NAMES by the company name field
rather than by the last name field. The first and
last name fields can be the contact person (prefixed
"Attn:" in invoice, statement or label reports from
ADJOURN). ADJOURN also is busy accessing some other
input forms, which we'll call JOUMASK, ACCOUNT and
MERCH. This means that we are accessing five files,
since we must count AWOURN as well.

JOUMASK is keyed to a single character field in
ADJOURN that we'll call TTYPE for "Transaction TYPE."
Almost all the fields in JOUMASK are prompts for
fields in ADJOURN. So if the transaction type is "p"
(for accounts Payable), a prompt might read "Pay by
(date) :"; whereas if it were "R" (for accounts
Receivable) , the prompt might read "Overdue on
(date):."

Sometimes a field in ADJOURN is not needed for
one TTYPE, in which case the prompt might be a simple
"N/A:" or, in the case of a required numerical field,
an instruction such as "Enter zero here:."

Figure 2. AnJOURN shows information from NAMES,
shows prompts from JOUMASK, and keeps information
from ACCOUNT and MERCH. ADBILL uses information
from ADJOURN and NAMES, and looks up the issue
month and year in MOnthYEar.

An important field in JOUMASK is used to set
amounts positive or negative. We'll call it SIGN.
SIGN is number type and is two spaces long. In
JOUMASK it wiJ.I have the value -1 or 1. SIGN is the
only field in JOUMASK that is saved into each record
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of ADJOURN. When a report is made from ADJOURN, the
report amount field AMOUNT is calculated by the
formula (AMT * SIGN), where AMT is the field in the
input form. When data is being entered into ADJOURN,
one never needs to enter a negative number because
SIGN will take care of it.

ACCOUNT is used as a lookup table, to identify
the purpose of each bookkeeping account. So when, for
example, "123" is entered in the field ACCT in
ADJOURN, the next area (display only) shows "Office
Sup:plies." If you really wanted account 124, Capitol
Eqw.pment, you would spot the error and correct your
entry.

MERCH is also used by ADJOURN as a lookup table,
but it does other work as well, such as preparing
purchase orders for re-stocking. When an item is
sold, the ITEM NUMber field in ADJOURN keys MERCH into
displaying a description so that you can be sure the
right item number has been entered.

let's go back to NAMES and add two more fields to
it. OWNER will be the one (you or your roommate) who
telephones this person. FOR will be the organization
that calls to this Person are made for (say your club
reimburses you for calls or that you wish to seParate
out the calls made for business).

And here comes the phone bill. Sorting out whose
calls are whose and who owes how much, which are
reimbursable by your club and which are for the
business, can be a royal mess. Pearl to the rescue.
Each number from your bill gets entered in PHONE. The
number is keyed to the phone number in NAMES, so you
immediately see who had been called, who normally
calls that Person and if it was for the club or
business.

1=1 I~II ____

f IPIKlNE II form
I
I _-

I --r---"':-'--
I CALIS I
I report I
L .J

Figure 3. PHONE goes to NAMES to find who was
called and to EXCHANG to find the rate. CAI.JS
fills in the name of the Person called by
referencing NAMES.

Just for fun, let's make the situation even
messier. You have "Circle Calling," which means you
get a 30 Percent discount on calls outside your zones
1, 2 and 3 but within a 50-mile radius of your horne.
The phone company doesn't show the discounted amount
for such calls on each line, just the full price with

a discount calculation elsewhere on the bill. And you
are, say, in Berkeley, CA, where your 50-mile radius
covers parts (but not all) of the 415, 408 and 707
area codes. So we have PHONE use the area code and
exchange to take a look at EXCHANG and get the
MULtiplication FACTor for that exchange. This is a
little awkward, since you have to enter a SPecial
number consisting of the area code and exchange (for
MOR at 415/644-2638, this would be 415644), which
we'll call ACEXC. Zones 1 through 3 and beyond 50
miles have a MULFACT of 1; the discount area has a
MULFACT of 0.7. When you enter the amount from your
phone bill, the MULFACT feeds in the discount so you
don't cheat your roommate, your club or the
government.

How much more you wish to enter depends on how
much of a data freak you are. The telephone number
(the area code is not needed since it is highly
unlikely that you might have the same phone number for
two different people in two different area codes),
ACEXC, date of call (used for sorting and selecting)
and amount are the minimum. If you really need it,
you could add the time of day and call length. PHONE
will pull the Person called, his/her company (if any)
and the city called from NAME as display only. PHpNE
will also pull OWNER and FOR from NAME, but it will
retain the data' so that it can be changed (in the
PHONE record) if need be (for example, usually your
roommate calls that person, but this time you did; or
although that person is a club member, this was a
Personal call; or that Person was coded as being a
call that either you or your roommate might have
called--and so you need to edit the record).

Of course, there will always be the new number
that wasn't in NAME or that call to an unknown number
that no one can remember calling. When that happens,
you can add a record to NAME where the First NAME
field is "Found on" and the Last NAME field is "6/86
bill" and then if it shows up on subsequent bills
chase it down.

Reports from PHONE pull data from NAMES for the
person called, etc., but use the retained OWNER and
FOR fields to sort by. Thus, a report can list calls
by OWNER, with a subtotal for the amount for each
caller, or by FOR, with a subtotal for each activity
or business.

Now you needn't stop here. You can base as many
input forms on NAMES as you wish. The limit of five
is only on the number that are open (i.e., in use) at
anyone time. So you can go on to design a form that
keeps track of those books, phonograph records and
tools that you've lent out; a calendar that prints out
the name and phone number of anyone having a birthday
or anniversary that day; the Christmas card list; your
"drop dead" list (hopefully it's not long enough to
put in a database); or anYthing needing name and
address data.

Next issue I'll discuss some of the easy entry
tricks that apply to multiple input forms. a
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Micro Cornucopia Readers

Are Very Curious ·People

Like to know what
makes them so curious?

Send $3.00 for a Sample issue of

Micro Cornucopia

The Micro Technical Journal

The following are full disks of software assembled
specifically for Morrow CP/M 2.2 systems (some
will not run under CP/M 3.0). Each program has a
.DOC (documentation) file and many include
source.

$8.00 each ppd
New Low Price effective February 15. 1986

Morrow Users Disks
(l86K formal)11

-:;:::0.~vo~</,,,,,,,~.

~e

-----------------------------

Morrow Disk MI6
Turbo Pascal Games II

A variation of Yahtzee, a planetary lander game. a
Wumpus hunt, a version of Life, and much more to
keep you glued to your keyboard. Like MIS, this disk
uses the ·chain· procedure of Turbo Pascal to
combine the twelve games. All programs include
source.

P.O. Box 223
Bend, Oregon 97709

Morrow Disk M12
Pascal Compiler

This is a real Pascal compiler. It supports only" suhsl't
of the language (no records. pointers. Booleans. reals
or complex) but it generales a real .COM file.
Everything is on this disk: the compiler. its source.
example programs and documentations.

Morrow Disk MI3
Z80 Tools

This is for those of you who are into 280 assembly
language.
XlATE.COM: A very good 8080 to 280 translation
routine.
DASM.COM: An easier to use version of 22S0URCE
(the 280 disassembler). This ful~ disk includes source
and documentation for both routines.

Morrow Disk MI4
Z80 Macro Assembler

This is a real 280 macro assembler' Syntax. closely
follows RMACK and MAC. Also includes pseudoops
to support conditional assembly. etc. No philse or
relocatable code.

Morrow Disk MI5
Turbo Pascal Games I

We've combined eleven games on this disk using
Turbo Pascal's "chain" procedure. Play BACCARAT,
BLACKJACK, HORSERACE, KENO, and more
without losing a penny. Source is included for all
games.

Morrow Disk MI7
Turbo Pascal Games III

If you like Turbo as much as we do and want to see
more involved program examples. this is the disk for
you.
CRIBBAGE: the time honored card game.
DBLlCK·V: a great version of Breakout. even without
graphics.
ELIZA: converse with your computer. Everything you
need to create it's own perverse personality.
GERMS: two types of germs bailie it out in this
version of Life.

Micro
Cornucopia

(503) 382-5060
9 - 5 PST, M - F

II
E

Morrow Disk M7
Small C Version 2 Compiler

This is a greatly extended version of Ron Cain's Small
C compiler. Version 2 has more expressions and larger
library. true subset of Unix C, Disk contains compiler.
documentation. and library - everything you need.

Morrow Disk MIl
Library & Checkbook Programs

CHECKS: This has been a very popular group of
programs. Categorizes checks so you can keep track
which are tax deductible and which get charged to
which projects. Includes source and excellent example
check files. Very powerful.
lIBR: This is a complete set of library routines which
let you group files into a single file called a library. Then
CP/M sees them as a single program, but with the
library routines, you can list them out separately, run
them separately, or divide them up again. Almost like a
unix environment.

Morrow Disk M9
ZCPR

ZCPR: The big news on this disk is the self·installing
version 2CPR available only from Micro C. Once you
have 2CPR in your CP/M. you'll never go back to
straight CP/M! For instance, 2CPR searches drive A
for any program not found on drive B. so, even an
empty disk in drive B appears to contain every
program on A It's great for text editors, compilers, etc.
Plus many more new features to make CP/M easier to
live with. In fact, Digital Research incorporated many
features of 2CPR into CP/M 3.0
EX14: a super replacement for SUBMIT.

Morrow Disk MIO
Assemblers

We've received a lot of requests for a 2ao assembler.
So Dana put in some long hours getting the Crowe 280
assembler to run on the Morrow (and every other 280
machine).
CROWECPM: This is a first class 280 assembler. We
use this assembler daily (and we included its source).
Takes standard 2ilog mnemonies.
LASM: This is a more powerful version of the ASM
assembler you received with the Morrow. This will link
multiple programs together at assembly time.
PRINTPRN: This program makes it easy to print the
listing files generated by the Crowe assembler.

Morrow Disk M6
Prowriter Graphics

This is a complete Prowriter printer graphics package
written by the same Micro C subscriber who wrote the
MX·80 graphics package. Plot points. lines. circles.
boxes. and more. Examples. documentation. and
more.

Morrow Disk M8
Small C Version 2 Source

This disk contains the source (written in Small C) of
the Small C version 2 compiler. Get M8 if you want to
try extending the compiler. (You must have M7.)

Morrow Disk MI
Modem software

This disk is absolutely priceless if you will be using a
modem to communicate with bulletin boards. other
micros or mainframes. .
MMODEM: Morrow version of MODEM 795. You
can change your baud rate inside the program.
Includes source and library so you can customize it if
you wish.
SMODEM: This is MODEM 7 setup for SMART·
MODEM compatible modems. Handles autodial and
autoanswer.
SQ/USQ: Programs to squeeze and unsqueeze files
for faster transfer.

Morrow Disk M2
Utilities

Really oodll's of spiffy lillie (and hig) programs to hl'lp
you get full use of your Morrow.
Zl50URCE.COM: A true 2ilog format disassembler
for 8080 and 280 object {.COM) files. Now you can
turn .COM files inlo .MAC files.
UNERACOM: Simply enter "UNERA" followed hy
the name of the file you just l'rased and presto. thl'
erased file is hark l A lifesaver.
FINDBD54.COM: Checks an entire disk. reports
had sectors. and then creates a special file contaming
those sectors. You save a bundle on disks.
CAT2: This is a group of progrilms which create and
maintain a single directory of all the programs you have
on all your disks. Ewn keeps track of which programs
are barked up and which aren·t.
DUMPX. DU-77, COMPARE. FORMFEED.D1R
DUMP... ,1nd all have documentation on disk.

Morrow Disk M3
Games

PACMAN.COM: Despite the Morrow's lack of
graphics. this one looks 3nd plays amazingly like the
real thing' Keep it hidden.
ZCHESS.COM: Chess with a 1·6 level look ahead.
OTHEllO.COM: You learn it in minutes. master it
in years.
BIO.COM: Generates custom graphic biorhythm.
MM.COM: Master Mind.
WUMPUS.COM: This is the famous 550 point super
version of Adventure. There isn't room on one disk for
this program and all the data files (the cave is huge) so
the data files are on Disk M4.

Morrow Disk M4
Adventure Data & Aliens

ADVT,DAT: This disk contains the data files for the
550 point Adventure (the latest. greatest, most cussed
version ever devised by half·mortals). You must have
both M3 and M4 to play Adventure.
ALIENS: This is the game that made arcades famous.
Keep this one hidden from the younger set or you
won't get to play Adventure.

Morrow Disk M5
MX·80 Graphics

A complete Epson MX·ao graphics printer package
including example files. Same as M6 except for MX-80
(or compatible) printers.



Exploring the ROM in Your Morrow
by Ron Jacobs

Have you ever wondered how your Micro Decision
could be smart enough to tell you to standby while it
tested its memory? Would you like to know what the
"ROM" (Read-Only Memory) in your Micro Decision is
there for? In this article I'll shed light on these
and other facets of how the Micro Decision works.

The information in this article is, to the best
of my knowledge, applicable to any MD1, MD2 or MD3.
To research this article I explored the operation of
an MD2 with a Rev. 1.3 ROM and an MD3 with a Rev. 2.5
ROM. (The hard disk Micro Decisions work differently
in some respects from the floppy-only Micro Decisions
discussed in this article.)

So youIII know which revision you have: The Rev.
1.3 ROM was used in Micro Decisions with Rev. 1
printed circuit boards (PCB); Rev. 1 printed circuit
boards have a drive expansion connector on the back.
The Rev. 2.5 ROM was used in Micro Decisions with Rev.
2 printed circuit boards; Rev. 2 printed circuit
boards have a Centronics-type printer connect.or on the
back.

Important Notice: In this article Micro
Decisions are sometimes divided into two groups,
referred to as Rev. 1 PCB and Rev. 2 PCB Micro
Decisions. Reference is made to PCB revisions only
when there is a difference between them. Information
correct only for Rev. 1 PCBs will be followed by
information in [square brackets] that is correct for
Rev. 2 PCBs.

Note: This article gets somewhat technical. If
you get tired of wading through it, you should skip
directly to the part in which I tell you to boot your
Micro Decision. That's where the fun begins.

First let's discuss the "brains" of the Micro
Decision, that is, its Central Processing unit (CPU).
The Micro Decision uses a Zilog Z80 (or equivalent)
CPU integrated circuit (chip). The CPU (and the rest
of the computer) is useless unless it is instructed
precisely what to do in a way that it understands; it
has a fixed set of instructions that it will respond
to.

Ron Jacobs, who became really enthusiastic about
computers when he discovered he could own one, likes
to know how things work. He operates Jacobs Computer
Services, which specializes in servicing and
supporting Morrow products (P.O. Box 415, Pinole, CA
94564, 415/724-2446).

Where does the CPU get these instructions from?
When you turn on the power to a Micro Decision,
electronic hardware in the machine resets the CPU and
several other components in the computer. Resetting
the CPU makes it look to memory location 0000 for an
instruction, where the ROM (Read-Only Memory) is
located. But (I imagine you thinking), when I turn
off my computer it loses everything in its memory.
well, that's true of the computer's RAM (Random Access
Memory), but not of its ROM. Technically speaking,
the RAM is volatile memory, and the ROM is non
volatile; i.e., the ROM retains its memory even with
the power off. In fact, the instructions in the Micro
Decision ROM can only be changed by exposing the ROM
to sufficient ultraviolet light to erase it and then
reprogramming it with special hardware. That is why
it is called "Read-Only Memory." Software in the ROM
is called "firmware," since it stays firmly in place,
even after you turn the power off. Each Micro
Decision was shipped from the factory with an already
programmed ROM chip installed.

Both the ROM and the RAM contain bytes (groups of
8 bits of information). Each byte has its own
address. The contents of a byte can represent
anything from characters to numbers. While the bytes
in the ROM are "burned on" and cannot be changed by
the casual user, the bytes in the RAM are easily
changed while the computer is operating. The Z80 CPU
can read the contents of any byte of RAM, or it can
write a new value to any byte of RAM. When power to
the computer is shut off, however, the contents of its
RAM are lost. Further, when power is first turned on
to the computer, the contents of its RAM are
unpredictable.

When you turn on the computer or press Reset, the
CPU gets its first instructions from the ROM. The ROM
contains instructions to accomplish many "house
keeping" chores. Among these are:

1. Programming other parts of the computer to
set up communications with your terminal.

2. Testing the memory in the computer.

3. Transmitting information and instructions to
the user via the terminal.

4. Reading into the RAM some of the bootable
floppy disk you have inserted into drive A,
so that control of the computer can later be
transferred to the program read from that
di.sk. Some later ROM revisions automatically
boot the floppy disk if it is in the drive.

(continued)
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The CBIOS (CUstomized Basic Input-Output System)
is part of the Morrow-supplied operating system called
CP/M, verso 2.2. Unlike the other parts of CP/M,
CBIOS was customized by Morrow for the Micro Decision
hardware and firmware. CBIOS uses the ROM firmware's
instructions to perform some of its tasks, such as
disk accessing.

The Z80 CPU in the Micro Decision is capable of
addressing 64K bytes of memory. ("K," also referred
to as "kilo," is a multiplier of 1,024, since 1K
equals 2 to the 10th power.) Because the Z80 has 16
address lines, each of which has two alternatives--it
can be either on or off (a "binary" situation)--the
Z80 can address a number of bytes equal to 2 to the
16th power, or 64K.

The Micro Decision has 64K of RAM and 2K [4K] of
ROM. The first 2K [4K] of RAM has the same address as
the first 2K [4K] of ROM. In decimal (base 10)
numbers, this address is 0-2047 [0-4095]. In
hexidecimal (base 16) numbers, it is 0000h-07FFh
[OOOOh-OFFFh]. (The "h" means that it's a hexidecimal
number.) The entire 64K of RAM is addressed (in
hexidecimal) as OOOOh-FFFFh.

The Micro Decision has a scheme that determines
whether the RAM or the ROM will respond when the CPU
addresses the first 2K [4K] of memory space. This
scheme is called ''bank select." The ROM is bank
selected by outputting any value to port F6h. The ROM
is deselected by reading from OF6h. (A port, by the
way, is what the Z80 calls addresses when it transfers
data to and from the output/input devices. These
devices can be outside the computer (terminal,
printer) or inside, like the bank select device.)

The figure below is a memory map, showing the
overlapping address space for ROM and RAM:

port, as you recall, is the Z80 CPU's gateway to the
outside world. The first eight of the Z80's 16
address lines can also be used to address 256 (2 to
the eighth power) port addresses. The Z80 CPU can
send a signal to the hardware to tell it whether it
wants to address a port or RAM (ROM) in any given
instance.

Now let's see how the Z80 bank selects between
ROM and RAM: To address the ROM, the Z80 first inputs
(or reads) from port address F6 hex (F6h). When
outputting to port F6h, "any value" means that the
Micro Decision hardware doesn't care what byte value
the Z80 loads onto its eight data lines during the
output. Similarly, when reading from port F6h, the
program that instructs the Z80 to read doesn't care
what value it reads. Reading from port F6h simply
causes the hardware to switch the RAM into the first
2K [4K] of memory space.

Now that you've learned all this, let's have some
fun: In effect, you can use software instead of a
screwdriver to take your Micro Decision apart. To
explore your ROM as I did you will need to use the
program DDT.COM or, better yet, SID.COM. SID and DDT
are programs able (among other things) to list, in
assembly language, instructions such as those found in
COM files or in the Micro Decision's ROM. SID can
deal with instructions that are within the repertoire
of the Z80 CPU, but not within the repertoires of some
other CPUs used in CP/M 2.2 computers, like the 8080
and 8085 chips. DDT, on the other hand, can handle
all of the 8080/8085s' instructions, but not all the
instructions of the Z80 CPU. The Micro Decision'S ROM
instructions were written for a Z80 CPU. When DDT
finds an instruction that is in the instruction set of
the Z80 but not in that of the 8080/8085, it will
display it as "??" SID, however, will list all of
the Z80 instructions.

1. 0 07ff I 0800 OFFF I 1000 •••
2. ----RAM------------------------->
3. ----ROM---> 1-------------------->
4. ----------ROM---------> 1-------->

...FFFF
RAM-------->
RAM------->
RAM-------->

Another capability of DDT and SID is the display
of ASCII characters. (What you are reading now is in
ASCII, i.e., letters, digits, punctuation, etc.) The
Micro Decision's ROM has, besides machine language
instructions, binary codes known as ASCII strings.
Here is an example of an ASCII string found on the
Rev. 1.3 ROM:

The first line gives the address range (with a
break between 1000h and FFFFh to allow the graph to
fit on the line). The second line shows the RAM bank
selected and covering all of memory (OOOOh-FFFFh).
The third line, for the Rev. 1 PCB, shows the ROM
bank-selected and covering the first 2K of address
space. The fourth line, for the Rev. 2 PCB, shows the
ROM bank-selected and covering the first 4K of address
space. When the ROM is bank-selected, the first 2K
[4K] of RAM is not accessible by the Z80, but the
remainder of the RAM is! Converse1y, when the RAM is
bank-selected, the first 2K [4K] of ROM is
inaccessible to the Z80.

To more thoroughly understand the bank select
scheme, you should understand port addressing. A

Testing memory -- please stand by:

You can use DDT or SID to reveal this and other
secrets of the Micro Decision ROM.

In the following paragraphs I describe a way for
you to look at and investigate the programming inside
of your Micro Decision's ROM. My procedure is
certainly not the only way to go about it, but it
works and I won't discuss alternatives in this
article. If you work with this long enough and do
other reading, you'll understand more about what is
happening and other ways to do it. One place to start
studying is in the CP/M 2.2 Operating System User
Reference Manual. In the CP/M 2.2 manual, read the
chapter on the Dynamic Debugging Tool (DDT). (If you
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have CP/M Plus, which was distributed with hard disk
Micro Decisions, read the Symbolic Instruction
Debugger (SID) manual.) I also recommend reading ZBO
Assembly Language Programming, by Lance A. leventhal,
published by Osborne/McGraw-Hill.

In the following examples, what you type is
underlined, while the computer's responses are not
underlined. n<CR>" means hit the Return key.

First boot up your Micro Decision, and then type
the lines as shown below. You will actually be
entering the instructions of a little programl Do not
type the semicolons or the comments that follow them;
they are there only to show you what the program does.
The instructions you will be entering are in the
mnemonics code of the BOBO/BOB5 assembly language;
they will work only with DDI', not SID.

You should be able to read some of the messages
that your computer sends to you from time to time,
including those that you see when you push Reset. You
can start and stop the scrolling by using Control-S.

Notice the minus sign ("-") that always appears.
This is DDT's way to prompt you to enter the new
command, which is:

-LBOOO<CR>

You'll see a series of jump (JMP) instructions,
also known as a "jump table." The address at which
each jump instruction begins is known as an entry
point and is listed in hexi.decimal to the left of each
jump instruction. The address to jump to, which is
listed on the right, is the address at which a
Particular routine in the ROM begins.

let's see if you have succeeded in copying the
ROM correctly. Enter either one of the following
instructions, dePending on what revision PCB you
have.

What has happened is that you have just run a
short program that ended by returning control to DDI'.
The program first bank-selected the ROM so that it
could be accessed by the CPU. The program then read
all of the ROM bytes and copied them all into the RAM
at addresses BOOOh-B7FFh [BOOOh-BFFFh]. The reason
that you copied the ROM to this location is that in
order to run DDI', you need to have the RAM bank
selected. After copying the ROM, the program you ran
did just that. You can now use DDI' to examine the ROM
"image," which is located at BOOOh in the RAM.

A>DIJ.r<CR>
DDT VERS. 2.2
-A5000<CR>
5000 OUT F6<CR>
5002 LXI H,1000<CR>
5005 LXI B,OOOO<CR>
5008 LXI D,8000<CR>
500B LOAX B<CR>
500C STAX D<CR>
500D IN)( B<CR>
500E IN)( D<CR>
500F DC}{ H<CR>
5010 MOV A,L<CR>
5011 ORA H<CR>
5012 JNZ 500B<CR>
5015 IN F6<CR>
5017 RST 07<CR>
5018 <CR>
-LSooo;5017<CR>

-gSOOO<CR>
*5017

-D8620,B7EF<CR>

-DBE30,BEAF<CR>

;Select the ROM
;Count=max ROM length (4K)
;Source of ROM code
; Initial ROM code destination
;Get a byte of ROM code
;Store a byte of ROM code
; Ready to get next byte
;Ready to store next byte
; Decrement count of bytes left
; Test if count has reached 0
; Are H and L both zero?
; Move next byte if not done
;Deselect the ROM
; Return to DDT control
;I.eave assembly mode to check
; what you I ve typed
;Check the listing that follows
; against what you should
; have entered
; This will execute your program
; And this is what shows up in
; the end

;For Rev. 1 PCB

;For Rev. 2 PCB

Rev. 1.3 and 2.5 ROMs both have a jump table with
nine jumps. The jump at OOOOh (which you copied to
BOOOh) is the first instruction to execute after you
turn on the power or push Reset. After this
instruction, the Z80 will take its next instruction
from the address it was instructed to jump to. The
routine at this next address is what initializes the
hardware, prints messages on the screen and does some
of the other housekeeping chores mentioned.

Others of the nine jump vectors are responsible
for more detailed jobs like disk reading and writing
and sending messages to the screen. The initial ROM
routine (jumped to from OOOOh) actually also makes use
of some of the other routines in the jump table, using
them as sub-routines.

Ten years ago many computer users, after turning
on the computer, would have to use switches on the
machine's front panel to manually enter instructions
into its memory before the computer would do anYthing
at all. This was known as entering a bootstrap
routine. The Micro Decision's ROM has the bootstrap
routine already inside itself, though, which lets us
avoid having to enter that routine via the front panel
switches of long ago--and that's a relief! Today we
can get the computer going with very little knowledge
of how it actually works.

But knowing how the computer works is essential
to diagnosing problems and reasoning one's way out of
Perplexing situations. Understanding the hardware and
firmware, as well as the oPerating system (e.g.,
CP/M), is a part of this. I know I left a lot unsaid
in this article, but the manuals that were supplied
with the computer contain large amounts of
information. Admittedly, the system is not easy to
understand, and there is a whole lot to know.
However, if we don't want to be controlled by our
environment like leaves blown by the wind, then we
must use knowledge to remain in charge of our lives.
Anyway, have fun with your computerl a
[© 19B6 by Ron Jacobs. All Rights Reserved.]
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TOOLS FOR TYROS

by Mike Allen

Well, guys, here I am again. In this column, I
shall try to describe exactly what you got when you
purchased your MD.

What you probably got were two cardboard boxes,
one larger than the other. In the larger of the two
boxes was something that looked like a 'IV set without
knobs and ha]£ a typewriter--the keyboard hal£. There
were also several cables and an instl.uction book. You
have probably identified the contents of this box as
your "terminal."

The smaller of the two boxes contained a beige
and gray metal box with one or two slots and a push
button on the front and several connectors and a
switch on the back. This was your Morrow Micro
Decision computer. You also found a bunch of books,
some diskettes and a power cord.

To understand what you really got, let's consider
what actually makes up a computer system. There are
three components to a computer system: the computer
itself, the peripherals and t.he software.

The computer consists of a central processing
unit (CPU), some control circuitry, working memory and
input/output (I/O) circuitry. The function of the CPU
is to get its instructions from the working memory,
perform some function on information that it got from
the memory and/or the I/O channels, and then send the
results to the memory and/or the I/O. The

.instructions that the CPU is acting upon are called a
program. When the computer is using those
instructions it is called "running a program."

Peripherals are those devices that are on the
other end of the I/O channels. The most obvious
peripheral is the terminal. Information that the
program decides should go to you is sent to the

terminal, where it is displayed for you to read. When
the program needs information or instructions from
you, it gets them from the keyboard part of the
terminal where you have typed them in.

Another important, but not so obvious, peripheral
is the mass storage device. (''What the hell does that
mean!" echoes through readerdom) One of the problems
that computer systems have is that the memory within
the computer (well, most of it; I'll get to that
later) suffers severe amnesia when the computer is
turned off. We need to be able to store those
programs and data that we will need at future dates in
some manner that does not require power.

In the early days punched paper tape was used for
this purpose. It worked, but it was slow (and noisy)
to read into and punch out of the computer. Once a
tape was punched, it could not be modified--a new tape
had to be punched. If you were doing something like
keeping payroll data, you could go through a lot of
paper tape. The next step was magnetic tape. The big
computers used special tape and tape drives that were
designed just for that purpose. They were expensive.
The home computer market started to use regular audio
cassette tapes. The best that could be said for them
is that they were better than paper tape. The real
revolution for home computers came with the coming of
inexpensive floppy disk drives.

Why do they call it a floppy disk? If you take a
diskette and wave it around it doesn't flop. That is
because what you have is a floppy disk inside a
protective sleeve. If you were to open this sleeve
(don't, i£ you want to use that diskette again!) you
would find what looks like a disk of the same material
that they make audio recording tape from. It sure
will flop. It works much the same way that audio tape
works.

If you look at a diskette, you will notice a long
slot on both the front and back where the actual disk
is exposed. There is a large hole in the center.
This large hole is engaged by a motor inside your disk
drive and the entire disk spins (at 300 rpm) inside
its protective envelope. A recording/playback head
inside the disk drive is placed in contact with the
disk through the slots previously mentioned. If you
have a double-sided drive (MD3s and up) there are two
heads, one for each side of the disk. I'll get into
how the information is actually stored on the disks in
a future column.

Those of you lucky enough to own an MD5 or up
also have a hard disk drive. Hard drives have been
around longer than floppies. Until the last few years
they were just too expensive for the home computer
market. They are much like a floppy disk except that
they hold much more information and can get that
information much faster. Rather than use a magnetic
tape material, hard disks are made of metal that has
magnetic material on it. Sometimes there is more than
one disk driven by the same motor. The disk spins at
about 3,600 rpm.
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Another peripheral that most of us have is a
printer. It's kind of like the half of the typewriter
that was left out of the terminal box. You can do
many things with a computer without a printer, but the
machine is so much more useful if you can put
something on paPer. This process is sometimes called
"getting a hard copy."

The final common peripheral is a modem. Modem
stands for MOdulator/DEModulator. All it really does
is allow our computer to exchange information with
another computer by way of the telephone. You cannot
just connect a modem to your computer and the phone
line and have it start working. There is much more to
be done and that, too, is a subject for a future
column.

Now we come to the software. What we have talked
about so far is all hardware. It is called that
because it is physical. You can really get your hands
on a disk drive or a cpu. You can hurt your hand if
you try to punch out your MD when you are mad at it.
Morrow makes hard machines!

to talk to marketing, to talk to manufacturing, ad
infinitum, ad nauseam.

The oPerating system that our MDs use is called
CP/ M, which stands for Control Program for
Microprocessors. It was written by Digital Research.
If you have an MD3 or lower, you should have version
2.2. The hard disk MDs use version 3.0. CP/M does
many things, but for now let's just consider its
function of executing commands that you give the
computer from the terminal.

There are several commands that CP/M recognizes
immediately, since they reside within CP/M. These are
called resident commands. They are ERA, DIR, REN,
SAVE, TYPE and USER. They all have to do with
information stored on a disk. ERAse will erase
information from a disk. DIRectory will tell you what
information is stored on a disk. REName changes the
name under which information is stored on the disk.
TYPE will try to display information stored on the
disk on the terminal. USER is a command that I'll
explain at a later date.

If you give CP/M a command that it does not
recognize as a resident command, it will then look for
that command stored on a disk. If it finds the
command on the disk, it will transfer the command
program into memory and execute it. Since the command
is only in memory when it is required, it is called a
transient command. Application programs are transient
commands.

Software, on the other hand, does not exist
except as some small magnetic fields on your disks.
Software is the set of instructions that makes your
machine do what you want it to. There are two kinds
of software: the oPerating system and application
programs.

If you remember, I mentioned that most of the
memory in a computer forgot everything when power was
removed. There is an exception. There is a small
chunk of memory called a Read-Only Memory (ROM) that
never forgets. It never changes its mind either.
There is a little program in the ROM. When you first
turn on your MD, the MD will start to run this
program. The program sets up the MD so that it can
talk to its Peripherals, checks to make sure that the
rest of the memory is OK and then tries to get the
oPerating system from a disk drive. If it can't get
the oPerating system, it tells you so that you can
take the appropriate action, like putting a disk in
one of the drives. This process is called ''booting,''
since the computer is trying to pull itself up by its
own boot straps. Without the operating system, you
will be unable to proceed and use your computer.

Well, what is this oPerating system? An
oPerating system is a program that allows all the
components of a computer system to work together in a
coordinated manner. An oPerating system is like an
office manager who gets accounting to talk to sales,

Application programs are the reason you really
bought your MD. These are the programs that turn your
MD into a word processor or a speadsheet calculator or
a database manager. They really are the bottom line
when it comes to what you can do with your machine.

Well, I've rambled on enough for now. In the
next issue we'll take a harder look at memory, I/O and
CP/M. (See, you've already learned some of the
jargon!)

PROJECT OF THE BIMONTH: One of the transient
commands that is supplied with CP/M is STAT, for
STATistics. Go to the utilities section of your CO
PILOT Menu and then select the option for executing
CP/M commands. Try the following one at a time:

STAT<cr>
STAT A: <cr>
STAT *.*<cr>
STAT *.* $S<cr>
STAT DSK:<cr>
STAT DEV: <cr>
STAT VAL: <cr>

Note: <cr> means "press return."

If you are curious about what you see, look up
the STAT command in your CP/M user reference manual.
Hint to Lessen Confusion: Morrow does not use the
IOBYTE. a
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Connecting a Portable to Your MD
by R. O. Marwin

In his "Chaos Manor" column in Byte magazine,
Jen:y Pournelle has mentioned writing on his NEe PC
8201A while on trips and then uploading the files into
his home computer for editing and printing. Since I
have one of the NEe portables as well as the Morrow
MD3, I thought I would give it a try.

My MD3 came bundled with the MP100 daisy-wheel
printer; but as you know, it is quite slow for such
tasks as listing a long program, so I added a dot
matrix printer to connect to the RS-232 serial port.
Changing between printers is simply a matter of using
SETUP. I wanted to use this port to connect to the
portable computer for transferring files without
losing the use of the port for the serial printer.
The instructions for changing jumpers inside the
computer to configure the serial port for a modem are
in the Micro Decision User's Guide appendices. As
delivered fro~ the factory, the Jumpers are configured
for a printer.' However, it seemed impractical to open
the case every time I wanted to change from printer to
computer interface. By studying the information
provided, I determined that only one signal needed by
the portable (or modem) was missing, which could be
provided by adding one more jumper plug. (See Figure
1.)

After removing the cover from the MD3 I found
there were no extra jumper plugs, so I went to a local
computer store with one from the computer as a sample
and found a set of six of them for less than $1.
After replacing the sample one I had removed to its
original location, I added one more on JPB from pin 22
(5B) to 23 (4B). That's the blank spot right in the
middle of the ones that are there. See your Micro
Decision User's Guide, Appendix D, beginning on page
92, for a description of this operation. Then I
replaced the cover and reconnected the system. Just
to make sure this would have no effect on the printer,
I tried it and it operated normally. Now it is a
simple matter of moving the plug from the printer to
the portable to make data transfers, and back again to
use the printer. If you do not have an RS-232 cable,
Radio Shack sells them for less than $30. Get the
pin-to-pin type with male connectors on both ends, not
the null modem cable that has pins 2 and 3 crossed.

The rest of the operation is entirely software
,and it took some experimenting to find the right
combination to get it to work. It primarily involves

Richard Marwin is an electrical engineer for I.Dckheed,
where he works with digital electronics. With
computers, though, he says, "I'm as much of a beginner
as most other people."

the use of the resident TELCOM program in the portable
and the PIP (Peripheral Interface Program) function of
the CP/M operating system of the Morrow.

First, TEICOM has to be set to provide the format
that Morrow will accept. Perform the following
steps:

a. Tum on the portable and select the TELCOM
program.

b. Press the f-4 button to select STAT.

c. Enter: SI81XS<CR>. This will select the
following parameters:

C = 1200 bps
P = Ignore parity bit
B = 8 bit word length
S = 1 stop bit
X = Control according to X parameter
S = Control according to shj£t in/out param.

This will become the default setting for the portable
unless changed at another time.

Next it is necessary to set up the Morrow to
accept data. For my own personal needs, I put my
WordStar program disk, including PIP.COM and
SETUP.COM, into drive A and a formatted file disk to
receive files from the portable in drive B. If you
use the AUTO program to bring up WordStar, return to
the system by pressing X to get the A>. Now type
SETUP<CR> to check the current printer assignment.
Make sure "B" selects RS-232 Serial, then select it
and press E to make a temporary change. Then ESC to
return to the A>. You are now ready to transfer a
file.

With the RS-232 ports of the two computers
connected together, on the portable select the TELCOM
program and press the f-5 key to select "Term"
(Terminal) • Now press the f-4 key to select "Up"
(Upload the portable file to the Morrow). When the
portable asks "File to Upload?" type in your file name
but do not press <CR> yet. Now on the Morrow
following the A>, type:

A>PIP B:FILENAME.DO=RDR:<CR>

This will cause the Morrow to momentarily access the B
drive while it creates a temporary file. Wait for it
to do this. The cursor will move down to the next
line on the monitor when it's ready. When it does,
press the return on the portable and the "Up" will go
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to reverse video while the file is being uploaded.
Again, wait for it. When the "Up" returns to normal
video, the file has been transferred to the Morrow's
memory--but there's one more thing to do. On the
portable type Control-Z. This will tell the Morrow
that the transfer is complete (end of file), and you
will notice it load the file into the B drive and the
A> will reappear.

Now for the proof of the pudding. Type WS <CR> to
getintoWordStar. Then type LB<CR> to log onto the B
drive. If you now look at the directory, you should
find your FILENAME.DO ready to be edited. If all is
well, press "0" to open a file and call for your
FILENAME.DO. What appears on the screen is
surprising, since the data will run off the right side
of the screen. To see it normally, you will have to
set your desired margins and reformat your file by
typing:

Now that the file is in WordStar, you would think
that you can do with it as you like and it will print
the way you see it, or that you could use Correct-It
to check spelling. Yes, all this is true except for
one more little hitch. When the portable sends
carriage returns at the end of paragraphs, they do not
contain line feeds. So, although it looks fine on the
screen, if you print it now, you will get overprints
on the first line of every Paragraph. To fix this,
simply add another return in WordStar at the end of
every Paragraph so that on the screen there is a space
between them. On the printer this space will not
appear, and you also won't get those overprints.

As an added bonus, it is also possible to use
this setup to transfer files from the portable to the
monitor only, if you just want to review them. To do
this, follow the former instructions except use the
following PIP command:

A>PIP CON:=RDR:<CR>

It is also possible to transfer files from the
Morrow to the portable as follows:

A> PIP PUN:FILENAME.DO=B:FILENAME. (whatever) <CR>

Of course, to do this the portable must first be set
to receive the file. Use TELCOM and Term and press f
5 (Down). When the portable asks "File to Download:"
type in the name you want it called with the .00
extension; and in this case press return immediately.
The "Down" will go to reverse video, and it will wait
patiently for the data until you use the above PIP
command. When the download is complete, on the
portable press Shift f-5 ("Bye"). It is interesting
to watch the screen on the portable during the
download because it displays the file as it is
received.

I strongly recommend reading the CP/M 2.2
OPerating System User Reference Manual that came with

TD 26 ( 1B) 0 0 1 (1A) RD/

TD/ 25 (2B) 0 0 2 (2A) RD

RTS/ 24 (3B) 0 0 3 (3A) DSR

I
RTS 23 (4B) 0 I 0 4 (4A) DSR/

I
1

CTS/ 22 (5B) 0 1 0 I 5 (5A) DTR

1--
1--1

CTS 21 (6B) I 0 0 1 6 (6A) DTR/
I I
1 I

CD 20 (7B) 1 0 0 I 7 (7A) <-3V
1 1
I I

CTS/ 19 (8B) I 0 0 I 8 (8A) <-3V
1 I

DET 18 (9B) 0 0 9 (9A) <-3V

17 ( 10B) 0 0 10 (10A)

16 (11B) 0 0 11 ( 11A)

RxCB 15 (12B) 0 0 12 ( 12A)

U2CLK 14 (13B) 0 0 13 (13A)

Figure 1: Factory Jumper Settings for JPB.
(reproduced from Micro Decision User's Guide,
p. 98)

your computer in the section on PIP beginning on page
17, paragraph 1.6.4. It wiJ.l give you the definitions
for PUN (punch) and RDR (reader), not to mention
several interesting parameters that can be used with
the PIP command.

Although these instructions are specific to the
Morrow MD3 and the NEr PC-8201A, I suspect that with
minor modifications they could also apply to the Radio
Shack Model 100 and the Olivetti M-IO, since all three
are similar and are made by Kyocera.

I am told that using one of the public domain
modem programs is simpler than using PIP, but I do not
have either a modem or any of t.he public domain
programs so I am not qualified to comment on this
aspect. Those of you who do may find it interesting
to eXPeriment with them. For me, the use of PIP seems
simple enough.

Since making this change to my system, I have
found it very handy to write a letter on the portable
while the MD3 is busy printing something on that
deadly slow MP100 printer, and then uploading the
letter for editing and final printing. Works great
for me. a
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PUT A CP/M COMPUTER
IN YOUR PC!

How does It work?
RUN/CPM virtually trans
forms your PC Into any of
the most popular CP/M
systems. A simple replace
ment of your PC's 8088/86
microprocessor with our
N.E.C. V-20/30 micro
processor gives your com
puter the ability to run both 8
bit CP/M and 16 bit MS-DOS
programs. RUN/CPM will

transform your PC's floppy
drives Into CP/M drives able
to directly read, write, and
format over 100 CP/M disks!
Terminal emulation suppor
ting dozens of the most
popular terminals cOrilpletes
the transformation of your
PC Into a CP/M system.

Performance?
Depending on the applica
tion, ,nany of your CP/M pro
grams will run up to 30%
faster on your PC. Other
features Include; ability to
run CP/M programs In color,
logical and physical drive
assignments, run CP/M or
MS-DOS programs fronl the
same prompt. RUN/CPM is
the solution to running CP/M
software on PC's.

To order
send check or money

order (U.S. funds)
add $5.00 shipping/handling.

ORDERS ONLY

1-800-637-7226
T'lIdem" •• CP,W1ID'o't'l ",.I••'Cf'I. InC I, 11M Cl8M COfP I. fIIUN'CPM ,M,cro 1",.,f.CU COlp I MS OOS tU,eIOIOII I"'C I IN'f:l 11"",_ Corp I

Micro Interfaces Corporation
6824 NW. 169th Street, Miami, Florida 33015

(305)'823·8088
Telex 5106004680 MICRO INTER CO

Ask About Our Intel Operating System Interfaces

OEM, VAR, Dealers, Inquiries Invited



About Printer Buffers & Speed

by Sypko Andreae

After a frustrating wait for your computer to
unload a WordStar file into the printer, you must have
wished for a solution to this annoyance. One option
would be to install the WOrdStar internal printer
driver (see MaR Vol. 1, #2, p. 19, and Vol. 1, #4, p.
33), which allows you to edit a file other than the
file currently being printed. Or, you could use a
program like ShadowPrint (MaR Vol. 2, #4, p. 49, and
Vol. 2, #5, p. 19), which runs "in the background"
while WordStar runs in the "foreground"; i.e.,
ShadowPrint manages a print spooler, which allows you
to empty a WordStar output file into another (invisi
ble spooling) file from which the printer is fed
piecemeal, thus freeing WordStar to do other things.

But the easiest, smoothest--and most
expensive--wayto solve the problem is by using a
printer buffer. A printer buffer is basically a chunk
of memory placed between the output port of the
computer and the printer (MORVol. 1, #5, p. 45). The
MicroBuffer in the cover photo is such a device, and
it has 64KB of capacity, good for more than 20 pages-
or a full hour of printing with an MP200.

If you use the serial port and a serial printer,
you have to choose baud rates on both the input and
output sides of the printer buffer. For instance, you
could set the baud rate of your serial port to 19,200
and match that setting on the input of the buffer.
The baud rates of the buffer output and printer input
also must be matched, perhaps at 2,400 baud.

You would think that at 19,200 baud· WOrdStar
would be emptied· in no time, free for the next task.
But, alas, it dOesn't work that way. The new bottle
neck is now WordStar itself. No matter how high you
set the baud rate on the printer serial port of your
computer, WordStar won't be able to get rid of more
than about 3,000 bits per second (bps), which is
roughly equivalent to the synchronous transfer of
bytes at 3,000 baud.

Why is WordStar so slow? Well, it's doing a lot
of formatting on the fly, and with a 4 MHz computer
that's all the "throughput" you get from WordStar. I
measured some other transfer speeds and came up with
the following (give or take 10 percent, depending on
file properties): NeWWOrd, 7,000 bps; PIP, 14,000 bps
(LST device); SUpeICalc, 15,000 bps (hurrah!).

Now, i£ you have an MD3 (without Dave Grothe's
modification, page 17) don't feel bad about having no
more than 9,600 baud available on your serial port.
It will make no difference to WordStar or NeWWOrd
which~ as it turns out, are the real bottlenecks.a

Tales of Power
by Sypko Andreae

Have you ever stopped to think about power issues
related to your personal computer? Have you noticed
an increase in your electricity bill, and are you
blaming your computer and its peripherals? You may be
partially right. But let's take a closer look at how
much power is· really consumed by all the equipment

,that changed your llie and, to a certain extent, your
utility bill.

Just like many household appliances, the power
consumption of your computer equipment is not entirely
constant; it depends on what the equipment does or
what state it. is in. When a washing machine starts
up, for the first fraction of a second it consumes a
current that can be five to 10 times higher than it
will use in its steady state, where it just hums
along. Especially in houses with old wiring, you may
notice the lights dim for a moment during the washer's
power surge.

This surging also occurs when your disk drive
starts up or your printer starts running, but these
surges are by far not so significant as the washer's.
What is more important is the state the equipment ends
up in. A printer will consume 50-100 percent more
power when it actually prints compared to when it just
sits there with the power on.

An MD3 all by itself consumes no more power than
a weak (40 watt) lightbulb, but i£ one of the disk
drives spin, the MD takes an additional 20 watts. Of
course, your MD3 isn't much use without a terminal,
and an MT70 with the power on consumes another 55
watts. Still, that's .not too bad, don't you think?
If you total up the items in the table below that
apply to your system, you'll know what your computer's
contribution to your utility bill is.

Equipment Quiet Floppy On Printing
----------- --------- --------
MD3 40 W 60 W
MD11 80 W 100 W
MT70 55 W
MP200 60 W 80 W
OKI92 55 W 100 W
MicroBuffer 15 W
Hayes Modem 25 W

After I took the trouble to measure these
devices, I felt a lot better knowing the power
consumed was only in a league with lightbulbs. I hope
you feel better, too. II
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MagicSeries
FOR POWERFUL WORD PROCESSING

Over 80 features for both LaserJet and daisywheel printers make
word processors more powerful, more efficient, and easier to use.

MagicPrint includes:
• Typeset-quality proportional spacing
• Footnoting • Sheet feeder control
• Instant formatting • Multi-line headers
• Automatic columns • Plus much more

MagicBind adds:
• File merging
• Auto-numbering

Magiclndex adds:
• Indexing
• Table of contents generation

And with the laser printer version you get even more:

_ Easy font selection - mix any number of fonts

- Line drawing I with straIght hnes 11:::g:;'::::g~:~f:~~~~~~:::1
• Variable-grade boldface - Precision kerning
• Graphics merging _ Odd/even page batch printing'

You get camera-ready copy with perfect proportional spacing 
no "holes" in the text and no distracting hyphens. MagicSeries is
excellent for desktop publishing, writing legal briefs, preparing
academic papers and any other application where professional
document appearance and complete format control are essential.

According to the experts:

"[With MagicSeries] you can raise the quality of the printed
output of your personal computer from typewriter to typeset,
from amateur to professional." - Los Angeles Times, 3/85

".. .if you want the best possible output from your WordStar/PC
system, there is nothing to compare with MagicIndex."

- PC, 10/84

=MagicPrint $195

=MagicPrint + MagicBind $250

=MagicPrint + MagicBind + Magiclndex $295

Works with WordStar and most other text editors.

Computer EdiType Systems
509 Cathedral Parkway, Suite lOA

New York, N. Y. 10025
(800) 251-2223 • (212) 222-8148 in N.Y.

Send me more information.

Name _

Company _

Address _

City State Zip _

o Check here for the LaserJet version
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REVIEWS
HARDWARE REVIEW

PRODUCT:

MANUFACTURER:

PRICE:

Bondwe1l2
Bondwell Industrial Co., Inc.
3300 Seldon Court
Units 10/11
Fremont, CA 94539
415/490-4300

$995

answer to my prayers. It runs CP/M, has a real disk
drive (3.5 inches) and a full-sized liquid crystal
display (LCD) screen, 80 columns by 25 lines. By
Comdex Fall in Las Vegas last November, Bondwell had
expanded their market to North America, and I finally
got to see a Bondwell. I bought one on the spot.

The basic Bondwell has a single disk drive built
into the side of the machine and comes with WordStar,
CalcStar, DataStar, ReportStar and a scheduler.
Options include a 256/512K RAMdisk, a 30-baud modem
and a second, external disk drive.

The Operating System

by Timothy Perrin
Some months ago, as I struggled to complete a

writing assignment in a hotel room using my NEC
PC8201, I made myself a promise: My next computer
would be the only one I needed for both office and on
the-road use. I think I may have found the right one
in the Bondwell 2, a compact lap-portable computer
that seems to fill the bill.

I had been using the NEC as my portable machine
for a year and a haJ£, and, although a good stopgap
machine, it had definite problems: The screen was
just too small (40 columns by 8 lines); file storage
was tiny (64K in my machine); word processing was
primitive; and there was no modem until I installed
one myself.

Other lap-portables that had hit the market all
came with disqualifying shortcomings. The Data
General 1 and its ilk, besides being expensive, run
MS-DOS, which means I would have had to duplicate my
entire software library in two operating systems (my
main machines at home and in my office both run CP/ M).
The Epson Geneva, while a CP/M machine, has no disk
drive, an 8-line screen and, by the time you add a
modem and an adequate RAMdisk, is expensive. Its
software comes on chips, meaning that Epson has the
market cornered and the price inflated. Also, you
can't patch software on a chip, and I like lots of
patches in my software.

Last spring, a friend returning from the Japanese
Comdex showed me a brochure for the Bondwell 2, a lap
portable computer he had seen in Tokyo. Made by a
Hong Kong company, the Bondwell seemed to be the

Tim Perrin is a free-lance writer based in Vancouver,
Canada. He uses a Morrow MD3 in his office, an
Osborne 1 at home and a Bondwell 2 in between. In
addition to writing about computers and new technology
for several magazines, he also produces what he hopes
are among the better manuals for computers and
printers.

The Bondwell's operating system seems to be a
standard implementation of CP/M. So far, all the
software I have moved over and tried has run fine;
including SmartKey and Write-Hand-Man, both of which
load in high memory and fool around with memory
vectors. I've even managed to patch the commercial
telecommunications program IReachOut" to operate on
the Bondwell. Installing software from other CP/M
computers is fairly easy because Bondwell has included
a fairly comprehensive list of screen control codes
and I/O ports in the documentation.

My only complaint, and a fairly technical one it
is, is that the IOBYTE is fairly limited. CON is
limited to the keyboard and screen, RDR and PUN to the
serial port. LST can be assigned to either the serial
or parallel port, however. Changes there will have to
wait for some industrious assembly language pro
grammer to write new drivers for the BIOS. [For an
explanation of what the IOBYTE does, see the CP/M
manual. The IOBYTE is not implemented in Micro
"Decisions, but in most other CP/M machines it is.
--Ed.]

The CP/M disk, in addition to having a program
for copying files on a single-drive machine, has the
standard CP/M utilities (ED, DDT, STAT, etc.) and
several telecommunications programs. Two of these
telecommunications programs are useful only if
transferring files to another Bondwell computer (they
make an entire line of CP/M and MS-DOS systems).
Another controls the optional 300-baud modem you can
install in the computer. There is also a copy of good
01' Modem 7 communication program, modified for the
Bondwell.

The SETUP program lets you reconfigure the serial
port for synchronous or asynchronous communication at
speeds from 75 to 19,200 baud. It also lets you load
up to 16 keystrokes into each of the 16 function keys
on the Bondwell. These options can then be stored in
an executable .COM file or in a special .KEY file.
The key files are used by a special AUTORUN program
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that autoboots on each disk, then lists the program
files. When you sPeCify which one to run, if it has
an associated .KEY file, it will let you load it.

Software Bundle

The applications software that comes with the
Bondwell is all made by MicroPro International Corp.:
~rdStar (Vers. 3.30), Datastar, CalcStar and
ReportStar all seem to run as they should and are
patchable. So far, I have improved the screen display
of the ~rdStarand patched it for print spooling when
printing (see MOR Vol. 1, #2, June 1984, p. 19, and
MOR Vol. 1, #4, Oct. 1984, p. 33), both with no
problems.

Due to the slower clock speed of a CMOS CPU (2
MHz vs. the 4 MHz in most CP/M machines), some of the
software seems to run a bit slow. Spreadsheet
recalculation can take a moment, but I didn't find the
delay intolerable, by any means.

The Hardware

The Bondwell 2 packs a lot into a 12-pound
package. The main computer has one 3.5-inch disk
drive, an 80-column by 25-line ICD display and a full
keyboard.

The disk drive uses normal 3.5-inch disks, the
same kind as used on the Macintosh and several other
machines. After years of careful handling of 8-inch
and 5.25-inch floppies, the 3.5-inch disks are a joy.
Their hard plastic shells make them a lot easier to
deal with, and a metal slide that protects the disk
surface means that you don't have to be as fastidious
around your disks. When formatted, they hold 360K of
data. Minimum file size is 2K.

The ICD screen suffers from the weakness of all
ICD screens: It's hard to read in poor light.
However, in good light, it's quite adequate and offers
something few CP/M machines do, bit-addressable
graphics. Unfortunately, there's nothing in the
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manual about how to use them. (Bit addressable or
bit-mappable graphics are a feature that enables you-
with the appropriate software--to generate displays
far more sophisticated than our Morrow (character
oriented) terminals are capable of.)

The poor character quality on the screen can
probably be remedied by an electroluminescent screen
upgrade available from the Axonics COrPOration, 417
Wakara Way, Salt Lake City, UT 84108 ($300, includes
shipping).

The keyboard is very similar to the Radio Shack
Model 100 and NEC 8201 keyboards. The keycaps and
layout are largely the same, and the feel is just as
good. Its major failing is the inability to access
several control characters from the keyboard: .....\,"
"1," "......." and ,.- •" Normally this would not be a
problem, but several good programs, notably WRITE, do
use them. They can be programmed into the function
keys, however, which is an adequate fix.

There are three plugs to the outside world on the

back of the computer. The RS-232 serial port and
Centronics parallel port both use unusual plugs and
interesting pin-outs. However, the manual details
which signal goes on which line, so making up cables
is not impossible. Of course, Bondwell offers cables
as well. The third plug is for an optional external
disk drive.

Power comes from an internal lead-acid battery
that takes about 12 hours to recharge and is supposed
to provide about eight hours operating time (though my
experience shows it to be shorter). There is no
battery compartment, and you cannot put in
conventional batteries. When the battery begins to
get low, the red power light begins to flash, and you
either have to plug in the power supply (13.8 volts,
1.3 amps) or shut down.

Options

The Bondwell 2 has several available options,
some of which slide into a slot on the bottom of the
machine.
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THEIJ!i::.TECTOA,.

Protect Your Investment
Solve Your MD"f-20 Keyboard Problems.

r-"---"

/
!

• Eliminates damage due to dust, ,:'
smoke, liquids, and static. /

• Prevents data loss I
• Professional -

appearance
• Easy to use
• Cost effective protection

The Protector™ is waterproof, yet it breathes.
Heat and moisture escape; condensation is no problem.

The Protector is durable. It will never become
brittle, crack, or tear.

Custom tailored for your specific equipment,
The Protector is the best protection you can buy.
Fine cotton fabric and expert tailoring make The Protector
the only cover appropriate for a professional's office.

Computer Protectors, $29.95, $39.95
Printer Protectors, $19.95, $29.95

Inquire about quantity discounts.
To order call 1-800-232-1211. We guarantee satisfaction.
Dealers inquire on your letterhead.
The Protector Corporation, 375 S. 41st Street, Boulder, CO 80303

JACOBS COMPUTER SERVICES CLASSIFIEDS

P.O. Box 415
Pinole, CA 94564

(415) 724-2446

Call for repair or consulting for Morrow
equipment. (Micro Decision, DECISION 1, S100)

MORROW MDT 20/LEAR SIEGLER ADM 20: New
terminals for sale $300 each. Repairs. 115
and 220 volt rrodels avaiable. Calif. res.
add $19.50 tax.

DECISION 1 avNERS: Speed up CP/M! MICRONIX
too slow? We have RAM DISK SOF'IWARE. For
single user CP/M only. Hardware remains able
to run Micronix later. (RAM disk and
Micronix won't run at the same time.) $200.
Demo $3.00. Calif. res. add 6.5~ tax.

FOR SALE: Morrow Boards, Drives, etc.

USED MDT 60 Terminals $249

A 256K RAMdisk is one of those. When it is
installed, the computer automatically recognizes that
it's there and boots the operating system from a ROM
chip on the RAMdisk or from a floppy, as you wish.
The RAMdisk is also expandable to 512K by the addition
of eight chips and a little soldering. It looks to be
a fairly straightforward job for the technically
minded, although I must confess that I haven't had a
chance to give it a try yet.

A 300-baud modem can also plug into that same
slot (meaning that you have to chose between a mcrlem
or the RAMdisk). It has autodialing software with it
but will also run off of other telecommunications
packages such as MDM7 and commercial packages. (You
can also hook an external modem to the Bondwell's
serial port, but you will need a special cable.)

The machine also supports an external 3.5-inch
disk drive. When plugged in, the computer auto
matically recognizes that it is there and designates
it drive B. (The RAMdisk is normally drive A when it
is plugged in and the internal drive becomes drive C.
With no RAMdisk plugged in, the internal drive is
designated drive A.)

Documentation

Bondwell's documentation is sparse but adequate.
That's not to say that you don't get lots, but most of
it consists of standard CP/M manuals from Digital
Research and the MicroPro manuals for the software.
The user's manual for the computer itself is a slim
110 pages but includes fairly complete information to
help you get started. It covers unpacking and setup,
the basics of CP/M (file names, wild cards, etc.), how
to connect peripherals and the operation of the SETUP
program. There are appendices outlining how to
recharge the battery, screen control codes, CP/M
logical-physical device assignments, I/O port
addresses, memory maps, a trouble-shooting chart and
specifications.

Conclusion

The Bondwell 2 is a practical, cost-effective
alternative to both inadequate lap-portables and bulky
"transportables." A basic system lists at $995,
while adding all the options (RAMdisk, modem, external
drives, special cables, carrying case) adds another
$800. The software bundle is adequate but nothing
that will knock your socks off. The CP/M operating
system, which undoubtedly puts some people off, is a
bonus. With a RAMdisk, CP/M is everything MS-DOS
claims to be. It's a proven system with an incredible
array of available software. While not as sexy (to
some) as the IBM-compatible, gimmick-ridden products
available, CP/M prcrlucts do get the job done, at a
price the rest of us can afford. a
[© 1986 by Timothy Perrin. All Rights Reserved.]
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HARDWARE REVIEW

Bill Steele works in Ithaca, New York, as a free-lance
writer specializing in science, medicine and
technology. He is a member of the MOR Editorial
Council and also writes the Mailbox column for MOR.

A small door on the left side of the case covers
the on-off switch, screen brightness control, AC
adapter socket and battery compartment. With frequent
disk access, you can run about two hours on a charge;
and the battery automatically charges while running on
AC. The manual warns against switching between
battery and AC without turning off the computer. At
the rear are a serial and a parallel port (both with

by Bill Steele
The Morrow pivot II is alive and well and living

under an assumed name, as the Zenith Z-171 Portable.
The version being marketed by Zenith is said to be
essentially the same as the Pivot II, although Zenith
claims to have made some improvements inside. Since
we haven't been able to get a pivot to review, I
jumped at the chance to play with a Z-171.

DB25 connectors), a modular phone plug, a composite
video output for an external monochrome monitor and an
RGB output for a color monitor. Neither the color nor
the monochrome output works without an optional color
video card, and the phone plug is useless without the
internal modem.

Above the regular keyboard are function keys F1
FlO, close enough to the screen to be labeled by
software on the status line, and four "icon" keys, all
on a membrane keyboard which requires a firm push,
making them a bit slower than ''real'' keys. Plastic
templates designed for the IBM keyboard won't fit, of
course.

The icon keys are for moving around in the bullt
in ROM software. When you tum on the machine, the
screen displays a world map, a calendar for the
current month and the time. Using the function keys,
you can cycle the clock to any time zone in the world,
with the map showing where you are. This is one of
those flashy features that really isn't good for much;
I'd rather they'd used the space for a more versatile
calendar. You can cycle the calendar forward or back
one month at a time and move the cursor to any day of
the month. Pressing F1, labeled "Schedule," will
bring up an appointment list for the date under the
cursor. In this mode you can enter an alarm setting
for any appointment, and the computer will beep at you
five minutes before the set time, but only if it's
on.

The screen is a full 25-line by 80-character
liquid crystal display (LCD) with electroluminescent
backlighting, showing dark gray letters on a bright
field. I'm told Zenith uses a different screen from
Morrow, and my first reaction was "Good for Morrow!"
because I didn't like the Z-171 screen's pale
turquoise color, which at first reminded me of an
oscilloscope. After a while it grew on me, though,
and I started thinking of it as "sky blue." Room
light doesn't wash it out; it was easy to read on a
desktop six feet from a window on a sunny day. I
found rewriting on the screen to be a tad slower than
on my MD, probably a characteristic of the LCD
display.

The keyboard is full-sized, but condensed: Many
keys perform two or three functions, selected
variously by holding the "Left Shift," "Right Shift,"
"Ctrl" and "Alt" keys. This gets confusing, and the
Right Shift is a bit awkward to reach. The block of
keys below 7-8-9 serve as a numeric keypad activated
by the ''Num Lock" key. The numbers, like some other
alternate functions, are printed in very small
characters on the comers of the keys. A bit too
small for fast data entry, perhaps. Several SPecial
keys are located at the bottom of the keyboard, on
either side of the space bar; when touch typing, my
fingers found the shift keys in the eXPected places,
but whenever I felt those extra keys below them I got
confused. All this makes for a lot of hunt and Peck
when doing anything other than typing text. The keys
have as good a feel as any standard computer keyboard
I've used.

Z-171
MANUFACTURER: Zenith Distribution Corp.

800 Mariposa Street
San Francisco, CA 94107
415/621-8545

$2,399 for two 360K DS/DD 5-1/4
inch drives, 256K RAM (expandable
to 1 MB), AC adapter/charger and
MS-DOS.

Optional battery pack: $69.
Optional internal 1200/300 baud

modem: $379.

PRICE:

PRODUCT:

The name "laptop" is something of a misnomer for
this machine, not because of its weight--a tolerable
14 lbs.--but its shape. Closed, it stands 9.5-inches
high, 13-inches wide and 6.6-inches deep, about the
size and weight of a TV cable converter box. The
front folds down to become the keyboard. In this
position the "footprint" is about 13-inches wide by
14-inches deep. Since the weight is still in the
vertical part of the box, trying to balance it on your
knees will result in its falling over backwards onto
the floor. Carrying it with the detachable shoulder
strap (there's no handle) is about like carrying a
heavy camera case; if I were going to do it a lot, I'd
invest in a foam shoulder pad. A foam-lined nylon
case is available, adding about two pounds.

The disk drives are mounted vertically in the
right side of the case. The manual warns that you
shouldn't remove a disk when the red LED disk access
light is on, but you can't see the light from in
front. It's also a bit difficult to push disks into
the spring-loaded drives while sitting in front of the
machine. The drives are quiet; in a normal office I
usually couldn't hear them.

(continued)
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Checks & Balances will unscramble your checkbook by:
Keeping a full year at a time
Reconciling your bank statement
Flagging missing or duplicated checks
Writing checks with your computer
Allowing for automatic teller machine transactions
Single entry format-fast, easy use for home or small business
Easy-to-remember English commands and full-screen editing

Get organized for Uncle Sam
Enter check or CASH transactions
Transactions may be divided to multiple accounts
Track travel and mileage for your deductions
Reports combining multiple checkbooks
Net worth, profit/loss, income/expense reports
Keeps a full year-calendar or fiscal-with no closing at the

end of a month. You can enter that shoebox of receipts
for the year on April 14 to beat the deadline!

Generate reports for all or part of the year anytime

Plus it contains a rolodex for names and addresses so you may use
window envelopes with checks or print mailing labels, rolodex
cards or envelopes.

ONLY $74.95 • 30-day money back guarantee
Not copy protected!

BOWLING LEAGUE SECRETARY
Written by Patrick Lajko of CDE-a bowler with a high of 287, he knows what a
league secretary needs. The Secretary computes averages, handicaps (5 different
ways) and maintains high, scratch and HDCP games, team standings, and it even
tells you what lane to bowl on! Complete printed reports. Enter the scores, it does
the rest. Free updates for one year. Not copy protected. For CP/M-80 or MS-DOS
and PC-DOS. Price $89.95

UNBELIEVABLE PRICES ON IBM-XT COMPATIBLE
COMPUTERS WITH SOFTWARE

256K, 2 half-height floppies, keyboard, color graphics card with
monochrome monitor, serial, parallel, game ports. $989.00
640K, 20 meg hard disk, 2 floppies, keyboard, RGB color monitor,
serial, parallel, game ports, 5151 keyboard. $1995.00

Ordering Information
Checks & Balances and Bowling Secretary system requirements-CP/M: 60K RAM
MS-DOS/PC-DOS: 192K RAM. All require 2 floppies or hard disk, or one floppy
with over 500K.
Check, Visa, MC accepted. $3 P&H per order. Outside USA $10 per
order, no COD. Computers shipped UPS surface rate.

CDE SOFTWARE • 948 Tularosa Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90026 • (213) 661-2031

Pressing the phone icon brings
up a directory; numbers stored in it
can be auto-dialed from the optional
built-in modem. That puts you in a
"dumb" terminal mode, i.e., there's
no built-in communications software
for transferring disk files. The
appointments and phone directory
share 4K of non-volatile memory, not
expandable. The calculator icon
turns on a standard 4-banger with
memory, with a display that windows
over whatever else is on the
screen.

You can call any of the built
in functions from inside any other
program, then return to where you
left off. Pressing the disk icon
when you're looking at the 'Wt>rld map
boots the disk in drive A, or
returns you to software already
running. You can also boot directly
on startup, skipping the map
display. Pressing the clock icon
takes you back to the map. Although
it's used for initial boot-up, the
disk icon is not a reset; you get
that by pressing three keys at once,
awkward but hard to do by
accident.

Zenith bundles in no software
except MS-DOS, but the Z-171 is
almost totally IBM compatible,
running every program anyone has
tried except IBM BASIC, which is
ROM-specifiC; that's no loss, since
GW BASIC is identical. Only three
other MS-DOS machines (one made by
Zenith) offer such complete
compatibility. The processor is an
80C88, a CMOS (very low power drain)
version of the 8088, running at
4.77 MHz. "

Despite its compatibility, I
probably wouldn't want this as my
only computer, mostly because of the
tricky keyboard. But if you really
need a portable, and don't really
need to run it on your lap, I can't
imagine a better choice. At least·
until a real Pivot comes along.D
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HARDWARE REVIEW

PRODUCT: DriveC2
& Interface

VERSION TESTED: 1 Megabyte DriveC2

MANUFACTURER: West.Wind Computer
1690 65th Street
Emeryville, CA 94608
(415) 652-3222

to make one giant three megabyte RAMdisk. Installing
all three inside the Morrow is possible; however, it
pushes the Morrow's power supply close t.o its limit.
Therefore, West.Wind recommends insta] ling a third
Drivec2 only as a stand-alone unit or with one of
their hard disks that has its own power supply.
Regardless of where they are physically located, all
Drivec2s attached to a particular computer combine
into one large unit as far as the computer is
concerned.

Let me say right off that I love my Drivec2.

by Erik Preminger

Note: WestWind has just announced a special deal:
The interface, 1 megabyte Drivec2 and a 5 megabyte
hard disk for $995.

Erik Lee Preminger is a free-lance writer living in
San Francisco. His most recent book, GYPSY & ME: At
Home and On the Road with Gypsy Rose Lee, has just be
re-issued in paperback.

Installing the Drivec2 requires first installing
a WestWind Interface. This interface, which includes
software and a small circuit board, permits the fu] 1
line of westWind enhancements (Drivec2s, hard disks,
removable hard disks, tape backup systems, and their
multi-user network called WEB) to be added to the
Morrow with nothing more than a screwdriver and often
not even that.

If your Z-80 chip plugs into t.he motherboard,
instal lation of the interface requires only unplugging
the Z-80 chip and plugging the interface into the
socket in its place. If your Z-80 chip is located
under your disk drives, they must first be removed.
For either of these cases, WestWind's instructions are
well illustrated and clearly written. Anyone
comfortable with a screwdriver (which westWind even
supplies!) should be able to handle it.

There is one hitch (isn't there always?) with the
Drivec2--or any RAMdisk, for that matter. Because
it's basically a collection of memory chips,
everything in it is lost when the computer is turned
off or the power fails. This means the user must be
careful to backup all data onto a floppy or hard disk.
I knew about this before I got my Drivec2, and I was
concerned that backing up my files onto floppies was
going to be very tedious. In practice it's become
virtually automatic and I hardly notice the time. It
certainly doesn't compare with the constant
aggravation of waiting for disk access.

The ease with which the interface can be
installed depends upon the location of the Z-80 chip
(the Morrow's central processor) on the motherboard
and whether it is soldered to the motherboard or
simply plugged in. The first thing you need to do,
therefore, is locate the Z-80 chip. To do this,
disconnect the power and remove the cover of your
computer. The Z-80 chip is one of the large chips
(about 1-3/4 inches long, 1/2 inch wide, and notched
at. one end) and is usually labeled either on the
motherboard or on the chip itself with some form of
"Z80-CPU."

On the other hand, if your Z-80 chip is soldered
to the motherboard (as was mine), you should not
attempt to install the interface yourself. Trying to
unsolder your chip without professional equipment can
ruin the motherboard. Any qualified computer repair
shop can install the interface for you, and WestWind
will do it without charge if you bring or send them
your CPU.

MD-3 (ROM rev. 3.1)
NOTE: WestWind products can be
installed in most Z-80 computers
including all MDs. There is a
stand-alone unit available for
the MD-3P (portable).

Interface - $100
512K DriveC2 - $349
1 megabyte Drivec2 - $499

PRICE:

TESTED ON:

For NewWord users, the Drivec2, means no more
pauses while NewWord accesses the floppy disk for an
overlay or moves data back and forth when the current
document exceeds the working memory. For Personal
Pearl users, Drivec2 eliminates switching disks when
printing reports that require a sort. It also cuts
the sorting time by 25-50 percent. For spreadsheet
users, Drivec2 comes with SuperSize SuperCalc2, which
is compatible with regular SupeICalc files but allows
for much larger spreadsheets. And for everyone, the
Drivec2 virtually eliminates waiting for documents to
be printed because it includes a full control print
buffer.

I consider my Morrow the Volkswagen beetle of
computers: reliable and cheap but frustratingly slow
on the pickup. Now imagine a supercharged beetle that
zips along like a Ferrari. Well, that's how my Morrow
feels since I added a DriveC2.

What is a Drivec2? Basically, it is a state-of
the-art RAMdisk (i.e., a circuit board containing a
number of Random Access Memory chips), which the
computer treats as another floppy drive but which
responds up to 20 times faster than a floppy because
it's totally electronic. DriveC2s come in two sizes,
512K and one megabyte, and up to three can be combined
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After the interface is installed, the Drivec2 is
secured inside the CPU with an "L" bracket and six
screws, plugged into the interface and plugged into
the Morrow power supply. WestWind supplies all the
necessary hardware, and again their lucid instructions
make this a breeze.

I.jke all computer hardware, the Drivec2 depends
on system and utility software to function. Here,
too, WestWind has excelled, making the Drivec2
virtually effortless to use. Every morning, I boot my
computer with a SPecial Drivec2/NeWWOrd/Correct-It
disk that I created (see DRIVEC2 on FLOB/JUN86,
Diskette #7) in drive A and my data disk in drive B.
less than two minutes later I'm at NewWord's opening
menu, all automatically. From then on I work as I
always have, except faster.

A word here about speed. Although it's fast,
everything does not happen instantly with a Drivec2.
A Ferrari might be faster than a VW in getting from
point A to point B, but it still takes some time to
make the trip. So, too, does the DriveC2. For
example, without the Drivec2 it takes Control-QC 7+
seconds to scroll from the top to the bottom of this
document. With the Drivec2, it takes 3+ seconds.
Four seconds may not sound like much, but in practice
those seconds and the many others saved by the Drivec2
add up to a smoother flow of ideas and words that
can't be appreciated until experienced.

I use my Morrow mostly for writing with NewWord;
however, I also use Personal Pearl to maintain two
databases from which I prepare various list-type
reports, and I have found the DriveC2 very useful for
these applications. Because of the size of the
Personal Pearl programs, the way they access drives
and the large temporary files created by PSORT, I
created two disks for Personal Pearl on my Drivec2
(see DRIVEC2 on FLOB/JUN86, Diskette #7): one for
designing reports, designing forms and entering data;
the second for producing reports and sorting. I boot
or reset my computer with the appropriate disk in
drive A, and 90 seconds later my programs are loaded.
I place my data file disk in drive B, and I'm ready to
work. If I want to prePare a report, I copy the
appropriate files from drive B to the RAMdisk in order
to take maximum advantage of the Drivec2's increased
speed during sorting. For all other Pearl functions,
I access and save the data files directly to and from
drive B, thus minimizing the risk of data loss due to
a power or computer failure.

The other major feature of the Drivec2 is its
print buffer. It can take up as much or as little of
the Drivec2 as you choose when you create your
w.u:ONFIG.SYS file (see DRIVEC2 on FLOB/JUN86, Diskette
#7). Unless you chose to give it SPecific
instructions, the print buffer acts invisibly,
accepting whatever you send to the printer at computer
speed and then passing it on to the printer at printer
speed while you use the computer to work on another
file or even another program. Or you can use
westWind's print buffer program (PRINTPAC) to set the

buffer to print from 1-255 copies of up to four
different documents in any order you choose. PRINTPAC
also allows you to pause in the printing of one
document to print another.

westWind supplies many other handy utilities with
the Interface and DriveC2: There is a disk manager
(DISKMGR) that permits deleted files to be restored,
maps out bad sectors on a disk, displays a detailed
status of files and disks, and more. There is a
program for backing up files (ARKIVE) that is
extremely valuable to hard disk, dBase II and
spreadsheet users because it allows large files to be
backed up onto more than one floppy. There's a
program for creating menus (MENUPAC) to fit the
SPecial needs of your various applications, which
strikes me as particularly useful for hard disk users
when many people are using the same system.

Two application programs come with the DriveC2:
SUPERFlLE, which permits the indexing of all your data
files, and SUPERSIZE SUPERCALC-2, which allows for
over 512K of spreadsheet memory when used with the 1.
megabyte Drivec2 (256K on the 512K Drivec2) and
provides for backing up these large files onto more
than one floppy disk when necessary. I am not
familiar with either of these programs; but I did try
them, and they seemed to function as promised.

So what's wrong with the Drivec2? Nothing major.
The manual is a little unwieldy because it covers all
of their products, so you have to wade through the
hard disk instructions even if you're dealing only
with a Drivec2; also, it needs an index. The print
buffer is not totally independent of the computer, so
the printer pauses during certain operations that
require the constant attention of the CPU, such as
massive spreadsheet recalculations and copying files
from one disk to another. Some programs (THOUGHTLINE
and HOME ACCOUNTANT, for example) can't be run with
the DriveC2 because they use more than the 55,814
bytes of transient program area (that part of the
Morrow's basic 64K used for running programs)
available after the Drivec2 operating system is
booted. westWind reports that some Osborne users have
had trouble running Personal Pearl for this reason,
but I've encountered none with my MD3. All of these
programs can, of course, be run normally by simply not
initializing the DriveC2. And, finally, there's the
expense. None of WestWind's products is cheap;
however, the cost of the DriveC2 seems a small price
to pay to put the heart of a Ferrari in your Morrow.

WestWind's slogan is "CP/M Lives." Unlike most
in the computer industry who have turned their backs
on us, WestWind has put together a full line of
enhancements that will allow us to continue using our
computers--and, more important, our software--for
years to come. My only suggestion, given the
extraordinary performance of the DriveC2, is that they
change their slogan to "CP/M Lives...in the Fast
Lane." n
[ © 1986 by Erik Preminger. All Rights Reserved.]
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SOFTWARE REVIEW

PROGRAM: Alist
Alphabetically Ordered Lists

VERSION TESTED: 2.2X

MANUFACTURER: !rata Software
2562 East Glade
Mesa, AZ 85204
602/898-6484

PRICE: $39.95

by Phyllis Brooks

It isn't hard for me to review a program like
ALIST from the point of view of a novice user.
Despite its explanatory subtitle "Alphabetically
Ordered I.J.sts," ALIST is a simple database program. I
have taught myself something about several database
programs but have made continuous use of none of them.
I once used Personal Pearl to compile a lengthy
alphabetized glossary but I forget how I did it and I
would have to relearn everything in order to recreate
the process. So, virgin I'm not, but blunderer (i.e.,
typical first-time user) I am.

Being methodical, and trusting the word, I took
the ALIST manual and started. Already, on page 1, I
was thankful that I was not really a database virgin!
What's a "record"? What's a "field"? What does
"specify conditions" mean? What does "menu driven"
mean? (Look, I learned these the hard way myself and
know how opaque--good computer term!--such
terminology is to someone who simply wants to learn
how to store some information and make alphabetical
lists from it.) The writers of this manual know their
material backwards. But they did not consider deeply
enough the needs of a first-time user, the one person
who will rely on the manual. They did show what some
basic notations, like [RET], mean. (The first time I
encountered "Press <CR>"--in the LogiCalc manual--I
typed every combination imaginable of the characters
"< C R >," including holding them all down at once,
before giving up and calling a friend who told me to
try the carriage return.

I plunged into the tutorial. I could tell that
~e writers were trying to be helpful--they used
informal language like "stuff will appear on the
screen"--and I decided to relax, be very uncritical
and meet them hal£way whenever there was any room for
doubt. Still, I was puzzled when the first thing that
appeared on the screen after I entered the date was a
list of "initialization fiIes." The manual tells me
to expect a list of data files. Deciding they were
the same thing, I went on. (They aren't, but it
didn't hurt me to assume they were.)

Studying the sample address list provided as the

Phyllis Brooks has taught writing at U.C. Berkeley for
17 years and has also been a free-lance translator,
journalist, editor and technical writer.

basis of the tutorial was painful: distorted forms
like "Santa Clause," "Paul Bunyon," " Mack the Knive"
and, possibly worst of all to a cartoon aficionada,
''Wyllie Coyote." The user wonders whether
carelessness in the surface things may extend to
carelessness in features of the program itself. (The
software catalog supplied with the program is also
rife with spelling errors.)

Still, I checked through the list, added a few
entries, printed a list or two--selecting names
according to conditions--and corrected the existing
entries to get rid of the worst spelling problems.
Unfortunately, both the manual and the on-screen
instructions continued to confuse me. In the face of
on-screen instructions like "Type R to re-enter INPUT"
I went wrong. I assumed this meant something like
"Make the entries you have just typed a permanent part
of the file holding this list of data" when it
actu~lly meant "Go back into the ~tate wh~$ yo,u can
continue to make new entries for· ultimate
incorporation into this file." I should have known
that "re-enter" here is an intransitive verb and that
INPUT in all caps refers to a mode and doesn't refer
to the data itself. But "should have known" isn't the
same as "does know." There's plenty of space on the
screen for a much clearer statement, maybe something
like "Press R if you want to type in some more
entries." We end users want to do things with the
program, not learn the inner pathways --or the
program.

When I religiously did what the tutorial told me,
I was generally OK. But the program has quirks each
user has to find for him- or herself. Here's one I
found: I was taught how to select specific sets of
items for printing. One of the examples involves
listing all people with the name John. I had added
some names to the file, among them a Johnson. Sure
enough, William Johnson's entry was printed out with
the others.

Important bits of information are just plain
omitted. I found out only by trial and error that I
c<;:>uld use the backspace key to correct my typing any
time before I had pressed <CR>. No, the rub out or
delete key doesn't work. Other information is given
in a perversely confusing order: Right after I was
told that I could use either upper- or lower-case
letters to enter one-letter commands, I was told to
type "G" as a start letter. I typed a lower-case "g,"
and nothing appeared on my screen. Then the tutorial
told me that typing "g" at that point wiIl not work; I
must type "G." (Yes, there is a difference between a
command and a start letter--but I'm a novice user,
remember?) Entries the learner is to type are
sometimes given with a beginning space, which is
'p<?inted out only after the event, when most people
wlll have made the entry without a space. And so
on.

The main overall problem, however, is one of
inappropriate terminology, both in the on-screen
instructions and in the manual. Terms like "print
mask," "internal buffer," "mode" and soon intrude to
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confuse the beginner. Throwing in a few expressions
like "let's try that one more time" does not make a
manual user-friendly!

Still, I worked my way through with only a few
. complete blocks. (I was, for example, never able to
retrieve a record I had erased.) But it wasn't easy.
For example, I wanted to wipe out an entire file in
which I had made too many mistakes and could find no
command that would let me do so. I eventually
discovered that most such housekeeping tasks must be
taken care of by leaving the program and using CP/M
commands.

When I got to the point of using the data from
one list to compile another list, to be sorted in a
different way, I nearly gave up. But I had a review
to write. I was told suddenly that I could go no
farther in the tutorial until I jumped ahead and
learned how to use the ALISTU program, which had not
been mentioned up to this point, even in the
mtroduction. ALISTU was described as being in
Section II. I found no Section II. Oh, there it
was--a heading on page 31. But all the section
listings were for "2," not "II" (not the same in my
vocabulary) • Then a false effort to simplify
terminology betrayed me. I was told that ALISTU lets
me create my "very own files." I thought that was
what I was doing as I added data to the sample files.
On reading farther on, I found out that with ALISTU I
could create my own forms to hold data and sort it.
That's what those .INI files are! They don't hold the
data, only the form. Aha!

In learning about ALISTU, I created yet another
name and address file. Can ALIST be used for anything
other than names and addresses? Not if you go by the
manual. (Confession: I find my little address book
more convenient than a computer for storing names,
addresses and telephone numbers, and I like to address
Christmas cards by hand.) The manual should provide
some suggestions for other uses of the program. Even
I found some, and only then was I impressed by what
the program can do.

I

I often have to compile bibliographies and
glossaries, which become cumbersome to alphabetize as
the number of entries rises. I tried creating a
glossary first, with two entries: WORD and
DEFINITION. As I created my new form with ALISTU, I
had t.o choose from an array of 13 printing options.
The explanations both for their use and for the
mysterious TBS settings are obscure. The printing
options are not even listed completely anywhere in the
manual. Only the first five appear in the command
summary for ALISTU. I had to find out about numbers
6-13 by trial and error. I made many misassumptions,
but I finally found a way to print each word on a new
line, skip three spaces and then print its definition
on the same line.

The bibliography then was easier. After setting
up entries for AUTHOR, TITLE, PLACE, PUBLISHER, YEAR
and PAGES, I carefully juggled the print options so
that all entries in each item would print
continuously, with new items starting on a new line.

By remembering to end AUTHOR, TITLE, YEAR and PAGES
entries with a period, PLACE with a colon and
PUBLISHER with a comma, I got a very respectable
looking alphabetized bibliography in a fUe I could
edit with WordStar or NewWord. (All lines ended in
hard c.arriage returns and were a nuisance to reformat.
Obviously, more exploralion and experimentation are in
order.)

Could I put a bibliography in order by year of
publication? Since I was shown in the tutorial how to
set up a file sorted numerically by ZIP code, I knew
that the program had some number-sorting ability. I
tried putting entries in order by a set of random
numbers. The order was like an alphabetical list
rather than numerical order: 12, 134, 1546, 23, 345,
36, 7, 815, 8267. ALIST will give a true numerical
order only if all the items are whole numbers (no
decimals) with the same number of integers. StUI,
that means any year since 1000 A.D. could be used as
an entry by which to sort bibliographic items. But
how to alphabetize items within each year? If I
create my bibliography first, alphabetizing it by
author, and then create a new file in order by year,
merging in the data from the previously alphabetized
file, I should get what I want. Hey, this isn't such
a bad little program after all.

Now that I know how to use it, I'll use ALIST
again. But a decent manual and clearer, result
oriented on-screen instructions would have saved me
hours of frustration and false starts in the
learning. a

Backpack™
The easy and fast

HARD DISK BACKUP/RESTORE UTILITY
you have been waiting for!!!

• 380K in 1-1/2 min. (CP/M Plus)
• 380K in 2-1/2 min. (CP/M-80)
• Selective backup / restore
• Utilizes user numbers
• Utilizes status bits like PIP

(R/O, SYS, Archive)

Works like PIP -
right off the Command line!

List Price: $150

Bright Light, Inc.
520 Fellowship Road #C30l
M1. Laurel, New Jersey 08054
(609) 778-0772
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SOFTWARE REVIEW

Alist Plus is a simple filing database, in
compiled BASIC, for keeping lists of data sorted
alphabetically or numerically. It will keep a mailing
list, easily outputting to Rolodex or addressbook
forms, mail labels and merge-print files. Because it
will search and extract by condition on any or all
fields and its field lengths are generous, it also
seems suitable for such lists as bibliographies;
client, customer or investigation lists with extensive
background and credit information; legal file data
with service-by-mail lists; and personnel and payroll
data.

PROGRAM:

VERSION TESTED:

AUTHOR:

MANUFACTURER:

DISK SPACE:

PRICE:

Alist Plus
3.00

Michael Blake

Irata - Alist
2562 E. Glade
Mesa, AZ 85204
602/892-0015

42K - data entry
42K - data design & output
20K - installation

$49.95

by I. I. Butler

Most users should have such a program. Simple
filing database programs are user favorites. Even
users owning more powerful relational database
programs with programming capability will probably
appreciate this inexpensive program and use it for
short to medium lists not requiring relational
capability. Such lists can be handled more quickly
and easily than setting up a new format in a more
powerful program, and exchange of data in a relational
program is quick and simple since the data are in
ASCII.

Within the category of simple filing systems,
this is probably the program of choice for users who
work with both CP/M and MS-DOS, because Alist Plus
works identically and has interchangeable data and
index files in both operating systems. It is probably
also the program of choice for those who work with
more than.one CP/M format. It makes a minimum of BIOS
calls, has been found by experience not to be machine
specific and needs only minimal installation for
terminals and printers. It can be obtained in 48K
and/or 64K RAM versions and does not need a full 80
column or 24-line screen in any version.

How Does It Work?

I.Jke many other database programs, Alist Plus is
really two programs. It would have been slightly more
user-friendly if you could exit either program and
enter the other from the menu without exiting to the
operating system.

Because this program can perform calculations, it
is also usable for keeping lists of bank account
deposits and withdrawals with a running balance,
inventories, and other numerical data. However, it
lacks the full capabilities of a spreadsheet and does
not have special features built into the program or
instructions in the manual for user-friendly exchange
of data with spreadsheet programs.

Why Should You Want It?

Alist Plus is an exceptionally well-designed
program, relatively easy to learn and use. Most
people can have it up and running in one day of
intensive learning, or one weekend of just fooling
around, without having to cover the whole manual
before getting it going. Design of data entry is
simple, because no definitions of field length are
required (all fields have up to 254 characters), no
field other than the first one in any record needs to
be filled, consecutive numbering of records and
sorting by the first field in each record are
automatic, and trimming of unwanted spaces between
fields in output is automatic.

1.1. Butler is an attorney in private practice in
Berkeley, CA, representing clients in corporation,
contract, real estate and litigation legal matters.
He is also an MD3 user, BAMDUA Program Director, fre
quent writer and reviewer for MOR, and songwriter.

In one program, you enter data; or search for,
extract, correct and/or delete data previously
entered; or output data in previously designed formats
to a disk file, your screen or the printer. Fromthis
program, you can also create a "sub-file," which is a
database file with identical format characteristics
containing all or any part of the same data, or just
an empty shell data file. (This is only one of two
ways to clone a database file.) You can also merge
input data from a different database file with
different format characteristics.

Designing Data Entry and Output Formats

The second of the two programs is the one that
allows you to design a structural format for the kinds
of data you want to enter, and the formats in which
you wish to output it--whether to screen, printer or a
disk file--all called "Print Styles" in the manual.
(I would prefer the terminology "output formats.")

One of seven output modes completely solves the
first-name-first, last-name-first problem. The name
data are entered only once, in last-name-first format.
Then, at your option (e.g., depending on whether the
output is a last-name-first address list or a first
name-first mailing label) the output will either leave
a listing of "Surname, Given-Name" as-is, or list it
as "Given-Name Surname."

This program is the most flexible way to clone an
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existing database format, and it allows you to specify
a different sort field (if you want it to sort on the
same field, just delete the new sort field). By this
process, you can also add, rename, change the order of
and/or delete fields, and retain or change the default
conditions for sorting and output. Many of these
functions can be Performed on an existing database
with data in it. But since there is no function to
rebuild an index, functions such as adding and
reordering data fields and specifying the default sort
condition of an existing database must be done on an
empty, cloned database, into which existing data is
then merged, using the first program.

This second program is better than "good." It
has merge-printing with print-formatting of output,
all done from a menu and not requiring an internal
programming language such as is used in both in dBASE
II and in WOrdStar/NewWord dot commands. While you're
designing output, you can send data from the first
record to the screen or printer to see what it looks
like and if you'd like to make any changes. (If the
database is empty, it will print or display field
names instead of data.) This is in addition to the
more complete test that can be run from the first
program, outputting onto screen any or all records in
any output design.

This program also permits flexible use of "dummy"
fields, which are not part of the datafile, but are
only in the index file. These may contain
punctuation, characters to fill in spaces (a line of
periods across a page), spaces and line feeds to
format the output in conjunction with the menu
commands. These fields are required to perform
numerical calculations. They may also contain control
characters and some escape sequences, which will turn
on and off printer capabilities, such as bold and
italics, or ring the "bell" of a terminal. Since they
may not contain carriage returns, they are not well
suited to printer-initialization sequences, which turn
on bidirectional printing and often contain carriage
returns (e.g., the initialization sequence for Diablo
&compatible daisy-wheel printers). The easy solution
is to run a word processor first, print a file that
pauses before printing any characters, then cancel
printing.

H~we~er, anything that falls within the concept
of des1.gmng computer output by entering sequential
commands becomes less easy to learn and do and less
easy to explain by manual or menu the more features it
has. Merge-printing and print-formatting fall, by
their natures, into the category of "A computer
program does what you tell it to do, not what you want
it to do." And the more you can tell it to do, the
more you have to learn, and the more you have to
test.

This program is a very good compromise between
number of features and ease of use. It has more
features than one would expect in a program of this
type and price. Although manual explanations are

cryptic and may require more knowledge than some users
possess, at least they are in plain English, cover all
features, and give tutorials and examples that work as
indicated. Better explanation may not be needed,
because it is possible to learn by using the samples,
menu directions, and trial and error. Also, you do
not have to learn all sophisticated output features
and techniques to start using the program with the
excellent sample files, learning as you go.

Best Features

Some of the best features of Alist Plus have
already been mentioned: up to 40 fields per record
and up to 254 characters per field, with no need to
specify field lengths; excellent demonstration
examples; clever uses of dummy fields; and men\l-driven
on-screen print tests of output from both programs.

Another outstanding feature is excellent error
prevention and recovery. Prevention takes five forms:
One is functions that cannot be Performed at all, if
they would be damaging, such as adding or changing the
order of data fields in an existing database with data
in it without changing the index. The second is the
existence of a number of places in both programs where
you have a menu option to abort a process. The third
is on-screen messages, including a warning for low
free memory. The fourth is occasional auto-abort and
exit to the operating system, when certain invalid
commands are made. The fifth is the automatic backup
file, with the option, in the installation program, to
work with three files (like WOrdStar/NewWord), a
backup, a temporary and a working file, thus
maximizing security against data loss, or to erase the
backup first, freeing disk space.

Error recovery includes the ability to switch
working and backup files back and forth, while working
on data, in case you inadvertently wipe out something
in the working file.

But wait! Like a TV mail-order ad, there is
more: One single field in a record of up to 40 fields
can contain an entire address, or name and address, of
up to 254 characters. This is because you can specify
any printable character not to be printable but
instead to generate a line-feed in any output format.
(I recommend backslash "\," used as an output control
character in WordStar/NewWord headers and rarely
needed in names, instead of the default value slash
"I," which is needed in "c/o" and in some names.)

Because of the other program features, you can
still output a near-perfect merge-print file without
bothering to count the number of lines per address
listing when you first enter data. Using the design
program, you can specify the number of total lines in
any output. You can also cause alllines/fields to be
enclosed within quotation marks in output to a merge
print disk file. All commas will be enclosed within
quotes and will not be recognized as field-dividers in
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merge-printing. Any record may exceed the number of
lines of output specified without losing data, since
that command is executed last in output. What it does
is line-feed from the end of a record down to the
correct line for the following record. So only those
records with too many lines need editing, and no data
from them are erased involuntarily.

There is a feature that permits extracting and
sorting by ZIP codes (five- or nine-digit, without
sPeCifying length).

A Wish List for Upgrades

The original Alist had an unadvertised label
generating utility program, provided only on request
(since the publisher sells a separate label program?).
This program provided greater output flexibility,
including multiple columns of labels on one output
sheet, with a vertical sort by column, a feature
missing in most word-processing merge-printing. Since
the conceptual programming is done, all that is needed
to modify this for Alist Plus is user demand.

The author has worked as a programmer for the
publishers of SuperCalc and has the ability and
knowledge to add a utility program allowing user
friendly import and export of data with spreadsheet
programs.

Ability to sort on more fields, e.g., three to
five, would improve output. Since it is only really
required for output, this could be a separate utility,
avai1able later, keeping earlier and later versions
compatible. Wildcard and sounds-like search/extract
would be a bonus.

MORROW USER'S MANUALS
IN STOCK

Correct-It User's Manual ••••••••••••••••• $ 8.00
CP/M 2.2 User's Manual $ 12.00
CP/M Plus Guides •••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 35.00

- User's Guide
- Programmer's Guide
- Programmer's Utilities Guide
- Symbolic Instruction Debugger (SID)
- System Guide

MBasic User's Guide .•••••••••••••••••••••• $ 12.00
MD Companion Guide • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• $ 12.00
MO (Floppy System) User's Guide •••••••••• $ 12.00
MD Hard DIsk User's Guide •••••••••••••••• $ 12.00
MDT-20 Service Manual ••••••••••••••••••• $ 12.00
Morrow Software Sourcebook ••••••••••••••• $ 8.00
Newwbrd User's Guide ••••••••••••••••••••• $ 12.00
Pilot User's Guide ••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 12.00
Smartkey User's Guide •••••••••••••••••••• $ 8.00
SuperCalc User's Guide ••••••••••••••••••• $ 12.00

All prices include UPS shipping or first class
postage for dorrestic addresses. Because of weight
constraints, some shifKl1ents must be sent UPS, please
include a street address. Foreign shifKl1ents .are
additional, please inquire. california residents
please add 6.5% sales tax.

r--------------------------~--

ORDER FORM FOR MD3 ROM UPGRADE KIT
AND

MORROW USER'S MANUALS

NAME: ....;..... _

CITY: srATE:__ ZIP: _

ADDRESS: _

x Please send me the indicated Morrow User's
Manuals. I have enclosed a check for
$ • (Prices listed above)

*_____ 10 #:PHalli: (__)Data files, now in ASCII, could be made more
compact, without sacrificing data exchange with other
programs, by using squeeze-unsqueeze conventions in
the public domain. This would slightly enlarge
program size and reduce speed in some operations.
Using the present program, in my experience, a DS/DD
floppy will hold 800 to 1,000 address records with 15
fields, including multiple addresses per record and
extensive commentary fields, including credit
information.

** california residents please add 6.5% sales tax.

TOI'AL AMJUNT ENCLOSED $ _

x Please send me the ReM Upgrade Kit for my M03.
The cost excluding tax is $35.00.Alist Plus could stand more aggressive marketing

and more open distribution with greater risks, such as
giving limited permission to copy and placing the
original version in the public domain with skeleton
documentation. When people find out how good it is,
user demand should ensure improvement and continuing
support. I would also like to see a catchier name,
such as "dFILER, the nicest way to lose your virginity
in database," or dFlLE , as in, "First get dFlLE'd
before you become totally dBASE'd." This program has
sex appeal. a

x Correct-It
x CP/M 2.2
x CP/M Plus
x MBasic
x MO Companion Guide
x MO Floppy System

x MO Hard Disk System
x Morrow Software Sourcebook
x Nev,Word
x pilot
x Srnartkey
x Supercalc

[© 1986 by 1.1. Butler. All Rights Reserved.]
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r--------------------------~-1
ORDER FORM FOR PUBLIC DOMAIN DISKETTES

ADDRESS: _

NAME:

PHONE: ( _ ID #: *
FLOB/JUN86:

UTILITIES & ARTICLES
CITY: ZIP: _

I enclose a check or money order for a total of

For FLOB diskette directories see previous issues or
ask for MOR-PD Directory by mail (include SASE) •
Please send me the following MOR-PD diskettes:

FIDB/AUG85
Disk 1
Disk 2

FIDB/OCT85
Disk 1
Disk 2

FIDB/DOC85
Disk 1
Disk 2

FLOB/FEB86
Disk 1
Disk 2
Disk 3
Disk 4
Disk 5
Disk 6

FIJJB/APR86
Disk 1
Disk 2

FI.J::£3/JUN86
Disk 1
Disk 2
Disk 3
Disk 4
Disk 5
Disk 6
Disk 7
Disk 8

--------------FLOB/JUN86 DISK #1 180k------------------
BD02: Like Findbad, but names files w/bad sectors
DU-V89: Latest version of DU, DiSk maintenance utility
FRONT: A menu system for running programs;for CP/M 2.2
NULU151: Latest version of NULU, by Martin Murray
SE: Removes garbage in directory; for CP/M 2. 2
ZX3: Fast file access, copy, edit, type utility
ZFILE: File find utility, esp. useful on hard-disks

--------------FLOB/JUN86 DISK #2 174k-----------------
Fl'NarE: Update to Footnote in AUG85 FLOB Version 1.4
SDl12: Update of SUPRDIR on FLOB/FEBR86 #1 (SD or $V)
SFILE26: File find utility, searches by user area
XCCP: CCP Replacement, runs as program

--------------FLOB/JUN86 DISK #3 168k (CP/M PluS1--------
BU13: QuiCk and selective hard-disk baCkUp .
CCP102+: CCP replacement--named directories, etc
MDHDTST1: Hard disk testing and formatting utility

$ (U.S.) for disks at $8.00 each.
** California Residents please add 6.5% sales tax **
US: First Class postage paid. OUtside US surface
postage paid; add $1.50 for Air Mail.

--------------FLOB/JUN86 DISK #4 158k-----------------
FATCAT23: Extensive yet fast disk cataloguing program;

will work on floppy-based and hard-disk
systems

To: MOR, PO Box 5487, Berkeley, CA 94705, Attn: MOR-PD

* ID # precedes expiration date on your mailing label.

--------------------------------~

r--------------------------~~--
ORDER FORM FOR MOR MANUALS

--------------FLOB/JUN86 DISK #5 162k-----------------
CINDRl3B: Alphabetizes, cleans up directory
CPM22PAT: Patches for DRI system software
CRUNCHLZ: Super-squeeze utility
DIRlST31: Types out 1st line of all text files on disk
DR23: Lists # of records in each file
SUPZAP33: Like DU, but menu-driven; simpler to use
ZX2: Like ZX3 on FLOB#l, but smaller

ID #:

NAME: _

PlIONE: (__)

ADDRESS: _

--------------FLOB/JUN86 DISK #6 174k-----------------
DISKX11: Disk/drive exercise and test program
I/0-CAP: OUtputs everything on-screen to printer
LBRDSK23: Library-making utili ty
REFSORT: Sorts paragraphs alphabetically; for indexing
SSTAT18: Directory/STAT-like utility

Please send me the complete MOR Manual for $80.00.

want manual sections for a total of $ _

CITY: ZIP: _

Please send me the MOR Manual sections ci rcled below.
[For directory and prices see MaR Vol 3, #2 p. 36.J

CITATIOO:
CPMDIR:
DISKERRS:
DRIVEC2:
FORMAT:
M300DIAL:
LETRQUAL:
MTAB:
PROUSART:
SETroRT:
SERIPORT:
TRM19200:

--------------FLOB/JUN86 DISK #7 178k------------------
------- Articles, sidebars and miscellaneous ------------
ALISTPLS: Detailed version of review on page 49 .
AUTOFORM: Automatic diskette formatter for drives B, C,

and D; see article on page 11
Comments on a special file management system
Exploring the CP/M file directory system
Experiences with hard-disk errors on MOll
Sidebar to review page 47: software installation
Diskette formatter includes FINDBAD, CP/M system
New version of MM300 autodialer on FLOB/FEB86
Review of NLQ conversion kit for GEMINI printer
Explanation of MTAB in BIOS; see article page 5
How to program the 8251A USART chip; MD1/2/3
A program to control the 8251A USART chip
How to add a second serial port to a Rev.1 MD
Detailed installation instructions; see page 17

97 8123 4 5 6CIRCLE TO ORDER:

Total amount : $ (U.S.)
** California residents please add 6.5% sales tax **
US: First Class postage paid. OUtside US surface
postage paid; Canada ad $2.00 for Air Mail; all other
countries add $5.00 for Air Mail.

Account # _

Check or Money Order MasterCard Visa
--------------FLOB/JUN86 DISK #8 352k-----------------
This is a DSDD floppy with MD3 system program source files
(ASM and MAC) for AUTO, BACKUP, CBIOS (3.1), FORMAT, KEY,

Ra-l (3.1) and SYSGEN. All code is commented.

* ID # precedes expiration date on your mailing label.

To: MOR, PO Box 5487, Berkeley, CA 94705, Attn: MANUAL

Exp. date _ Signature _

For a complete directory of all FLOBs published
thus far, ask for the MOR FLOB Directory by mail
(include SASE).
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A User's Guide to Understanding FLOBs
by Maxwell Syndstrom

When you receive your FLOB, accessing the
programs and documentation files on it isn't always as
straightforward as it might seem. Here are a few
suggestions that will help you on your way.

Generally, it's not a good idea to put the FLaB
in drive A. We don't put CP/M tracks on the FLOBs (if
we did, we'd be violating Digital Research's copy
right), so you can't boot a FLOB from drive A. So you
can either copy the files off of the FLaB in drive B
onto a disk in drive Athat has already been SYSGENed,
making it a "system" or "program" disk, or you can use
SYSGEN to make your FLaB into a boatable disk.

DOC or TXT files: These can be printed out or
read using VbrdStar/NeWWord (or with NSWEEP using the
''V' command); they are usually documentation to help
you learn how to use the programs you've ordered.

COPYING FILES: To copy files off of the FLaB-
your safest choice--you should use NSWEEP. NSWEEP is
a file-copy utility, like PIP but more sophisticated
and simpler to use. (If you have never used NSWEEP,
read the article by Peter Campbell in MaR Vol. 2, #4,
Aug./Sept. 1985, p. 54, or read the NSWEEP docu
mentation, NSWP206.DOC, on FLOB/AUG85, Disk #1). You
need NSWEEP more than anything else except NULU if you
purchase FLOBs because, since your FLaB is, in
essence, your distribution disk, you should copy the
files off of the FLaB onto another disk. NSWEEP is
usually named NS.COM, or sometimes NSWP207.COM. To
run it, just type its name (''NS'' or ''NSWP207'') without
the .COM filetype, press return, and you're in the
program. Type a question mark to get a relatively
self-explanatory menu.

LBR files: To access these files, you need NULU,
which is used to get into library files. A library is
a collection of programs and documentation all
"contained" under one entry in the directory, e.g.,
ADVENTUR.LBR. Libraries are useful because the files
in a library take up less disk space together in the
library than they would if they were listed
separately. With NULU.COM in drive Aand ADVENTUR.LBR
in drive B, type: A>NULU B:ADVENTUR<CR). This will
"open" the library so that you can extract files.
Now, at the NULU command prompt, type: -F; this puts
you in ''NSWEEP mode," i.e., you can then work as if
you were tagging and copying files off of one disk
onto another. Use the 'W' command to ''Wildcard'' tag
files, and when it asks for which files, type: *.*,
which means all the files in the library. ("*.COM"
would tag allthe files with filetype .COM, and so

Maxwell Syndstrom is a generous, kind person
dedicated to helping people free their spirits from
the pressures technology tends to place on them.

on.) Then use the "M" command to Mass copy the tagged
files to another disk, and specify either A, if you
have enough room on the disk in drive A, or C, after
which you can swap in a new floppy as your Morrow re
assigns drive A as drive C.

SQUEEZED FILES--DQC, CQM, QQQ, ETC.: These,
and any others with the middle letter of the filetype
being a "Q," are what is known as "squeezed" files;
e.g., NS.DQC or ADV.CQM or NEWS.QQQ. They need to be
unsqueezed with NSWEEP before they can be used.
Squeezing a file, especially if it's a text file,
reduces it to about a third of its original size; we
can put much more on a FLaB if we squeeze files, which
is why we put you through the trouble of having to
unsqueeze them. (Note: You can use the "V" command
in NSWEEP to view a squeezed file without unsqueezing
it first if it is a .DOC file.) To unsqueeze a file,
go into NSWEEP again, tag the file, using either 'W'
to tag *.DQC (all the .DQC files) or just "T" to tag
files individually. Then use (appropriately enough)
"Q" and answer "U" to the question as to whether you
want to squeeze ("S") or unsqueeze ("U") a file.

COM files, OAT files, PTR files, etc.: These
are not readable by TYPE, WordStar/NewWord or NSWEEP;
they are command, data and pointer files,
respectively, i.e., anything that gives you "letter
salad" on the screen. If the file is a .COM file,
then it is a runnable program. To run it, just type
all the letters before the .COM in its name, then hit
the RETURN key. Some .COM files, like ADV.COM, also
need associated overlay files, which usually have such
filetypes as .DAT (.DQT if it's squeezed), .OVR, etc.
Be sure those files are on the same disk as the
program's associated .COM file before you try to run
it, because the program needs occasional access to
those files while it is running.

Common Question: I got a huge bunch of files with
modem programs on them, and they don't work.

Answer: Anyone of a number of things could be
wrong. First, make sure you've run SETUP.COM
according to the instructions on the FLaB; otherwise
your modem will not be communicating out the right
port, or with the right protocol, or at the right
speed, etc. Second, be sure you are using a specific
"modem cable," which usually just means that the wires
connected to pins 2 and 3 at one end of the cable are
switched. Finally, be sure you have a Hayes
compatible modem. The Morrow modem (MM300) cannot be
used with the public domain programs on the FLOBS.

We hope this alleviates some of the panic and
frustration out there. If you need more help, contact
a local users' group or a knowledgeable friend. n
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CLASSIFIEDS

Korea rev 2.0 MB
(203) 375-4642

MD2 / Silver Reed EXP770 Printer near new. $1495
or best offer. Andy Jones, P. o. Box 2795,
Laguna' Hills, CA 92654 (714) 458~8446

MD3 w/ QUME amber QVT-102 Terminal, all software,
like new $899. Shacter, 9639 Dorothy, Southgate,
CA 90280 (213) 567-8758

MD3 w/ADM31 terminal & all software plus SmartKey.
$1095 BO. Marcus. (415) 455-5816 (5-11 PM PST) •

dBASE II - CUSTOM PRCX;RAMMING. Special print
formatting, insurance forms, invoices, mail labels
etc. Let my experience solve your data base
problems Reasonable rates. Jerry (805) 496-5693

FOR SALE. PIVar II. 256K RAM, 2 Drives, Battery &
Charger, RJ11C Phone-Jack, Parallel & Serial Ports
Expansion Bus-Out, Modem Option; MS-OOS 2.11,
NewWord, GSS-VDI Drivers, Unopened Ma.nuals; Cordu
ra Nylon Padded Case. $2165.00 BO (617) 821-1665;
Arthur Galer, 91 Neponset St, Canton, MA 02021

SURPLUS MD-3/11 SOF'IWARE. Customer ordered
replacement copies of Quest, Pearl, Supercalc,
etc. never paid for or picked up. Dealer cost
$200. Civil Computing Corp., (415) 455-8086,
2111 Research Drive, Suite 1, Livermore, CA 94550

EUROPEAN USERS GROUP. If you're interested in
helping to start one in southern Germany, contact:
Timothy Slater, Briener Strasze 44, 0-8000
Munchen 2, WEST GERMANY telephone: (089) 529092
(MaR apologises. for printing the wrong address
when this classified ran in the Feb/Mar '86 issue.)

MD3, MDT 50 term, WordStar, Correct-it, IDgicalc,
Bazic, Personal Pearl, BASIC, Quest, Piot, All
software manuals, excellent· condition. $795
Call Rudy (415) 851-8453 after 4 PST.

CP/M PUBLIC DOMAIN SOF'IWARE. Choose from 400
volumes. 100 Page P.D. Catalog $7.50 pp. Master
Catalog System $15.00. FORMS - fills out
pre-printed forms $49.95. Add $2.50 S&H for
programs. Send SASE for info. Elliam Assoc.,
24000 Bessemer St., Woodland Hills, CA 91367

MD3 w/software, used one year;
and Toshiba Drives. $625 Chuck

Morrow MD2 w/2 half-height 800K drives and one
standard MD2 drive (l.8M online!). Absolutely
reliable. ABUNDANT software. Asking $850.
Wyse 100 terminal w/WordStar ROM - $300, ADM 5A
terminal - $200. Okidata 92 NlQ printer $150.
MAKE ME AN OFFER. Stan Ahalt (803) 654-2748.

LETTER QUALITY PRINTER, Silver Reed EXP 400 with
tractor form feed. Best Offer. call David 513-281
2163 (3618 Middleton Ave., Cincinnati, OH 45220)

Morrow MD-3 and MD-11 with MDT terminals. Two
years old. Used in Morrow dealership atpoint·of
sale and back office accounting. All software,
wanuals, latest revision ROM's. Cleaned,
reconditioned and warrantied for 90 days by
servicing dealer (Morrrow Super Service Center in
Loveland, CO. (303)667-9095. Ask for Ken or Sally.

BAMDUA NEWSLETTER BACK ISSUE SALE.
Less than half price! Tips, articles, Q & A's.
Great for novices. Average 30 pages. Order
1984 or 1985 set (11 issues each) for
$13.00 or both sets for $25.00. US postage
paid, add $3.00 per set outside US and
Canada. P.O. Box 5152, Berkeley, CA 94705

ACCOUNTING PARTNER professional accounting soft
ware. Includes: General Ledger, Accounts Payable,
Accounts Receivable, Inventroy & Payroll. $125
CROSSTALK modem software for Osborne or Morrow
Micro Decision. $40. Both are· new and not used.
(916) 393-8063, Sacramento, California.

LET ADVERTISERS KNCW you saw them in MOR!
Let MOR know when you buy something from one of
our advertisers.

Advent Products • •
Bright Light, Inc.
Calquest Pacific Corp.·
CDE Software •• • • • •
Central Computer Products.
Civil Computing • • • • • •
Computer EdiType Systems
Faught Data Systems • • .•
Financial Track Systems • •
Irata • • •. • • • • • • ~

Jacobs Computer Services
James River Group • •
KAMASOFT
Lark Software, Inc. •
Micro Cornucopia
Micro Interfaces Corp
National Public. Domain Software •
PeopleTalk Associates, Inc
Spectre Technologies
The Protector Corp. • • •
Westwind Computer • • • •
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tI~.o£, ~~6i\~ • iIilM~rl\~1) Box 5487 Berkeley, CA 94705
W~~~lJJ~ (415) 644-2638 .-----------------------------------------------~
SUBSCRIBE. RENEW. ORDER BACK ISSUES

State Zip _

o 1 year MOR (6 issues) 0 2 years MOR (12 issues)
$18 $32

o All Canada & Mexico residents, add $8 US per year

o All other countries:
o Add $7 US for each year for Surface Mail
o Add $16 US for each year for Airmail

o For US First Class, add $8 per year.

o Please leave my name off your mailing list rentals.

o Please RENEW my subscription to MaR.

Name _

Subscriber No.* _

Phone _

Address _

City _

MOR is published bi-monthly. starting in February. We must receive your subscription
application before the 15th of the month preceding publication in order to begin your
subscription with the next issue.

* Applies to current subscribers only. This number is in the upper right corner of your mailing label. preceding
your expiration date.

BACK ISSUES cost $4 each, postage paid in the U.S., Canada, and
Mexico. For all other countries, $5.50 each, airmail postage paid. Total amount enclosed $ for Subscription 0 and/or Back Issues 0

Signature M_O_R_3_386

Account # _
Please send me the following issues:

VOL. I: D#lAPR84 D#2JUN84 D#3AUG84 D#40CT84 D#5DEC84

VOL. 2: D#IFEB85 D#2APR85 D#3JUN85 D#4AUG85 D#50CT85 D#6DEC85

VOL.3: D#lFEB86 D#2APR86 D#3JUN86 D#4AUG86 D#50CT86 D#6DEC86

o MasterCard o VISA o Check or Money Order

Exp. Date _

-----------------------~
MOR GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS!

-----------~-----------

Total amount enclosed for $ _

Signaturc _

State Zip _

GIFT TO:
Name _

Address _

Phone _

City _

o 1 year MaR (6 issues) 0 2 years MOR (12 issues)
$18 $32

o All Canada & Mexico residents, add $8 US per year

o All other countries:
o Add $7 US for each year for Surface Mail
o Add $16 US for each year for Airmail

o For US First Class, add $8 per year.

\ 0 Please leave name off your mailing list. MOR3~8~_ ,.~

Zip _State _

o Check or Money Order

Exp. Date _

o VISAo MastcrCard

Account # _

FROM:
Name _

Subscriber No. _

Phone _

Address _

City _

CHANGE OF ADDRESS Allow six weeks for your Change of Address to take effect.

State Zip _

Address _

Phone _

City _

NEW ADDRESS:
Name _

Zip _State _

OLD ADDRESS: (Paste your mailing label here)
Name _

Subscriber No. _

Address _

City _
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BACK ISSUES

A resource to help you make your Morrow really useful

VOL 1, 11 APRIL 84

Technical and Foreign Language Text with
WordStar + NewWaroVB. Wordstar + Meet
the Disk Drives in your Marrow + Adding
Disk Drives to your Morrow + serial Port
CommunkatioM+The~T~

Electronics" RS-232 Switchbox + Using
the Hayes Smartmodem + Quieting down
your Morrow MD3 + Inexpensive PASCAL

VOL 1, 12 JUNE 84

Concun:ent Fditing and Printing with
WordStar + Installing WordStar For Dot
Matrix Printers + Customizing NewWord +
Preliminary Review of Reachout + MCI
Mail + Trouble Shooting Your Micro
Decision + Experience with the E-Systems
"Piggybank"Ramdisk. + About serial
Com munkatioM + Diskettes Deteriorate

VOL 1, 13 AUG 84

Graphics Package for the Morrow +
Friendly Telecommunications + Review of
Micro Link IT Communications SOftware +
A Very Simple Modem Program + Connecting
Your MD to a Radio Shack + Connecting
Your MD to an Ep:;on HX-20 + Proportional
Spacing with WordStar + Patching
WordStar for an Ep:;on Printer +
Installing WordStar 3.0 for the MP100 +
WordStar Patches for the Okidata Printer
+ Using Basic to Control Your Printer

VOL 1, 14 OCT 84

Manuals + How To Tell What MD You Have +
About SUrge and Spike Protectors: I
Thought It WOuld Never Happen to Me +
Never Too Old to Start with a Morrow +
More Printing and Editing Concurrently
with worostar + Btightening Your Day with
NeWWOIO + Programming Your Function Keys
with NeWWOIO + Public Domain Software
Made Easy

VOL 1, 15 DEC84

George Marrow Faces the Nation + Notes
from a SmartKey User + Speeding Up Your
Com~+ZCPR3 Makes CP/M 2.2 Shine +
Deciphering Your Terminal Manual +

WordStarEmergency Treatment +
Customizing wordStar's Terminal Defaults
+ Spool-Away with Printer Buffers +
Soulof CP/M

VOL 2, 11 PEB8S

Teaching with PILOT + Trouble-Shooting
Your Morrow + Micro Justification and
Prop. Spacing in WordStar + Toward a
More Useful MD2 (1876K disk-space) +
Getting Started with TURBO PASCAL +
SmartKey Alert!

VOL 2, 12 APR8S

PlLOT Programs for Children + Morrow
Drive Error Messages + MDBITS, a Program
to Replace SETBAUD + SUBMIT to U?$ Work
+ Saving Time in SUperCalc with X
(eXecute) + MEX, A GreatPD Modem
Program + The Morrow Toolbox + Automatic
Formatting with PILOT + SOFTWARE:
UniForm, a File Transfer Utility +
.The CP/MPlus Handbook -Book Review

VOL 2, 13 JUN8S

Modems: What's All the Fuss About? +
MM300 Modems and Com municatioM Software
+ The CTS MM300 Modem With MITE + Short
Introduction to FIDONET + Getting
Started with Modem Programs + The
Smartest Modem of All (Visionary) +
Morrow Printer RibboM + lJXked Out of
LOGICALC? + Adding Z-CLOCK to MD3

VOL 2, 14 AUG8S

The Basic Morrow Word Process:lr +
Upgrading NewWord: Why and How? + The
MD3 as a Dedicated Word Proces9:lr + In
Search of the Perfect Writing Tool + New
Tricks for WordStar + KAMAS, an outline
Processor + EUREKA! A CP/M Disk
Cataloger + Punctuation & Style +
ShadowPrint (SPRINT), a Print Spooler +
ShadowPrintatthe MaR Office +
MultiForm, a File Transfer Utility +
Day-Old Computers + New Product: The
TurboJink 1200 Modem + NSWEEP: A Public
Domain Jewel

VOL 2, 15 OCT8S

Running a Small Business with a Morrow +
Reflections on dBASE IT, Comparing Gold
to Pearl + dBASE IT Hints for Mon:ow
Users + An Overview of Personal Pearl +
Let's Get Rid of Personal~ look at
Options + POIL: A Fix for Personal
Pearl'sINSTALH.DAT + Accrual
Bookkeeping on QUEST VeISi.on 1.2 +
Affordable Computing (Almoot) +
Eliminate Sort Disk Swap when Using
Pearl + ShadowPrint (SPRINT), an Update
+ Pearl File Load + Free Filer + How to
Make Money with Your Micro +James River
Group's Accounting for Micrcs +
Computer-Assisted InvestmentHandbook

VOL 2, 16, DEC8S

The WOrd from New York. Dealers +
The Co-Processor Board Confusion +
CO-POWER 88 for the MD3 + Adding a Co
Processor Board to an MDll + TOe Dvorak
Keyboard-Life after Qwerty + Converting
your Morrow Keyboard to Dvorak +
Indexing withCarrect-It + Genealogy
with Personal Pearl +
Telecommunications: National and
International + Handicapped Users and
the Mon:ow + Software for the Visually
Impaired +New Software Announcements +
Block letters for Toddlers + Conway's
Game of Life + The Animal Game + Labor
Turnover and Career Mobility +
versaIedger II + More James River
Accounting for Micros

I-All this information can beyours for $4.00per issue.L Order now while they last!

Order Form for Back Issues on reverse side of this page.



DARE TO COMPARE!
Super Spring Sale!

CP/M Lives! BEXT GEHEllATIOH Products!

The WestWind Interface!

SuperCalc2, SuperFile, comprehensive software to integrate all the WestWind
products, Arkive, Menu system, DiskMgr and more! Includes all necessary
hardware, cabling and extensive, illustrated documentation. ONE WW Interface
lets you add any combination of WestWind products to your computer!

W nrrERFACE for CP/M

*** HEW!
*** HEW!

Trantor Bard Disks!

5 HEG BARD DISK $ 495 ***
11 MEG BARD DISK $ 695 ***

$ 100

Flexible, hi-performance external subsystems. Includes chassis, power supply
and all necessary cabling_ Daisy-chain up to 3 hard disk subsystems!
(Requires the WW Interface for your computer - add $100)

21 MEG HARD DISK $ 995 45 MEG BARD DISK $1595 110 MEG HARD DISK $2595

REMEMBER: Get a Trantor Hard Disk for your CP/M computer NOW, and use it with
a DOS computer later, just by getting a WestWind DOS Interface for $100!

DriveC 2!

Configure as 4 RAM-disks, Print Buffer with Multiple-Copy and up to SOOK of
giant, SuperSize SuperCalc2 spreadsheet memory, all at the same time!
(Requires the WW Interface for your computer - add $100)

DriveC 2 512K $ 349 DriveC 2 1 MEG $ 499 1 MEG EXPANSION $ 499

NEW! ~IH-A-BOX! Portable case and pover supply for DriveC 2! ADD $ 100

Add DriveC 2 to the Trantor Hard Disk and get TURBO Cache Buffer power to make
the entire hard disk act like a RAM-disk - AUTOMATICALLY!

*** Super Special! ***

TURBO 5! - 5 MEG BARD DISK PLUS 1 MEG DriveC 2
(Requires the WW Interface for your computer - add $100)

Tape Systems!

Complete, hi-speed Tape backup, works with ALL CP/M hard disks!
(Requires the WW Interface for your computer - add $100)

$ 895

ADD 21 HEG TAPE TO TUBTOll BARD DISK $ 995 STANDALONE 21 IIEG TAPE $1095

BULLETIN BOARD

(415) 692-1861

ORDER TOLL FREE
U.S. 800..526..6500
CA 800..831..3144

Call or write for our FREE catalog!

westWind
COM PUT E R

1690 65th Street, Emeryville, CA 94608, (415) 652-3222
Telex: 756329 (DRIVE CUD), WU EASYLINK 62533500




